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INTRODUCTION
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Teaching has always been characterized by a desire for
improvement, whether it is improvement of educational systems
as a~hole, or the improvement of teaching in one particular
subject area.

Improvement is a vital part of teaching, for

without it the very ideas which are to be taught become stagnate
and unwieldy.

However, recent technical advances have brought

about increased demands for further advances in the field of
education.

As a result of these demands and the accompanying

research they produce, a new era of education seems to be rapidly
approaching.

Old concepts and organizations are beina; revised

to meet new requirements.

Su·ch engineering advances as television

and teaching machines open up entirely new methods of approach.
-

In addition, curricula are being revised and changed to meet
more recently recognized requirements.
Public demands on sciences have brought about a great deal
of revision in these fields.

The trend has been not only to

extend pr~~ent methods, but to consider the basic purposes of the
science itself and to revise the entire structure of the approach
from these considerations.

This is true of physics especially,

though most of the effort until recently has been concentrated
on secondary or h~gh achool physics.

The following report on

the need for revision of physics courses in high schools is an
example of current thought in this educational area.
our committee was set up in order to·
suggest how the physics curricuia in schools
could be revised. The na~re of any revision
is obviously determined largely by the
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ultimate purpose that physics teaching in
schools is considered to have. Our own
discussions have been based upon our strong
belief that physics, the ·most exact and
fundamental of the sciences, is a vital part
of modern culture and, as such, a necessary
element in the education of all children.
There are some who appear to equate science
with technology and who advocate the extended or more intensive teaching of science
because of its probable contribution to increased material well-being. We are well
aware of the economic aspects of technological development and of their importance;
nevertheless, the cultural value of. science
-- which is too often inadequately appreciated
-- should be the aspect which determines the
extent and the nature of the science courses
in schools. Modern science has changed not
only mants environment but his whole approach
to many of the problems which he has to face
-- and which his predecessors had to face.
Science is not only a powerful weapon with
which to attack material problems; it provides
a new process of thought, and new criteria
of credibility and of acceptability of evidence.
Philosophy, theology, politics, and economics
have all been influenced in differing degrees
by science, and the most power£ul influences
have been the result of the cltanging pict11re
of natural phenomena that scientific thought
has .created. In the present context, it cannot be too strongly emphasized that science
is one of the humanities. Physics is not a
collection of "facts" which can be learned;
it is a highly imaginattve intellectual
structure of concepts that gives a meaningful
and creative picture or model of such of man's
experience of the world in which he live.s as
it has yet been possible to integrate int:o a
conaistent whole. It is'a picture that is
constantly being given further detail and
some parts of which are constantly being redrawn. The reasons why physics has a place
in a child's education are firstly that the
story of the drawing of that picture is a
remarkable tribute to the power of the human
mind, and secondlyi. the model of nature that
physics provides is a necessary component of
any fruitful modern thinking about some of
the most important of the perennial problems
that man has to attempt as a social being.

...... ........ . .... . . .. ..... ...

We hope that we have made clear in our

-3report that we believe that it is necessary
to change completely the content of school
physics courses, the attitude of mind of the
teacher towards his aim, and the purpose
which the teaching of physics is considered
to fulfill. Nothing less than a radical
change will suffice if we are to succeed in
giving to children, as part of a liberal
education, a worthwhile introduction to an
understanding of the place of science in
their lives and the method by which science·
is carried on and advanced. There are few
who do not now realize that the advancement
of science and its extended application are
essential for the health and growth of modern
economies. Such a recognition is not, however, sufficient. We need to educate children
to appreciate that science is, in fact, one
of the humanities and a major part 6f modern
culture. To a nonspecialist as much as to
the specialist, science is worthy of study
for its own sake irrrspective of the value
ot its applications.
The preceeding quotation forms the first and last paragraphs
of a report on the teaching of physics in.schools.

It points

out with striking conviction, the role which physics should
(but does not) play in modern secondary education.

As well, it

calls for a sweeping change in physics curricu}.um and teaching
in order to restore to the subject its proper aim.

The origin

of the report, however, is as striking as its content.

The report

was not written by a committee of American educators, -- indeed,
it was. ,not even written ip reference to American physics education!
The report was prepared for the Office for Sciel\tific and Tech. . .4

....

nical Personnel of the Organization for European Economic Cooperation
'

.

l 11 The Teaching of Physics in Schools," Physics Today, Vol. XN
No. 1, (January, 1961), pp. 30-38.
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by a working group whose members consisted of a representative from
Great Britain, Holland, Switzerland, Italy, Denmark, Great Brit~n,
and France.2

It is remarkable that an assessment of European

physics teaching should correspond so completely with the recent
studies of American physics teaching.

In an account of the 1961

Paris conference on physics education, J. W. Buchta comments,
"The outstanding and rather surprising impression made on a
delegate from the United States was that the problems and deficiencies
we believe exist in our schools were almQst without exception
those .;h~t plague practically every country represented."3

Here

is a problem whose scope extends beyond peoples or sections or
countries.
While flaws in secondary physics teaching have undoubt~~ly
been present since the introduction of the first high school physics
class, the study of such flaws has been made in concentrated effort
only recently.

Because of growing dissatisfaction among many

university physicists with the state of secondary school physics
\.

preparation, a Physical Science Study:. Committee was organized
in 1956. · At the same time the American Institute of Physics,
the American Association of Physics Teachers, and the National
Science Teachers Association had started a st)ldy of existing
physics textbooks.

The ~ommittee studied these reports, and

with the aid of its own investigations came to the following
.,-fr'.-~

conclusions:

•

211 The Teaching of Physics in Schools," Physics Today, Vol. W
No. 1, (January, 1961), p. 30.
311 Physics Education: An Account of the Paris Conference,"
Physics Today, Vol. XN No. 1, (January, 1961), p. 28.
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(1)
Textbooks in general reflected a scientific outlook that dated back half a century
and was no longer representative of the views
of the scientific community.
(2)
Genuine attempts to remain abreast of
scientific developments had given even the
best textbooks a patchwork quality in which
the unity of physics disappeared.
(3)
The sheer mass of material in the textbooks had become so great that it could no
longer be reasonably taught in an academic
year or even in two years.
(4)
With the increasing application of
.
science in the everyday environment, physics
textbooks had given over more and more of
their attention to technology, thus further
overloading the course and further minimizing
the concepts of science itself, and its unity. 4
In December, 1956, a meeting was held to consider possible
syllabi to be used in writing a new text.

The results of this

conference were published in the March 1957 issue of Physics
Today.

This report included a list of both general aims and

specific objectives.

The cultural purposes of the course were

announced as "(l) to build a good scientific background in a
section of the population (which, hopefully, will increase in
size) and (2) to develop a physics course that emphasizes the
essential intellectual, aesthetic, and historical background of
physical science.us

The specific objectives were not listed in

absolute form, but instead a list of considerations which pointed
up some of the objectives was offered.

To avoid any seeming

implications by means of inclusion 4>r ommission, the complete
p. 3
1g!8),Committee,

4First Annual Report of the Phisical Science St
(Cambridge, Mass.: Recordj..ng and ~Eatistical 6orp.,
511 Physical

Science Studv Committee: A Planning Conference
Report," Physics Today, Vol,.~• Nl>.3, (March, 1957), pp. 28-29.
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list, and associated published comments is repeated here.
1. The Unity of Physical Science
Physical science, in interpreting the world
around us cannot be divided into many independent
fields because the phenomena it covers are interrelated.
2. Regularities
In discovering this interrelation, the observation
of regularities in physical phenomena is necessary
before laws covering the phenomena or models
underlying them can be formulated.
3. Many Inde2en~ent Armynents for One~
In establishing physical laws, many independent
arguments should be used to help show the solidity
with which the laws themselves are founded.
4. Deduction of Phenomena from Laws
From laws established to"correlate one set of
phenomena or more, we can deduce many other
physical conclusions. We can make many deductions
from the laws to show their power and scope.
Even a simple physical law, such as the law of
refraction, can be extended from a few cases to
many more complex cases. Certain laws like the
conservation of energy apply to a very large
range of phenomena.
5. Limitations1,of Physical Laws
Physical laws are, .established over a range of
phenomena and within a range of accuracy; thus
established, they are not subject to further
modification. True, the range over which a
physical law is valid may extend to include new
phenomena; but it must be emphasized that the
range is usually limited.
6. Models
Models often provide a possible explanatory background for observed phenomena and suggest relations
among them, which can then be investigated. When
investigations reveal the limitations of l&Ws
or models previously established over a limited
range, there may be established new physical
laws and new models that extend the range of
applicability to new phenomena. A new model thus
replaces the. old one 6but it must be stressed
that it includes. it.

It was decided that the coverage should be focused toward the
atomic picture of the universe.

Intensive treatment of the

6 11 Pb.ysical Science Study Committee: A Planning Conference
Report," Physics Today, Vol. X, No. 3, (March, 1957), p.28,

-7entire range of physical phenomena was certainly impossible to
include in a course of a year's time limit, so certain parts of.
the usual high school physics course were
an intensi'VQ.

o~itted in favor of

treatment of optics and waves and of mechaniG;I·

The final coverage divided naturally into four parts.

They;Cere,

The Universe and Other Things, Light and Waves, Mechanics, and
Electricity and Modern Physics.

As well as a textbook, a laboratory

guide, motion pictu~e films, and a series of monographs were developed.

The laboratory program, especially, resulted in much publicity,

since the approach employed was through simple apparatus which could
be constructed by the student.

It was soon realized that the

building of such equipment was impracticable to both the student
and teacher from the standpoint of consumed time, and so ~-quipment kits were developed to supplj the necessary materials in a
partially prepared form.

Teachers were familiarized with the

course through summer institutes sponsored by the National Science
Foundation.
by

The program was tested even during its development

use in selected high schools.

Eight schools taught the course

in the academic year 1957-1958, nearly 300 utilized it in 19581959, and almost 600 schools tried it in 1959-1960.7

A feedback

program was established to revise. the course as suggestions from
these teaching experiences became available.

Finally, in the

spring of 1960, after an expenditure of over $2,600,0008, the text

7Physical Science Study Committee, Physics, (Boston, D. C.
Heath and Cdinpany, 1960), p. v.
·
8 "Physical Science Study Committee: A Planning Conference
Report," Physics Today, VoL X, No. 3, (March, 1957), p. 13.

-8was assigned to D.

c.

Heath and Company for printing and distribution.

The laboratory equipment kits were assigned to Macallaster Bicknell
Company, the monogt"aphs were published by Doubleday and Company,
and the motion picture films were released for distribution to
Modern Talking Picture Services, Incorporated.
'nh.ere is little doubt that the physics course produced by
the Physical Science Study Committee has made contributions to
high school physics which are at least as great in magnitude as
the effort which produced them.

The Physical Science Study

Conmittee (P.s.s.c.) materials correctly present physics as a
strong, dynamic, intellectual discipline.

But despite such

an auspicious program, the P.s.s.c. physics course is subject
to many weaknesses, which have not yet been systematically
analyzed in current literature.

After studying these new

materials, the author was led to wonder if a more satisfactory
course might be developed from a·third approach which utilized
both the traditional and P.s.s.c. approaches.

The weaknesses

of the traditional approach are well known, for the work df
the ,hysical Science Studt Committee, as we have seen, was
based upon these traditional flaws.

If the P.s.s.c. materials

helped remedy traditional flaws, might not the tried and tested
materials of the traditional approach help iron out the quite
different flaws or the

P.s.s.c.

materials?

Perhaps the best

way to answer this question is to carefully construct and teach
a third approach.

But any such approa.ch can only succeed if

-8,A-

it serves to remove the weaknesses or its component parts.

To

do this, one must be well aware of the flaws of both the traditional
and the. P.s.s.c. approaches.

Although the

P.s.s.c.

materials

actually contain the fewest faults, we shall deal with them
in the greatest detail, since little is known about them at this
time.
The first, and perhaps most noticable or the P.s.s.c.
weaknesses,is the omission of many topics which seem necessary to
the development of an overview or the physical world.
sound, for example, weakens the course in many ways.

The omission of
The idea of a

longitudinal wave is completely omitted, and the student may be
lead to believe that transverse waves occupy the entire subject
of wave motion.

Sound is the surest and perhaps the most rapid

method of developing and demonstrating the standing wave concept
which later becomes so impo:ntant in the atomic picture.

Sound

presents the opportunity to contrast quantitative objective measurement with subjective physiological measurement -- a good place
to emphasize the role of the measurer in the art or measurement.
Sound is an area easily grasped by the non-scientrfically inclined
student because it is so universal in experience, and as such can
·do much toward impressing the student that physics is based upon
the extension or common, every-day experiences.

While sound is the

most notable omission of the co'1?'se, other lesser omissions are
worth noting.
known.

There is no treatment of statics as conventionally

A brief treatment of combining forces is given, but no

mention of resolution of forces is given.

Perhaps the most serious

criticism of this omission is its ratlure to properly emphasize

-9for the student the role of vectors in everyday application.
The study of heat omits all calorimetry and caloric measurement.
The dry, theoretical approach to heat could well be clarified
by a simultaneous experimental approach.

Calorimetry presents

a fine opportunity to stress the importance of experimental
approach -- the importance of ·mot only asking the right questions,
but also asking them in the right way.

Calorimetry is one of the

first places where precision can be stressed with modest high school
equipment.
A

Electrical circuits a:i;e /largely omitted in electricity.

brief study of series and parallel circuits through Kirchoff's

laws should be included if for no other reason that the high
probability of a student coming in contact with these common
elements.
A second failure of the

P.S.s.c.

course is the omission

of too many applications of physical principles.

The text,

as.written by university physicists, requires a high ability for
appreciating a quantitative description of events surrounding
basic principles but not their applications.

The level of appreciation

required is entirely too high for the non-scientific, noncosmopolitan high school student.

Any high school teacher surely

would be quick to realize that the greatest problem in teaching
physics at the secondary level is the teaching of appreciation.
The significance of the knowledge to be learned is the most
difficult aspect of physics as far as the high school student is
concerned.

The significance of the knowledge can not be reduced

to a set of symbols or rules to be ,memorized.

Teaching the

meaning of physics is the most vital, difficult, and trying
work of a high school physics teacher.

The P.S.S.C. course

-10represents a step backward in this respect.

It is probably true

that the conventional physics course becomes too belabored with
technology, but the wholesale removal of technical applications tends
to remove physics from the sphere of experience where the high
school student is concerned.

While too many examples of applications

are definitely harmful to the physics course, certainly the inclusion
of too few is harmful to the physics course as well.

The P.S.s.c.

course may be admirably suited for that exceptional student whose
background, either because of family, society, or ability has
been previously.enriched in scientific interpretation, but it
fails f~r students of average or below average background.
The third failure of the P.s.s.c. course is the failure to
.utilize the equipment and resources available from present high
school physics courses.

The laboratory portion of the P.s.s.c.

course makes practically no use of conventional laboratory materials.
"The school laboratory for which ••• this (course) is designed
is expected to provide benches, 110 volt AC current outlets,
and power supplies that will convert the current to provide up
to ten amperes at six volts, or fractional amperage at 300 volts. 11 9
This statement from the committee's first report must seem ironical
to many high school physics. teachers.

Of the equipment at hand,

probably the greatest shortage occurs in " ••• power supplies that
will convert the current to provide up to ten amperes at six volts,
or fractional amperage at 300 volts"!

Yet even the most magerly

9 zacharias, Jerrold R., "Into t1i.e Laboratory," First Annual
Report of the Physical Science Stud~ Committee, (Cambridge, Mass.:
Recording and Statistical Corp., 19 8), p. 30.

-11equipped high school physics laboratory contains individual balances,
force composition boards, calorimeters, resonance tubes, simple
light benches, magnets, and electroscopes.

Yet any school which

adopts the P.s.s.c. course will suddenly find these, and other
conventional materials useless.

The committee assumes either that

the school has no physics equipment, or that the school has never
taugkt physics before.

Instead of utilizing equipment at hand,

an additional expense of $2130.00 10 is required for the new equipment.

1,..,-/

And if supplementary recommended materials are purchased,

this cost of adoption rises to $2843.00 11 •

If a physics laboratory

has much conventional equipment on hand, the adoption of the P.S.S.C.
course can hardly be considered economical from this aspect alone.
Many teachers feel that the level of difficulty of the P.s.s.c. ;---"'·
course is a fourth difficulty.

This i·s a debatable point.

It is

always dangerous to set limits of any kind on the level of work
which a high school student can do.

However, it is true that many

high school students are unusually grade-conscious in their
senior year.

Many seniors feel they are working against highly

competitive admission requirements to good colleges.

This seems

to bring a reluctance on the part of the student to enroll in a
course of greater than average difficulty.12

If this trend in

lOThis figure is calculated .from prices quoted throughout the
Official P.s.s.c. Apparatus Catalog, (Cambridge, Mass.: MacalasterBicknell Co., 1960).
11 Ibid.
12Area Meeting Reports, #8132-61, (Cambridge, Mass., Educational
Services:-Incorporated, February, 1961), p. 2.

-12student thinking continues, one may actually see a decline in
the number of students enrolled in the P.S.S.C. course.

This,

of course, would defeat one of the announced purposes of the
course.
students.

Many schools do consider the course only for advanced
As high as forty percent of the schools using the

course do select their students for the P.s.s.c. program in one
way or another.13
There are other shortcomings of the P.S.S.C. course that
could be mentioned; however the four we have dealt with above
seem to be most basically connected with the concepts and foundations of the course itself.

Other mistakes seem to be of the minor

nature that appear whenever something is done for the .. first time.
To point all of them out would require a page-by-page analysis of
the textbook, which is not the purpose of this paper.
them may be simple to correct.

Most of

However, two such comments are

perhaps serious enough to mention here.

The problems placed at

the end of each chapter were written especially to encourage individual constructive thinking, without referring to certain
pages or paragraphs of the chapter.

l,/'.

While this is a very worth-

while idea, most high school teachers feel the need for additional
problems which will emphasize the points of the chapter in such
a way that even the slowest student will grasp them.14

Many times

relations are fixed in the mind by simple exercises which require

13Area Meeting Reports, #8132-61, (Cambridge, Mass., Educational
Services;-Incorporated, February, 1961), p. 7.
14 Ibid., p. 1 .•
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the use of an otherwise obvious fact.

Such simple "learning by

doing" exercises, so important at the elementary stages of a subject,
are almost completely absent from the

P.s.s.c.

text.

The laboratory manual contains a similar difficulty.
the experiments are written in an open-ended style.
step-by-step instructions are carefully avoided.

Here

Specific,

This is carried

to such an extent that no provision is made for reporting the
experiment.

While high school students can (and should) devise

their own data tables, the discussion of this data requires more
careful and complete guidance.
little aid in this guidance.

The manuals give the teacher

Il.

PLAN

-14-

Is there a way to eliminate some of the shortcomings of both
the traditional and P.S.s.c. physics courses?

The development

of yet a third type of course from the ground level up would
seem to pose no new advantages, for this was the technique employed
by the Physical Science Study Committee.

Indeed, it would be a

grave error to overlook the advances in high school physics
teaching brought about by the P.S.S.C. course.

It is probably

conservative to say that the Committee made two correct choices
for every wrong or doubtful choice.

Yet it would seem that any

physics course at the high school level still leaves much to be
desired.

Could the best ideas from both the conventional course

and the new course be combined into the third avenue of approach?
Could such an approach result in any degree of coherence and unity,
and yet provide a flexibility to benefit teachers of varying backgrounds?

In 1960-1961, 1,100 physics teachers adopted the P.s.s.c.

course, while approximately 1,000 teachers used various parts of
the P.s.s.c. material to improve their traditional courses.15
This paper is a report of such an attempt to combine the best
of both traditional and P.S.S.C. courses into a third approach
to physics.
In order to develop such a course, one must be guided in
selection of material by the basic aims of the course.
the purpose of a high school physics course?

What is

Research by John

W. Renner in 1959, seemed to indicate that for the conventional

15~

Meeting Reports, #8132-61, (Cambridge, Mass., Educational

Services, Incorporated, February, 1961), p. 1

-15physics course, there was no purpose at all!

Fo· irty-four physics

departments in schools of higher education in eight midwestern
states were questioned as to the value of high school physics.
Only two institutions recognized high school physic~ when admitting
a student to a course, and then the student was only:acimitted
one year earlier t~ a cou!se with conventional units of study.
Opinions received from the college physics professors ranged from,
"Students who have had high school physics do no better in college
physics than those who have not had high school physics," to
"Some students would be better off if they had not studied high
school physics. 1116

When college s"t:U,dents at Western Michigan

University evaluated their high school physics course, however,
it was found that "there was a significant association between

honor grades for the first semester of general college physics
and background in high school physics. 1117

But the same report

warns ~hat a significant association does not necessarily prove
a direct cause-and-effect relationship.

These two studies seem

to show that at l.east as far as college courses are concerned,
high school physics serves little or no purpose.

A typical

reaction to this condition is the response that the high school
·physics courses need to be strengthened . 18

But how should this

_,_ __----.

.

16 Renper, .John: :w. i "Why, Qo: YQu Teach ,Physics? ,n- .The. Scienc!
Teac}Wf, :~Vol.~, ,No. 12, (December, 19·5·9y, 'pp ... 561..:·56'5.
l7Kruglak, Haym, "Student Evaluation of High School Physics
Courses," American Journal of Physics, Vol. »mI, No. 9, (December,
1959), p. 633.
18Renner, .2£· cit., p •. 565.
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strengthening be done?

Should the material taught be approached

through more rigorous treatment?
answer.

This is only partially the

High school courses in physics have fallen far

short in their analytical treatment of the subject -- so short,
in fact, as to sometimes misrepresent the entire subject area.
But making the course more rigorous is not the final an'SWer.
High school students lack the mathematical background to understand
a completely rigorous treatment, and often this ca-uses attempts
at rigor to degenerate into a series of meaningless number
manipulations.

There is no excuse for failing to show mathematics

as the most important tool of the physicist, but there is also no
excuse for allowing the mathematics to become any more important
than a tool.

A high school physics course cannot be expected

to give the student the same broad thorough introduction to
physics as the general college course.

What then, is to be the
t-//=--

purpose of

a

high school physics course?

The answer is appreciation.

The high school physics course should teach the student what physics
means •. This teaching of appreciation is not the easiest objective
to attain, but there is no better place to attempt it than in the
student's very first encounter with the subject.

Certainly, if

we are to teach what physics is about, there is no alternative
but to teach physics as it is -- as taught and interpreted by
today's physicists.

If we are ever to teach the appreciation of

physics, then we must show physics as a quantitative science,
theoretical as well as experimental, and of definite cultural
value.

But if any of these aims are overemphasized to the exclusion

of the others, then the meaning of physics becomes distorted, and

f

-17may seem to have no meaning at all to some students.

If in the

end the teaching of appreciation lies with the teacher and his
ingenuity for meeting individual problems, it is also true that
the beginning lies in the basis of a well-balanced introductory
physics course.

Our aim is best served, then, by aiming for a

well-rounded presentation of the areas of physics, by showing the
methods employed in developing these areas, and by demonstrating
the application of the subject to both the individual and the
community.
With the,se general aims in mind, a list of specific objectives
was decided upon.

The first of these was to make use of conventional

v'·.

mate~ials already at hand, both in textbook and in laboratory materials.
In keeping with this, it was decided to use the P.S.s.c. text
materials published by D.C. Heath and Company, and, as the
conventional course, the text Modern Physics, by Dull, Metcalfe,
and Brooks.

The 1955 revision, published by Henry Holt and

Company was chosen because of its availability as well as its
current popularity.

A course of study was then combined using

materials from each text.

Extra emphasis was given to the P.S.S.C.

materials, since it was felt that they best reflected the feeling
and interpretation given the course by today 1' s physicists.

The

retention of the importance of the concept of physics as a cultural
method for inquiry and analysis (as held by the new materials)
was chosen as a second specific objective.

However, the complete

coverage of all areas, including such fundamentals as sound and
heat, was thought important enough to be a third specific objective.
A

fourth objective was the restoration to the new materi~l

v
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of the study of such applications as would benefit the appreciation
of the subject without belaboring it with emphasis on technical
engineering principles.

The retention of the depth of treatment

of subject material as done in the P.S.S.C. material completed
the list of specific objectives.
The sequence of areas to be studied depended not only upon
showing their unification, but also upon the physical arrangement
of the two texts.

The students were to make use of both textbooks,

and it was decided that the sequence of study which would result
in the least jumping-around through text material would do'a.great
deal to help convey a stronger impression of unity.

The sequence

finally chosen was measurement, properties of matter, kinematics,
sound, light, mechanics, heat, and, electricity and modern physics.
The most immediate problem was the distribution of time.

One of

the complaints of the early P.S.S.C. teachers had been the lack of
time for a complete coverage.

Now, if properties of matter, sound,

and a more thorough coverage of heat were to be added, the problem
of time would become even more critical.
P.S.S.C. material was planned.

Some shortening of the

The long, wordy section I (measurement)

could be given a very brief treatment -- because the majority· of

my physics students had already had a chemistry background, chapters
seven, eight and nine could be treated merely as reading assignments.
It was also hoped that a thorough treatment of waves during the
study of sound would help to speed up the coverage of light waves,
and the standing waves of sound would help with energy levels in
atomic structures.
factor.

Nevertheless, time was still a most critical

The thirty-six week school year was divided to give measure-
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ment one week, properties of matter two weeks, kinematics three
weeks, soun:I two weeks, light six weeks, mechanics nine weeks,
heat two weeks, and electricity and modern physics nine weeks.
This time budget allowed two full weeks for semester and final
examinations.

The course was next outlined giving more detail

to subject coverage and time allotment.

The choice of text

source for any given material was determined by the best coverage
in the judgement of this writer.

(The aptness of each choice

will be commented upon in the evaluation section of this paper.)
The detailed outline of the proposed course follows.

INTRODUCTION
PSSC Chapter 1, pp. 1 - 7

(1 day)

MEASURSMENT
I.
Scientific Mathematics and Scientific Notation,
Functions, from extra material
(1 day)

rr.

Time and Its Measurement
PSSC Chapter 2, pp. 8-19
(1 day)
Film: "Short Time Interv-a""i-s'"n-,--------""'(l day)

m~

Space and Its Measures
A. Units, PSSC Chapter 3, sections 1-5,
(1 day)
pp. 22-33
B. Errors , PS""'s""'c,.....,c•h-a_p.,.t_e_r......,3-,-s-e_c_t,,_1...' o-n-s-6--•1-,---(1 day)
pp. 33-36, and film, "Measurement"

-----

JJ.

Mass and Density
PSSC Chapter
7, sections 1-5, pp. 95-102_ ___
day)
Laboratory
________________________
__(1
(1 day)

V.

Conversion of Units
Dull, Chapter 2, sections 2-3, PPo 13-19----or(1 day)
(1 day)
Laboratory

Test:

------------------________ _________ (1 day)

Measurement

..._

...;.
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PROPERTIES OF MATTER
I.
Elements and Compounds
PSSC Chapter 7, sections 6-8, pp. 102-108,
and sections 10-15, pp. 113-123

---------(1 day)

Il.

Atoms and Molecules
PSSC Chapter 8, sections 1-9, pp. 125-137
(1 day)
Film: "Crystals"
--.-(1 day)

m.

Liquids
A·.· ··Liquid pressure, Dull, Chapter 3, section
1, pp. 22-33
(1 day)
B. Archimedes' principle and floatation,
Dull, Chapter 3, sections 3-4, pp. 43-55(1 day)
Laboratory
(! days)

JI.

Gases
· PSSC Chapter 9, sectiQns 1-7, pp. 151-164

V.

· -~l day)

Solids
Dull, Chapter 6, sections 4-5, pp. 1-15-130__£1 day)

Test:

Properties of Matter

KINEMATICS
I.
Functions and Graphing
PSSC Chapter 4, sections 1-3, pp. 39-45

(1 day)
----Speed and Distance on a Velocity-Time Graph

ll

-----(2 days)

PSSC Chapter 5, sections 1-2, pp. 51-55

m.

_Speed and Velocity on a Distance-Time Graph
PSSC Chapter 5, sections 3-5, pp. 55-63

JI.

Acceleration
.
PSSC Chapter 5, section 6, pp. 63-65
Laboratory

V.

Formulas from Graphs
PSSC Chapter 5, section 7, pp. 65-66

Test:

VECTORS
I.
Il.

----(3 days)

day)
------;.(11 day)

-----(~ days)

Kinematics

-------------------

(1 day)

Displacement Vectors
PSSC Chapter 6, section 1, pp. 74-77

(1 day)

Velocity Vectors
PSSC Chapter 6, section 2, pp. 77-79

( 1 day)
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Components and Scalar Multiplication
PSSC Chapter 6, sections 3-4, pp. 79-83

JJ.

Vector Acceleration
.PSSC Chapter 6, sections 5-6, pp. 83-89

Test:

SOUND

-----(1 day)

-----(1(1 day)
day)

---------------------

Vectors

I.

Pulses and Waves
A. Superposition, PSSC Chapter 16, sections
1-3, pp. 248-254
(1 day)
B. Ref lee tion, P SSC ~c•h_a_p__t_e_r......1"'6-,-s-e_c...t ...i_o_n_s_ ___
4-5, pp. 254-257
(1 day)
C. Wave kinematics, extra material
(1 day)

Il.

Sound Waves vs. Sound Effects
Dull, Chapter 17, sections l-3, pp. 355-368__11 day)

lII.

Combining Sound Waves
A. Doppler effect, Dull, Chapter 17, p. 367 (i day)
B. Resonance and interference, Dull,'Chaptez=:·
17, section 4, pp. 368-372
(1 day)
C. Beats, Dull, Chapter 17, pp. 371-372
Ct day)

"N.

Musical Instruments
Dull, Chapter 18, pp. 375-391
Laboratory

-----------,.1(1 day)
day)

Test:

Sound____________________________(l day)

LIGHT
I.

Behavior of Light
PSSC Chapter 11, pp. 179-188_____________...,(l day)

Il.

Reflection
Dull, Chapter 20, pp. 408-420_____~---------(2 days)
Laboratory
(1 day)

III.

Refraction
PSSC Chapter 13, pp. 210-223

---------

(3 days)

"N.

Lenses
Dull, Chapter 21, section 2, pp. 431-436
Laboratory

V.

Optical Instruments
Dull, Chapter 23, pp. 452-462______________(1 day)

----(2(1 days)
day)
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v.r.

Particle Model of Light
PSSC Chapter 15, pp. 237-246________________(1 day)

V.U.

Wave Motion

\DJ.

Wave Model of Light
PSSC Chapter 17, pp. 260-269

(Review)

(1 day)

--------

(2 days)

Interference
A. Of waves, PSSC Chapter 1~ pp. 273-282
(2 days)
B. Of light, PSSC Chapter 19, pp. 285-30~3 days)
Laboratory_______________________
--_~(1 day)
Test: Light_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(l day)

SEMESTER. EXAMS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.......
(~ days)
MECHANICS
T

....

Newton's Laws of Motion
A. Inertia, PSSC Chapter 20, sections 1-2,
pp. 307-310___________________....,(1 day)
Laboratory
days)
B. Second Law, PSSC Chapter 20, sections
3-11, pp. 310-320
(2 days)

n.

Motion at the Earth's Surface
A. Gravitational field, PSSC Chapter 21,
sections 1-2, pp. 324-327
(1 day)
B. Kinematics review, PSSC Ch_a_p-te_r__,4-·-·,------•c1 day)
c. Projectile motion, PSSC Chapter 21,
sections 3-4, pp. 327-330_________.(l day)
Laboratory
1 day)
D. Dynamics of circular motion, PSSC,
Chapter 21, sections 5-7, pp. 330-334 (2 days)
Laboratory
--(1 day)
E. Simple rarmonic motion, PSSC Chapter 21,
sectiop.8, pp. 334-337_____________...;.(1 day)

III.

Gravitation
PSSC Chapter 22, pp. 344-360

Test:

-------------(1 day)
(1 day)

--------------

Mechanics, First Half
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Momentum.,
A. Impulse and momentum., PSSC Chapter 23,
sections 1-3, pp. 363-366_____________..,..(l day)
Laboratory
.n
( 3 days)
B. Conservation of mometn'tum., PSSC Chapter
23, sections 4-8, pp. 366-382
(2 days)

V.

Work and Kinetic Energy
A. Work, PSSC Chapter 24, sections 1-3,
pp. 386-390
(1 day)
B. Kine tic ener-gy-,--=p~s~Si':IIC~C~h-a-p"'!"'t_e_r-2""'4-,----section 4, pp. 390-391
(1 day)
C. Collisions, PSSC Chapter 24, sections
5-11, pp. 391-401
(3 days)
Laboratory
(1 day)

v.r.

Mechanical Advantage
Dull, Chapter 11, sections 1-7, pp. 220-237__11 day)

VJI.

Potential Energy
A. Energy stored in springs, PSSC Chapter
25, sections 1-2, pp. 406-413
(2 days)
Laboratory
(1 day)
B. Energy sto_r_e_d_i_n_g_r_a_v_i..,..t-a...t_i_o_n_a_l_f_i~·~-1-a-s-,---PSSC Chapter 25, sections 3-6, pp. 413420
(3 days)
Laboratory
(1 day)

-------

-------------------

Test:

Mechanics, Second Half __________________....,(l day)

HEAT
I.

Heat and Molecular Motion
PSSC Chapter 26, pp. 425-437

(3 days)

lL

Heat and Thermometry
Dull, Chapter 12, pp. 254-264

(2 days)

m.

Calorimetry and Change of P~se
Dull, Chapter 14, pp. 282-310
Laboratory

(4 days)
4 days)

Test:

Heat

(1 day)

ELECTRICITY AND ATOMIC STRUCTURE
I.
Qualitative Electricity
PSSC Chapter 27, pp. 443-459__________________(2 days)
Laboratory
(1 day)
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n.

Coulomb's Law and the Elementary Electric Charge
A. Coulomb's law, PSSC Chapter 28, sections
1-2, pp. 462-464
(1 day)
B. Electric force f i-e...l"""d-s-,-=p"llls"llls"lllc~C..
h_a_p~t-e-r-2·a-,--section 3, pp. 464-468
(1 day)
C. The Millikan experiment, PSSC, Chapter 28,
sections 4-9, pp. 468-483
(2 days)

1IT.

Motion of Charges in Electric Fields
A. Motions and masses of electrons and
· protons, PSSC Chapter 29, sections 1-2,
pp. 487-492
(1 day)
B. Electric currents, PSSC Chapter 29,
sections 3-5, pp 493-497
(2 days)
C. Batteries .and potential difference,
PSSC Chapter 29, sections 6-9, pp. 497504
(1 day)
D. Conductors and potential difference,
PSSC Chapter 29, sections 10-12,
pp. 507-513
(2 days)
E. Oran's law, PSSC Chapter 29, section 13,
pp. 513~515
(1 day)
F. Circuits, PSSC chapter 29, section 14,
pp. 515-518
(1 day)

JI.

Another View of Electric Circuits
Dull, Chapter 25, pp. 490-504
(2 days)
Laboratory
---------~------(1 day)

Test:
V.

Electricity, First Half

(1 day)

Magnetic Fields
A. Field direction and addition, PSSC Chapter
30, sections 1-3, pp. 522-529
(1 day)
B. Currents, magnetic fields, and forces,
PSSC Chapter 30, sections 4-7, pp. 529538
(3 days)
C. Determination of "e/m", PSSC Chapter·3o,
sections 8-10, pp. 538-543
(1 day)
Laboratory
(2 days)
Electromagnetic Induction and Electromagnetic Waves
A. Induced currents in moving wires, PSSC
Chapter 31, sections 1-4, pp. 548-552
(1 day)
B. Magnetic flux, PSSC Chapter 31, sectio~
5-8, pp. 552-558
(2 days)
C. Self-induction, PSSC Chapter 31, sections
9-12, pp. 558-569
(2 days)

Test:

Electricity, Second Half
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v.rr.

The Atom
PSSC Chapter 32, pp. 572-586

VIII.

Photons and Matter Waves
A. Photons, PSSC Chapter 33, sections 1-7,
pp. 588-601
(3 days)
B. Matter waves, PSSC Chapter 33, sections
8-11, pp. 601-610
(2 days)

----------(3 days).

Quantum Systems
A. Energy levels, PSSC Chapter 34, sections
1-4, pp. 615-626
(3 days)
B. Wave theory of en_e_r_gy_,..l_e_v_e,..1-s-,-p=--s"'sc-._Ch_a_p"!'"t'"""er
34, sections 8-11, pp. 62,-633
(2 days)
Test:

----------------

Atomic Structure

FINAL EXAMINATIONS

(1 day)

___________________
Total:

__.;:.

(7 days)

176

days

Experiments for the laboratory were determined by two criteria.

v'..

The first and me~~ important was simply that the experiment
must illustrate and advance the previously selected subject material
in the best possible way.

The experiment must especially cover

ideas using the same terminology as the text material.
especially was true of units, as well as symbols.

This

Furthermore,

the experiment must serve a real purpose -- it must either advance
the knowledge or

V

reinforce it, but never be just entertc:tn:nent.

The s1cond criterion was that the experiment make use of :.:,,E:ily
- accessible materil;lls, including fhe materials already at h.,
a co~yentional physics laboratory.

,:1,l

in

From these considerati1..~s

the following list of experiments were chosen.

(The numbt. ~-"

refer to the laboratory manual for the Dull, Metcalfe anl ;
text or from the manual for the P.S.S.C. text, as indico,

~

-.)

oks

..,,,..,.,-·
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MEASUREMENT
Short Time Intervals
Original
The Meter Stick
------~--------------------------~Dull, #1
The Vernier Caliper
Dull, #2
Volume and Density
Dull, #5
A Nonsense Experiment
Original

PROPERTIES OF MATTER
Molecular Layers
PSSC I-8
Con9ervation of M--a-s-s-----------------------------------PSSC
Archimede's Principle
Dull, #7
Hooke's Law
Original

KINEHATICS
Motion: Speed and Acceleration
PSSC I-5
Kinematics of an Automobile Tr~i-p---------------------o~riginal

VECTORS
(No Experiments)

SOUND
Problem 11 X11
Original
Standing Wav_e_s__o_n__a__S~t-r~i~n-g----------------------------.....
Original
Resonance
11, #42

LIGHT
Reflection in a Plane Mirror
Dull, #45
Reflection in Curved Mirrors----------------~------~Dull, #46
Index of Ret·raction of Glass
Dull, #47
Lenses and Images
Dull, #49
Microscope and Telescope
Dull, #53---~
Reflection and Refraction of Particles
PSSC II-5
Photometry
Dull, #44
Pulses in a Ripple Tank
PSSC II-8
Periodic Waves
PSSC II-9
Refraction of Waves
PSSC II-10
Waves and Obstacles
PSSC II-11
Waves from Two Point Sources
PSSC II-12
Young's Experiment
PSSC II-14

-27MECHANICS
Changes in Velocity With a Constant Force
PSSC III-2
The Dependence of Acceleration on Force and Mass
PSSC III-3
Composition of Forces
~Dull, #15
Resolution of Forces
Dull, #16
Forces on a Ball in Flight
PSSC III-5
Centripetal Force
PSSC III-6
Momentum Changes in an Explosion
PSSC III-8
The Cart and the Book
PSSC III-9
A Collision in Two Dimensions
PSSC III-10
Changes in Potential Energy
PSSC III-12
Simple Machines
Dull, #27
The Energy of a Simple Pendulum
PSSC III-13
A Head-on Collision
PSSC III-14

-------

HEAT
Law of Heat Exchange
Dull,
Specific Heat
---------------~---------------Dull,
Heat of Fusion
Dull,
Cooling Through a Change of Phase
Dull,

#32
#33
#34
#35

ELECTRICITY AND ATOMIC STRUCTURE
Electrified Objects
PSSC IV-1
The Charge Carried ~5-y--I~o-n_s__i_n_,S~o~l~u~t~i-o_n_______________,,,PSSC IV-6
Fall of Potential Along a Conductor
Dull, #58
Laws of Resistance: Voltmeter-Ammeter Method
Dull, #55
Resistances in Series and Parallel
Dull, #59
The Measurement of a Magnetic Field in Fundamental
Units
PSSC IV-9
The Mass of the Electron
PSSC IV-10
Randomness iri Radioactive Decay
PSSC IV-11

Although these experiments made use of mo.st of the equipment in a conventional physics laboratory, it was still necessary
to purchase some of the P.S.S.C. Laboratory equipment.
was made on:the basis of cost as well as usefulness.

list was purchased.

Selection
The followi11.g

/
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l
l
l
8
8

8
l
1
1
1
1
1

Recording Timer Kits, #2200 @2.25
$
Distance Measuring Inst:-uments Kit, #600 @3. lO
Spectra Kit, #2600 @3.l~S
Molecular Layer Experiment Kit #1800 @2.45
Dynamics Kits, #800@ 5.70
Centripetal Force Apparatus Kits #300 @.60Collision in Two D,imensions Kit, #400 @1.65
Air Coil Solenoid, #100 @8.75
Current Balance Kit, #500 @1.50
Mass of Electron Apparatus Kit, #1700 FJ.05
Flat Coil Spring, #2445 @1.52
Ripple Tank Kit, #2400 @14.64
High Power Light Source Kit, #1200 @2.~5----·· ·

18.00
3 .10
3.li.5
2.45
45.60
4.80
l0.80
8.75
1.50
3.05
1.52
14.64
2.25

Total Cost 119.91

These quantities were sufficient to perform most experiments
in laboratory groups of three, with a class size of eight groups.

The exceptions were Conservation of Mass, Reflection and Refraction
of Particles, The Measurement of a Magnetic Field in Fundamental
Units, The Mass of the Electron, and all the ripple tank experiments
(PSSC II-8 - II-12), all of which were done as demonstrations.
We can make a more specific cost comparison at this point.

To

adopt the P.S.S.C. course and purchase similar quantities of materials
would cost $904.00 for kit assortments (8), $1,232.00

for supple-

mentary materials assortments (8), and an additional $707.09 for

the recommended class kits, special and demonstration apparatus,
making a total cost of $2,843.09!9 In addition, an extremely high
percentage of conventional equipment on hand would be rendered
unusable.

These figures can hardly be considered economical.

19All prices and catalog numbers are quoted from the
Catq.log of Official P.S.S.C. Apearatus, Macalaster Bicknell
Company, Secondary School Division, 253 Norfolk Street,
Cambridge 39, Mass.

-29The films developed by the Physical Science Study Committee
were also utilized in the combined course.

Sixteen titles were

rented from Modern Learning Aids and used during the year.
following films were selected for classroom use.

The

/'

Short Time Intervals
Measurement
Straight Line Kinematics
Crystals
Pressure of Light
Speed of Light
Inertia
Inertial Mass
Deflecting Forces
Frames of Reference
Millikan Experiment
Electric Fields
Magnet Laboratory
Interference of Photons
Franck-Hertz Experiment
Change of Scale

The total cost of rental was $92.00
In addition, each student completed an outside requirement.
To fulfill this requirement a student could prepare a project for
a science fair, report on three articles in current scientific
magazines, or report on a scientific book.

The purpose of the

outside requirement was to give the student a better insight into
the current everyday impact of science.

The specially planned

paper-back books of the Physical Science Study Committee, known
as the Science Study Series, as well as other popular science
books were available to the students through the school's chapter
of the National Honor Society which maintained a paper-back book-
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But would all of these modifications of a conventional course
really result in an improved course?

Might they not just compound

the confusion which many high school students find in a conventional
physics course?

Perhaps improvement would come only with the

co~plete change to P.s.s.c. physics on an all-or~nothing basis.
To answer these questions and to gauge the degree of improvement,
if any, it was decided to teach a section of conventional physics

concurrently with the combined course so that achievements could
be compared for two groups from the same class standing.

The

conventional course was taught using Modern Physics, by Dull,
Metcalfe, and Brooks (1955 edition) as the basis.

The textbook

was followed both in order of development and in content.

This

meant that the conventional class covered essentially the same
topics as the class following the combined course, but in different
order, and with different emphasis within the topics themselves.
The course outline for the conventional class follows.

INTRODUCTION
Dull, Chapter 1, pp. 2-9

----------------(1 day)

MEASUREMENT
Dull, Cha!)ter 2, pp. 10-20____________ (1 week, 4 days)
PROPERTIES OF MATTER
Dull, Chapters 3-6, pp. 22-133

--------------------

MECHANICS
Dull, Chapters 7-11, pp. 135-252
SEMESTER EXAMINATIONS

(3 weeks)

(11 weeks)
( 1 week)
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HEAT
Dull, Chapters l~-16, pp. 254-353

(3 weeks)

Dull, Chapters 17-18, pp. 355-392

(3 weeks)

Dull, Chapters 19-23, pp. 394-470

(4 weeks)

ELECTRICITY AND MODERN PHYSICS
Dull, Chapters 24-35, pp. 472-663

(7 weeks)

SOUND

LIGHT

FINAL EXAMINATIONS

(1 week)

These approximate time allotments gave about the same time
emphasis to each division as the combination course.

Sound and

mechanics were given slightly longer times in the conventional
treatment (here, mechanics included both kinematics and vectors
as well) and electricity and atomic structure were given longer
time in the combined course.

The material of the Dull, Metcalfe,

and Brooks text was followed closely, but new developments and
e;tra material was added as the instructor deemed suitable and
desirable for a conventional college-preparatory physics course.
Chapter f9ur, "The Atmosphere and Weather," was given summary
treatment, while chapt,ers seven and eight which dealt with statics,
kinematics, and dynamics were given a slow and thorough treatment.
Many extra problems (some from Sears and Zemansky's College Physics)
were worked at this time.

However, chapter nine, "Fluids in Motion;'

and chapter eleven, "Machines," were both given very brief treatment,
as was chapter twenty-three, "Optical instrument~' -

-3llStudents were not selected in anyway for either the combined
course or the conventional course.

The materials for the combined

course were chosen in part on the basis of suite.b!lity for the
gree.tsst number of students., since the

P.s.s.c.

materials already

offered challenges for students of above average ability.

The

section finally chosen for the combined course was chosen on
the basis of enrollment.

The conventional course section had

an enrollment of thirty-one., compared to twenty-two students
in the combined course section.

The choice of the smaller

section was made entirely on size, since the order for

P.s.s.c.

laboratory equipment had been placed the previous spring.

As

expected, the previous background of the students varied little
from one section to the other.

The following table shows their

science background (from a possibility of biology., botany,
zoology, and chemistry), and their mathematics background
{from a possibility of algebra I, plane geometry, and algebra
II)•

PREVIOUS TRAINING IN

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
No previous science
One year of science
Two years of science
Three years of science
Four years of science
One year of mathematics
Two years of mathematics
Three years of mathematics

COMBINED-COURSE
SECTION

9%

36%
36%

14%
5%
5%
9%

86%

CONVENTIONAL-COURSE
SECTION

0%
43%

34%
23%

0%
0%

16%

77%

-31BDuring this previous training in science, fifty-five percent
of the combined class and fifty percent of the conventional
class had taken a year or chemistry.

Seventy-seven percent

of the combined class and eighty-seven percent or the conventional
class were concurrently enrolled in another year or mathematics
(usually solid geometry and trigonometry).

Seventy-three

percent of the students in both sections indicated that they
were interested in physics as a college preparatory course.

m.

EVALUATION

-32There is no question but that the achievements of the
Physical Science Study Committee represent a landmark in the
history of physics teaching.

Their contributions have changed

'high school physics from the traditional course about physics
to a new course!,!!. physics.

They have restored the strength

and power of the too·l of mathematics in describing the wide
range of predictable measurements.· And they have emphasized
the method behind scientific endeavor; not only explaining
conclusions, but justifying the logical steps which led to those
conclusions.

In doing so, the committee finds occasion to

describe both the techniques of careful measurement, analysis,
and interpretation; but also to appeal to the processes of
reasoning and rational thinking, and the organization of these
processes into a scientific method.

But perhaps the most

remarkable aspect or the P.s.s.c. treatment is that the vitality
of a dynamic science has been retained throughout all these
improvements.

Part of this freshness comes from unique lab-

oratory approaches.

The laboratory has been reinstated as a

tool for discovery as well as verification.
weaknesses do exist in the

P.s.s.c.

But many minor

materials.

In evaluating

our combined course of study we shall have to be concerned with
these weaknesses -- their origins, effects, and possible solutions.
From the first, it was evident that sweeping conclusions
of evaluation could not be drawn from this study.

To say that

success or failure resulted from a course using two tex~books

-33as dissimilar as the ones chosen would certainly be an oversimplification.

Instead, we found that success or failure

rested upon the particular unit area of study -- sometimes,
where the Dull, Metcalfe, and Brooks text failed, the
text was successful; sometimes where the

P.s.s.c.

P.s.s.c.

text failed,

the conventional text was successful; and sometimes both texts
seemed to fail.

Certainly, the last word has not been said in a

high school physics text.

The conventional text we used is quite

belabored with technical devices and applications, whereas it is
almost devoid of logical idea development.
answered.

"Why?" is seldom

The authors endeavor to tell the student some of the

things we know, but never how or why we know them.
hand, the

P.s.s.c.

On the other

text, endeavoring to correct these typical

faults, shows a tendency to go overboard in the other direction.
Not infrequently, t.he text becomes so absorbed in the historical
and logical development of ideas and principles that it ignores
the importance and meaning of such principles.

It is believed

that this fault is perhaps more serious at the high school level
than at any other level.

It has been our experience that the

greatest single difficulty high school students have is grasping
the significance of physics.

Conventional textbooks have tried to

solve the problem by including engineering applications as a part
of physics.

But undue emphasis upon these applications has distorted

the total picture of physics until the student has found it impossible
to grasp the true meaning of the subject.

P.s.s.c.

On the other hand, the

approach has completely ignored applications.

The result

often is that the student wades through a mass of verbage explaining

-34the historical and logical development of a concept (and about
which he couldn't care less), and finally arrives at a conclusion
whose significance seems to be beyond his comprehension.

He finds

it very hard to see ~the point", and it soon seems to him that the
text spends most of its time "beating around the bush",

Unfortunately,.

many or these students have the tendency to believe that the authors
reach their conclusions only so that they may be used in tricky
problems, or so that they may lead into other verbage about
other apparently insignificant concepts.

It becomes apparent

that much of the preparation or the text was done by people unacquainted with the average high school student.

There are times20

when the train of logic ls just too long for the high school student
to endure, and where the application lies so far in the future
that he finds little to motivate him to that end.
And yet each text has its good points as well.

The conventional

text, for the most part, is cle.ar and direct in what it tries to
do, and it has a brevity of style which sweeps through the classroom like a fresh spring breeze
often curnbersca

P.s.s.c.

text.

especially in contrast to the
To most of the students, a return

to the conventional text came as a welcome.
the

P.s.s.c.

On the other hand,

text offered a much-needed challenge, and perhaps

a truer glimpse of the modern-day scientific community at work.

The combined use of both in a single course of study seemed to
throw them into sharp contrast at best, and to uncover the faults
and virtues of both.

Many of these contrasts arose on minor

20 see pp. 276-279 and pp. 468-474 of the

P.s.s.c.

tezt:book.

-34Apoints -- the points one understands only when one has become
thoroughly acquainted with them by teaching from each.

For clarity,

we will divide our evaluation into the same units as those taught
in the combined course.
In evaluating units we shall in9lude discussions of laboratol'J'
work as well.

Here again, as with the textbooks, we found a

variety of suitability.

Without a doubt, moat conventional

experiments represent a "cook-book" approach.

Detailed instruction•

are given, results are narrowed into tablea, and no opportunity
is presented tor original thought.

Under such conditions one

often finds the means becoming the end, for methods are stressed
more than reaults.

Even the questions which conclude the conventional

experiment miss the point of the affair by shifting the attention
from the merits of the analysis to the rote naming of applications.
Because or such an approach, the student sees little use for the
experiment, for it becomes only a passive illustration of a
principle he was usually ready to accept anyway.

Conventional

experiments imply that the role ot the experimental physicist
is to check on accuracy, but neve~ to advance ideas.

Moat of

these faults are remedied (or at least relieved) in the
experiments.

P.s.s.c.

The student is allowed to construct bis own

procedures and to follow them as far as he wishes in an openended manner.
of time.

But this gives rise to a new problem, the problem

It 1a difficult enough to werk a conventional experiment

into a fifty-five minute period when the student has detailed
instructions to follow, ;-,but when the student must devise his

-34Bown procedure the problem can easily get out of hand.

The

difference in the efficiency with which individuals work only
magnifies the problem.

If a fixed time period is allotted

to an experiment, the result is usually a great deal of variation
in achievement, with a corresponding hardship placed upon
teacher evaluation.

Fixed time allotments are impossible to

avoid in conventional schedules, but the assignment of the
simplest experiments as home assignments may provide a partial
solution.

Both conventional experiments and

P.s.s.c.

experiments

represent extreme points of view in materials treatment, with
optimum treatment found somewhere in between.

MEASUREMENT
Little contrasting work was done in the area of measurement.
Due to a mistake in the purchasing department, the order for

P.s.s.c.

texts was not received until late in September (about midway in
the properties of matter section).

An attempt was made to follow

the previously written outline as much as possible.

Much

P.s.s.c.

material was introduced by lecture, but all reading assigrnnents
had to be made from the conventional text, sharply curtailing any
third approach to the material.

We did emphasize order of magnitude

and powers of ten notation as in

P.s.s.c.

a problem list in conclusion.

However, the material on functions

was postponed, in hope of using
date.

chapter two, and assigned

P.s.s.c.

chapter four at a future

"Time"'was given a somewhat extended treatment, compared to

conventional work, and the stroboscope was explained even though
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the explanatior, required most of a dayr s work.

The uni ts of length

and m&~s were treated very briefly -- most of the students had
a chemistry background and were extremely bored with the discussion.
Although conversion units were covered, only two, 2.54 cm.= 1 inch
and 1 kg. = 2.2 lbs., were stressed.
be quite adequate
units.

These two proved later to

for providing a feeling for the size of unfamiliar

The section was completed by applying units to density

Two films were ~hewn during the section of work.
first, "Change of Scale..;'

The

seemed to create very little reaction

and did not further subject material.
more than an amusing diversion.
did create a favorable reaction.

In short, it seemed little

The second film, "Measurement,'
Lagging interests were revived,

and rignificant figures were covered in a way that would have
. taken days of personal classroom teaching to duplicate.
1'he experiment "Short Time Intervals" not only taught some
of the fundamentals of measurement, but of calibration as well.
However, the doorbell timers proved slightly inconsistent for
me.asuring.

As it developed, the values for the period of the

timers was never used in later work.

The substitution of a much

more regular object than the doorbell timers could give students
a better impression of the experiment.

The motivational qualities

of this experiment were judged quite worthwhile.

The three

expariments from the Dull, Metcalfe and Brooks workbook succeeded
in er.::phasizing significant figures mainly because the film
"Measureme.nt 1l had immediately preceded them.
At the conclusion of this section of work the author of this
paper inserted a brief treatment of mathematical functions.

Although
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the material was sugge<1ted by P.S.S.C. chapter four, the author's
treatment dealt only with proportions-~ types and their identification
by graphing.

wa~ 1-un.

At the conclusion of this work, a "Nonsense Experiment"

Here the students took data which consisted of clicks

on a tape recording, and then used methods of graphical analysis
to discover the functional relationship between the number of
clicl·~ and the time interval number.

The use of a tape recorder

addeci variety to an otherwise dull subject.

This work also

proved useful in the later mechanics experiments.
Be.cause both the conventional class and the combined-course
clas~ ·were forced to use a conventional textbook during the measurement ::,ection, teaching methods varied little.

As would be expected,

the test at the conclusion of the section showed no significant
diffcr~nces.

The average score of the combined-course class was

68%, while that of the conventional class was 66%.

PROPERTIES OF MATTER
Again, because the P.S.S.C. textbooks had not arrived, the
material was changed considerably from the proposed outline.

The ~ections on liquids, gases and solids were treated first,
whil£:. the sections "elements. and compounds" and "atoms and
molecules" were postponed until. the P.S.S.C. texts arrived.

Even

with this arrangement, it was necessary to fill in time by extending the coverage of liquids.

The result was a complete but dry

treatment of liquids, liquid pressure, and Archimede's principle.
Student response was extremely poor -- there seemed to be more
difficulty in understanding liquid pressure and Archimede"s principle
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than almo~t any other points of the entire course!

The mathe-

matical treatment, though simple, seemed almost incomprehensible
to mat,.~ students.
7

It had been the author

1

'.i

original intent to

try to clarify some of the organization of physics by an overview

of the subject and gradual introduction through the treatment of
properties of matter.

Instead, it seemed that this material seemed

very difficult for the student to tie in with actual experiences.

By th;.; time this section was finished it was realized that perhaps
the <l0cision to leave the treatments of liquid pressure and
Archimede.'s principle out of P.S.S.C. physics was wiser_ than our
choice to put them back into the course.
r.-!i.thout the P.S.S.C. text, both classes were forced to study
the ri.aterial in the conventional text on gases despite previous
plan~ to the contrary.

We used only ·the first section of chapter.

four cf the Dull, Metcalfe, and Brooks text, together with the
first si:( paragraphs of chapter five of that text.

The treatment

was nore of a general nature than of a thorough on.e, and many
point~ were covered only by briefly contrasting the behavior of
a gas with that of a liquid under similar conditions.
Solids were treated even more br1efly than gases, with much
of the e.mphasis falling upon the behavior of springs.
time the P.S.S.C. film ''Crystals" was shown.

At this

The film produced

a great amount of interest, and even though it did not correlate
well with the Dull, Metcalfe and Brooks text, it did an adrdrable
job of indicating the possibilities for further study in this
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field and in emphasizing the open-ended aspect of our treatment
of solids.

As a result, three students in the combined course

did more study on crystals as their required project.
When the P.S.S.C. text did arrive at the end of our study of
solids, the material on "elements and compounds" and "atoms and
molecules'' was treated largely as

a

reading assignment.

Since

the. de.lay had put the class off schedule, the bulk of the class-

room discussion centered mainly around atomic sizes.

There

seemed to be relatively little. student reaction to the rapid
coverage of this material, even though assignments were unusually
large.

The material on "~toms and Molecules", chapter eight,

P.S.S.C. text, seemed unsuitable even for a brief treatment.

The

ideaF were approached too indirectly for students who had had

chemi.stry and too abstractly for those who had not had chemistry.
We have: believed for some time that such topics as atomic structure
should not be covered without a thorough foundation £or adequate
understanding.

After con1-ing to grips with this m~terial however,

our c.pfn.;on has been changed completely.

There appe.ars to be no

advantage for awkwardly avoiding protons, neutrons, and electrcns.
when ~tudents have, hi:.ard about these things for years, whether
or not proper foundation has been laid.

The atom has been a

popuJ ar subject for la!nnen' s li te.rature since 1946 i it secrr.~
rather absurd to now studiously avoid description of atomic nuclei
surrounded by swarms of electrons, on the ground that, at this
part~ cPlar time, the student can..-,:Jt be told the reasons beldnd

/,_.-
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these beliefs.

The Physical Science CommitteP treats mu.er·;. .L.::;ib0r<1tory

cq1Jipment as nblackhoxes" 21; perhaps the reasons for accepting
nuclc ;__,. :: particles can be treated as "bl.stckboxesf! too, until the.y

can be adequately explained at the end of the course.

Contrary

to our opinion at the be-ginning of the year, we now believe that
one h.=ts every right (and indeed, some responsibility) to move

directly into atomic structure., and to then explain molecules
and i.sotopes immediately, in the c.;learest and most accurdtc way
poss :01)1.e, on the. basis of this structure..

Al though the logical

structure of P.S.S.C. chapter seven is of great merit, in this

l--·,..,

d&y ,;Tl:1 age only a hermit or caveman could approach the material

in tlH~ open-minded unbiased approach demanded by the writers.
Beca.1.1<":-.::. of this, the chapter !'Atoms and Molecules 11 defeats its

own purpose.
Experiments in this section ranged from the conventional
.I

loss-of-weight investigations to the unusual monolaye.r measurements.
The. Arc'\"limede' s principle experime.nt was largely endured, and
although the. Hooke's law experiment was attempted from a discovery
appruach, it failed to create much interest.

The molecular

laye.r experiment, however, did catch the imagination.

This experi-

ment was introduced after the discussion of various means for
determining atomic sizes, and this was definitely a mistake, for
the enthusi:sm created by this experiment could have been turned

?lsee section 10-4, p. 172 of the P.S.S.C. textbook.
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into

2_

motivating force for what was otherwise received as a

dry r:ubject.

The experiment "Conservation of Mass'' was done

as a demonstration, using an analytical balance from the chemistry
laboratory.

As such, it was probably worth while, even if it

served only as a visuai illustration of the difficulty of determining
conservation of mass.

It is doubtful, however, that the results

merit the time for individu.:-cl experimentation.
With the exception of the monolayer experiment, the
properties of matter section was by and large a failure.
laggE:d r,everely.

Interest

The student felt that no immediate-· urgency sur-

rounded Archimede's principle and the liquid pressure laws, and
he was probably right.

Then, when moved into the realm of atoms

and nolecules, he found no reference to the atomic structure of
which he had heard, and of which he was eager to hear more.

It

1

would r:ecm to us that a straightforward section based upon an
introduction to elementary atomic and molecular structure, and

/

centered around a monolayer experiment, concluding with a word
about some of the. characteristics of solids, liquids, and
gases that would be expected on the basis of this structure,
would be a much better substitute for the usual properties
of matter section.

As far as is known at this time, no satisfactory

treatment of such material exists at the high school· level.
Test results tend to bear out these criticisms.
s.core.s were low in both classes.

The average

The conventional class scored

an average 10% lower than the combined-course class.

Analysis
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of the test results seemed to give no reason for this, since
there appeared no major difference between classes when the frequencies
of misses on each item were compared.

The answer probably lies in

boredom -- the conventional class was simply more bored with the
entire proceedings than the other class.

After all, the third

approach did present the challenge of difficult reading material,
and did at one time get far enough down-to-earth to present an
intere~ting and stimulating experiment.

But the conventional

course offered absolutely nothing to break the monotony.

As a

result the properties of matter section, which had been conceived
as an interesting icebreaker before the chill of mechanics, almost
forfeited the interest of both classes for the entire year!
As teachers, we need to give much thought to this particular
area of physics.

We must decide what purposes it se.rves, and

evaluate both the importance and necessity of these purposes.
If it is necessary to know something about the common properties
and distinguishing properties of matter, then we evidently must
find yet another approach, for the first three approaches show
only the need, and not the answer.

KINE}1A~ICS

After such unfortunate experiences with the preceeding section,
it came as n relief to move into a rigorous treatment of kinematics.
However, there was not much more motivation for the section than
this relief.

To some degree, many high school students always
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see kinematics as remote and cold, impractical and uninteresting.

The

P.s.s.c.

course is no help to the student with·such difficulties.

Yet, on the other hand, he cannot help but be impressed with the
exactness of the observation and treatment before him.
thoughtful student soon realizes the inadequacies of

Any
d = vt,

and here he sees the extension of mathematical treatment to cover
these inadequacies.

But trouble soon rears its ugly head if one

appe.:~ls only to the beauty of the rigorous mathematical treatment.
Such subtleties, if appreciated at all, can never be strong motivative
forces for the high school student (or the general adult either,
for that matter).
="~pe.riments at this time can mean a great deal, especially

if they stem from practical sources.

The experiment "Kinematics

of an Automobile Trip" is a good example.

Using an automobile

to pull the paper tape through the timer, though impractical as
a source of results, is highly practical as a source of motivation.
Here one must try things in advance.

Hoping for great accuracy,

we r~n a tape on an automobile as it shifted through all three
gear~ and came to a stop, and then analized the distances between
each 0air of dots on the tape by letting each m~mber of the
clasf' work on a small section.

This was a horrible mistake

which could h2ve been prevented by more careful planning; for
the changes in motion occurred very slowly with respect to the
recording of the timer, and little change was ever observed in
any section of the tape.

There are of course two possible remedies.

One could analyze only the distances between every ten or twenty
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dots, or simply construct a slower running timer.

In any case,

we are convinced of the value of such experiments.

If it is

possible, they should be done rather early in the chapter in a
somewhat qualitative way.

It would be valuable for the student

to discover for himself the qualitative meaning of the steepness
of the distance-time graph line.

Eventually, of course, one could

make measurements of the slopes and give them quantitative
meaning.

Although these things are done in the film "Straight

Line Kinematics", so many ideas are used that the film must be
delayed until the end of the material.

As such it makes an

excellent review and conclusion for graphical analysis.

However,

the student should, and can, have first hand experience, too.
We were very successful with the physical setup of our experiments.
With the timer and spool of tape on·a low bench, and the tape
attached to the bumper of a car with a clothespin, it was found
that we could make runs of about one-hundred yards, providing
there was no strong crosswind to blow the tape.

In fact, the

experiment was such a success, that several possibilities have
presented themselves.

We are £.specially eager to try a race

between an automobile, a bicycle, and a runner during our
discussion of acceleration next year!

Despite the obvious

errors and difficulties, the interest and motivation alone,
produced by these experiments should make them worthwhile.
Of course, one must manage to keep progressing through the
subject material, despite the temptation to turn kinematics
into a series of time trials!

Therein lies one more danger.
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There is a large amount of material to be covered in kinematics,
and unlike many other sections of physics, the student has little
in the way of background experiences or techniques upon which
he may draw.

There is great need here for a systematic outline

form of summary.

Part of each day should be spent in review, until

each student can distinguish between the different graphs and the
meaning (or lack of meaning) of the slope and area of each.

Although

distance-time graphs can be easily obtained by experiment, speedtime graphs are not easily obtained experimentally.

However, they

are recorded in modern train locomotives during each run.

Information

about obtaining such graphs may be obtained by contacting the
local railroad offices in each community.
When the student reaches the section on formulas (section seven),
the problem of keeping things straight grows even worse.

This

section requires more time and more development than the text
includes.

The problem section of the text (For Home, D0.sk, and

lab), which does such an excellent job during graphi.cal analysis,
fails to supply enough easy proble~~ to reinforce these new ideas.
Only four straightforward problems are included; the others
(beginning with the second one of the series!) involve changes
of units or partial graphing.

While changes of units are vital,

they are best delayed until after the student has some feeling

for the meanings of his new tools.

We cannot really see any

re.s.scn for excluding free fall probl,2E1s i.n this section.

st11dcn:.:!c are will

Most

.:r..~ to accept free f a.ll as a cJsc of constant

acceleration following the experimc.nt ''Motion; Speed and Accele:ration''.
It

would seem as though one could stay away from the scerdr.g
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paradox of constant value acceleration for different masses by
simply dropping only !kg "baseballs".

The students .still enjoy

the. haseball-dropped-from-the-top-of-the-Washington-Mcnument
problem, and we feel that this is the definite time to introduce
it for the sake of interest as well as application.

No attempt w:as made to compare test results in this area,
since the subject material differed so widely between the two
clast,es.

However, test results from the P.S.S.C. material were

quite satisfactory.

We are convinced that the new approaches to

kinematics represent the very best way to teach the subject.

VECTORS
The problem of identifying personal experiences with subject
material becomes increasingly serious in the P.S.s.c. treatment
of vectors (chapter six).

Although the addition of trips or

displacements provides a painless beginning, other vector additions
soon become more and more abstract.

The immediate change to

velocity vectors caused considerable difficulty for the students.
The results of adding velocities are not easily checked by direct
experiment.

Not only are the methods new and strange, but the results

are mo~t difficult to visualize, and almost impossible to check.
In light of the difficulties encountered in this section, it would
seem m,1ch more advisable to approach vectors through forces before
velocities.

To a high school student forces seem much more tangible

--at least he can see their effects on spring scales and reproduce
them easily by using weights.

And most important of all, that
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ever important answer can easily be checked on a force. composition
board.

The class following the conventi.onal course seemed to bear

out these ideas.

Approaching vectors through statics, they took

them easily in their stride.

On the other hand, the combined-

course class scored so low on their first test over vectors
that a second test had to be given after a thorough review.
The P.S.S.C. authors seem to feel that statics is a relatively
uni.mrortant subject in the context of modern physical developments.
While this may be true, it would seem that statics still occupies
an important place in physics as a pedagogical tool.

As such a

tool (but not as subject matter), statics should still occupy
a proffiinent place in any physics course.
If velocity vectors are difficult for the student, components,
as introduced through velocity components, are almost impossible.
Here there seems to be a complete breakdown where identification
with personal experiences are concerned.

Not only is the text

sadly lacking in meaningful examples, but many,many additional
problems on components are needed in the chapter-end problems.
Again, it would certainly seem that an approach to components
through forces might actually save time in the long run.

Somehow,

a high school student can grasp the need for upward forces to
balance downward forces, as a partial condition if equilibrium
is to exist.

And if there exist no upward forces in the direct

sense, then components suddenly seem to present a logical way to
sec the hidden upward forces.
The concluding sections of the chapter, which cover acceleration
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vectors are straightforward, if the fundamentals of velocity
addition and resolution have been thoroughly taught (which is
in itself no mean problem).

Problems requiring the acceleration

of the tip of the second hand of a watch, like problems twentyfive and twenty-six on page ninety-four make excellent examples
of acceleration in a case of constant speed.

Once this hurdle

is cleared, kinematics is conquered.

SOUND
We are firmly convinced that sound can occupy an essential
position in even the P.s.s.c. physics course.
completely explained as a wave phenomena.

For sound can be

If it is treated in

this manner, then it becomes an easy introduction to the world
of waves.

Most students find it easy to relate the wave phenomena

of sound to familiar experiences, and therefore tend to regard
waves as old familiar (if unrecognized) friends.

Standing waves

must also be treated thoroughly during sound, and this make the
explanation of energy levels in the Bohr atom almost simple toward
the end of the course.

The only difficulty is that a course

emphasi.zing wave phenomena simply does not exist.

So material

from P.S.S.C. chapter 16, "Introduction to Waves", was combined
with the conventional material on sound from the Dull, Metcalfe,
and Brooks text according to the following scheme.
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WAVE MOTION
I.
Transverse Pulses
A. Motion of a disturbance
1. Constant velocity of pulses
2. Varying acceleration of points
B. Superposition by vector addition
1. Constructive interference
2. Destructive interference
C. Reflection
1. From a fixed end
2. From a free end
But what about longitudinal pulses? They behave in the
same manner, and can even be represented by transverse pulses
by letting the maximum of a crest represent the maximum
displacement of a point in a compression, and the maximum
of a trough represent the maximum displacement of a point
in a rarefaction.
lI.

Transverse Waves
A. Measurement
1. Velocity
2. Frequency
3. Wavelength
4. Amplitude
S. Waveform
B. Combination
1. Standing wave nodes
2. Standing wave antinodes

THE DUAL NATURE OF SOUND

Quantitative
I. Frequency
lI. Amplitude (intensity)

m. Waveform

A.
B.

Subjective
I. Pitch
A. Octave definition
B. Doppler effect
JI. Loudness (bel)
m.. Quality

Sound Production
Elasticity of the medium
Resonance and standing waves
1. Percussion
2. Strings
3. Air columns
a. closed
b. open
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Much work was done with standing waves, through a device
called

11

Problem X".

Here a continuous wave train was traced onto

a string and allowed to reflect, with the final position of the
string calculated at frequent intervals by superposition techniques.
In this manner, the student started with standing wave conditions,
and arrived at the resulting behavior on his own.

At the conclusion,

he matched his results with those of a string activated by a
vibrator.

The result was the recognition of not only the stand-

ing, but the origins of the standing waves as well.

These standing

waves then formed the basis of a discussion of vibrating plates,
strings and air columns with the accompanying experiments as
noted previously.
Test results sliowed nearly equal scores ·for either class.
Scores from the conventional class ran about five percentage points
higher, perhaps because they were permitted to operate at a slightly
more leisurely pace.

LIGHT
When considering the P.S.s.c. treatment of geometrical optics,
one cannot help but wonder how many things are done here just
for the sake of being different.

This is especially true of the

choice of the Newtonian mirror and lens equation over the more
conventional Gaussian form.

Although the algebraic form of the

Newtonian equation is simplier, the calculations are about equally
complex, especially if the~ focal length is unknown.

Both can be

7
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derived by means available to the high school student.

In

addition, the student's college experience will almost always
be with the Gaussian form.

For these reasons, we chose to

follow the more conventional treatment of geometrical optics
in the Dull, Metcalfe, and Brooks text.

Much stress was placed

'Upon the derivation of the Gaussian formula, while cases of
imag('. formation were de-emphasized.

The P.S.S.C. treatment of

refraction was used just before lenses.

This material was difficult,

but mainly because we failed to cover thoroughly the three principle

trigonometric functions while racing to beat the Christmas
vacation.

Our coverage was rapid, since we were trying to make

up sorr,e of the time lost during the properties of matter section.
All in all, no problems presented themselves that could not have
been r:olved by simply slowing down for a more thorough coverage.
Geometrical optics presented fewer problems than any other section
of th~ entire year.
Physical optics was squeezed into the two weeks between
Chrir-- '2L,.:i!';' vacation and semester examinations.

Although wave

motion had been covered during sound, it was still quite a squeeze!
The r/'.'.'action of the students, much to our surprise, was one of
ccmp1 ete. boredom.

The worst trouble seemed to come with inter fere".1.ce.

The rarticle ir,c:,..:,.., 1 • of li.ght and its ulti.r.1ate self-defeat were
rc.ccivc.d with only mild inter.est.

The wave model w.1s received

mainly on the strength of the ripple tank experiments (all of which
were done as demonstrations).

More interest might have been created

if the students had had the. opportunity to make measurements on
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their own ripple tanks.
ei.ghrc.en 1 ''In :erference''.

But the trouble came in P.S.S.Ce chapter
There seemed to the student to be 1 i ttlc

purpose behind the long chain of reasoning in sections four and
five, where the length of the wave is related to the dimensions of
the ~odal pattern.
unbe.:.xable.

Without motivation, these sections seem almost

There is no hint in the text that any of this could

pe.rt,dn to light wavelengths, and many students really couldn 1 t

be h·.ss interested in knowing what the wavelength is in· a ripple
tan~<!

There is need to combine the material of chapter eighteen

with some of that which occurs in the early portion of chapter
nineteen, in order to reassure the student that there is a purpose
for studying wave interference.

Young's experiment needs to be

brought into the discussion as early as possible, perhaps simultaneously with the ripple tank material.

In fact, Young's experiment

is the only thing that saves the whole affair from complete collapse.
The results of the experiment are good using double slits scratched
on the backs of pocket mirrors.

In fact, most students are

impressed when they are reminded that they have measured lengths
in the order of 10-7 meters with no more that fifty· cents worth
of material.

Yet, this whole section did not provoke the interest

expected of it.
Test results were almost identical for the two classes.
only discrepancy seemed to occur with refraction.

The

Here the class

which had had the P.S.S.C. treatment scored much better than the
conventional class which studied the treatment in the Dull, Metcalfe,
and Brooks text.
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The

P.s.s.c.

authors placed light before mechanics, largely

he.cause it was felt that more convincing work could be done in the
laboratory in the field of light, thus stimulating interest for the
rest of the course.

Our experiences have not borne this out.

In fact the students we worked with actually felt that the
interesting experiments came in mechanics.

If this feeling should

prove to be general, then it would seem that more could be gained
by placing the mechanics section directly after kinematics.

As

we shall see, such a placement would strengthen both kinematics

and mechanics.

MECHANICS
rerhaps the treatment of light seems dull only because the

P.s.s.c.

authors have outdone themselves in mechanics which

immediately follows.
most of the

They have demonstrated quite convincingly

benefits that can be gained from a new approach.

New and unusual laboratory approaches add immeasurably to the

interest created.

These laboratory experiments begin immediately

with Newton's laws of motion.

Here doorbell-timers and carts

are used to find the resulting acceleration produced by a constant
force, and the dependence of this. acceleration upon force and mass.
These two experiments represent the best of all the mechanics
experiments.

The experiment

11

Changes in Velocity with a Constant

Force 11 gives excellent results with a minimum of care.

Despite

warnings to the contrary, we used falling weights to produce the
constant force for this, and the following experi.ment.

We found

no difficulty in doing so, provided the function of the weights
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was briefly discussed ahead of time.

Lacking bricks to use as

additional masses, we loaded the carts with textbooks of the same
edition.

The results were quite comparable to bricks, and the

handling of the books was much more convenient.

The results of

the experiment left no doubt that constant forces produced constant
values of acceleration.
The results of "The Dependence of Acceleration on Force and
Mass" were not quite as convincing, and yet an analysis of errors
usually resulted in the proper results.

In determining the result

of the acceleration of a constant mass by constant forces of
changing value, we were faced with the problem of keeping the
total mass of the system constant (including that represented by
the f2lling weights.

The problem was easily solved by simply

transferring weights from the cart to the weight-hanger in order
to change the accelerating force but not the accelerating mass.
This was. a point which we did not feel the student should be
expected to realize on his own at the time of the experiment,
so careful instructions and explanations were given.

These

explanations did present the opportunity to stress the care which
sometimes must be made to assure the unchanging value of a
variable.

The results from the dependence of accel,eration on

changing mass·were by far the least acceptable.

Actually most of

the errors probably arose fro·m the use of books for equal units
of mass, and bricks would have presented the same problem.
masses need to be used here.

Better

Perhaps small boxes could be filled

with sand until they balanced on a double-pan balance, and then
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used as unit masses.

Such sandboxes would also 'all;ow i.tli,.e mass

to be changed in smaller units than books or brick.ii.:

Thi1t would

result in the possibility of taking more data before the !JaOtion
became slow enough to introduce extra errors.

These experil8ents

are especially worthwhile if done before the correspond.ing :ll\~1?erial
is covered in the text.

We found it about right to run·.them·e·on~

curren.tly with a discussion of the sections on inertia (sections
one and two of chapter twenty).

If this treatment is followed,·

however, the sections which discuss experimental results (sections
three through six), seem rather unduly long and drawn out.

It

-

is not clear in section
six whether we are defining mass or a
.
measu~e of mass.

Because of this, many students feel that we are

trying to force upon them a definition of mass -- a rather
ridiculous situation since they have successfully used the concept
of mass since the first weeks of the course.

As a result, sections

six and seven may seem to be quite superfluous and impracticable.
Here, one must face squarely the business of teaching.appreciation,
for the text gives little help in this matter.

It is extremely

unfortunate that such sections occur without w~ning, for it is
sometimes difficult to locate the exact problem under the pressure
of classroom schedules.
The results of our own experiments were so good that the
films "Inertia'' and Inertial Mass" seemed only like repetition.
These films would be invaluable if no experimental work were done
in the laboratory, or if the results of the experiments were
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unsatisfactory; otherwise they probably do little·to'.i.tnprove the
The film "Deflecting Forces" does'.occupy

learning process.

an integral part of the development of ideas, however~ ····Iil·this
film, one begins to see the range of Newton's second law.

Un-

fortunately, the film refers to, and uses, results of the film
"Inertial Mass".

"Deflecting Forces" would be more useful, if it

were re-edited to include enough of "Inertial Mass" that it could·
stand complete in its own right.

As it stands now, "Deflecting

Force~" should be shown immediately after "Inertial Mass" in order
to best utilize the carry-over between the two.

Yet the text

includes the first four time consuming sections of chapter twentyone before discussing defilecting ·forces.

It would seem to this

writer that an initial discussion of this more general application
of Newton's law would clarify the cases of motion discussed in
chapter twenty-one.

The projectile motion discussed before

deflecting forces, while correct in subject content, does not
seem to be the best way to teach the independence between force
and initial velocity.
In fact, projectile motion is one of the main weaknesses of
chapter twenty-one.

If the purpose of section three was to arrive

at the independence between the downward force with its resultant
acceleration and the original horizontal velocity (as it seemed
to be), then we can see no reason why the student should not continue
to worlr. the problem making use of this independency.

To solve

projectile motion by using horizontal and vertical components
of motion indipendently would reinforce the conclusions of section
three.

As section four is written, hcwr·ver, the independent motions
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are used to develop a single equation for the t,raje9tory,

While

this is an excellent demonstration of the fact that th~ trajectory
is a parabola, it actually encourages the student to fo~g,.t .. that
he can actually consider the problem as two independent 18.Pt~pns~
This is a most important aspect of Newton's law.
reinforced by repetition.

If shouli;l .l).e

·The _:ype of1. problems provided by th~:· ..

Dull, Metcalfe and Brooks text (problems seventeen through nineteen,
page 176), provide excellent means of repetition.
Circular motion is easily grasped once the students have
seen the film "Deflecting Forces".
11

The results of the experiment

Centripetal Force" are not alway~ helpful, however.

We were

not successful in showing the dependency of the centripetal force
upon the square of the velocity.

In fact, many students arrived

at a simple direct proportion instead.

Perhaps the timing of

the rc•:clutions per second alone contains enough error to destr9y
the results of the experiment.

We found it advisable to quickly

drop the discussion of this experiment.

For some mysterious

reason, we have never been able to interest high school students
in a mathematical description of the orbits of earth -~atellitEt,s.
Unfortunately, _section ~ix was no exception.
The section "Simple Harmonic Motion" (section eight) is very
hard to teach.

Despite our coverage of Hooke's law during properties

of matter, th~_mention of a restoring force brought absolutely no

response.

It would have been worthwhile ( and taken only about

thirty minutes) to get out the Hooke's law apparatus to run the
restoring force experiment at this time.

The mathematical aspects
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are used to develop a single equation for the trajectory.

While

this is an excellent demonstration of the fact that the trajectory
is a parabola, it actually encourages the student to forget that
he can actually consider the problem as two independent motions.
This is a most important aspect of Newton's law.
reinforced by repetition.

If should be

·The ~ype of· problems provided by the

Dull, Metcalfe and Brooks text (problems seventeen through nineteen,
page 176), provide excellent means of repetition.
Circular motion is easily grasped once the students have
seen the film "Deflecting Forces".

The results of the experiment

"Centripetal Force" are not alway~ helpful, however.

We were

not Euccessful in showing the dependency of the centripetal force
upon the square of the velocity.

In fact, many students arrived

at a simple direct proportion instead.

Perhaps the timing of

the r(;•:a1.utions per second alone contains enough error to destroy
the results of the experiment.

We found it advisable to quickly

drop the discussion of this experiment.

For some mysterious

reason, we have never been able to interest high school students
in a mathematical description of the orbits of earth satellites.
Unfortunately, section six was no exception.
The section "Simple Harmonic Motion" (section eight) is very
hard to teach.

Despite our coverage of Hooke's law during propertie.s

of matter, the.. mention of a restoring force brought absolutely no
response.

It would have been worthwhile (and taken only about

thirty minutes) to get out the Hooke's law apparatus to run the
restoring force experiment at this time.

The mathematical aspects
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of the analogy between simple harmonic motion and circular motion
are particularly difficult for high school students.

Once

again, our mathematical description depends upon the. independence.
of the perpendicular components of the motion.

If the use of this

idea has not been grasped during projectile motion, then both
student and teacher will find trouble with simple harmonic motion.

If one can proceed past this point, then a most careful development
of the concluding mathematics (and the omitted steps between equations!)
is required.

And only the most patient, mature student will ever

agree. with the teacher that the means were, justified by the ends!
One may be tempted (at the high school level, at least) to agree.
The first seven sections of chapter twenty-two deal with the
historical evolution of the mechanical description of the universe.
They are interesting, but not essential to the work which is to
follow, and they may be treated as a reading assignment.

The

concluding sections develop the law of universal gravitation.
They are straightforward and easily taught.
The class following the combined course was tested over
dynamics at the conclusion of chapter twenty-two.
were just slightly above the conventional class.

Their scores
The conventional

clas~ had more difficulty applying Newton's second law to problem
situations, and understanding the origins of centripetal force.
Although the class following the combined course knew the value
for the weight of a kilogram, their understanding of the difference
between weight and mass was poorer than the conventional class.
It is probably fair to say that although the combined-course class
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had more difficulty with the text, they nevertheless had a more
interesting variety of experiences and came away from dynamics
with a greater understanding of the basic fundamentals and concepts.
Laboratory work increased again with the coverage of momentum
in chapter twenty-three.

Howeve~ the conservation of momentum

seems to be stressed to the exclusion of impulse.

Neither the first

two sections of the chapter, nor the problem set at the end of the
chapter stress thoroughly enough the equivalence between impulse
and change of momentum.

Perhaps the quickest way to impress upon

the student the usefulness of this relationship would be to include
problems where the thrust of a rocket was to be found from the
momentum of the exhaust gases.
Once again, the carts are used; this time to show conservation
of energy.

Because of the success we had had developing Newton's

law i.n the laboratory, we tried to develop the ideas of conservation
of momentum in the laboratory as well.

This was a serious mistake,

for the results of these experiments were most inaccurate.
"Momt~ntum Changes in an Explosion" proved to be slightly better than
11

The Cart and the Book" in this respect.

patterns seemed to appear.

Oddly enough no set

At times it seemed that momentum

was lost while at other times it appeared to be gained.

One student

even discovered that he could get acceptable results if he took
the average of all of his trials!

As a result of continual discrepancies,

students became discouraged and some even began to dcubt the
conservation of momentum.

Unless the details of these experiments
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could be worked out in advance under exact laboratory conditions,
it would seem wise to de-emphasize these particular experiments.
"A Head-on Collision", which was done after the chapters on energy,
seemed subject to the same discrepancies as well.

However, "A

Collision in Two Dimensions" did produce good results, and not only
stressed the vector nature of momentum, but also restored some of
the lost faith in the conservation ideas.

This might lead one to

believe that friction was responsible for the failures of the other
experiments, since the air friction in the two dimensional
experiments should have remained quite low for the actual velocities
attained.

A few unfortunate students even had trou'ble with this

experiment, however, due to the apparatus.

One must be extremely

careful to see that the incident ball is not slowed so much in
collision that it falls against the support screw.

The students

were unable to try any head-on collisions because of this difficulty
with the apparatus.
The writing of this chapter is, for the most part, excellent.
However, the section on rockets (section five) seems relatively
unimportant, especially in light of the work to come.

More simple

problems involving collisions need to be included in the problem
section.
Using fuel consumption as a test to determine the amount of
work being done provides an ingenious approach to work and energy,
and avoids the conventional circular definition of the two.

More

attention needs to be given to kinetic energy before elastic
and inelastic collisions are considered.

In order to emphasize

the inter-relationship between work and kinetic energy, stress
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should be placed upon the case of kinetic energy being entirely
converted into work (ignoring· the.production of heat).

And

though conventional, every student should see how unfortunate he
is to live in a world in which the energy of a body depends upon
the square of its velocity.
quite good.

Otherwise the chapter treatment is

We would like to see the solution of an elastic collision

(section eight) stressed as being the solution for two unknowns
of two equations based on conservation principles.

However,

in order to appreciate thi~ at least a second year of algebra
is necessary.

The development of two new formulas for the final

velocities in an elastic collision is probably the more practical
approach, despite the fact that it creates a tendency to ignore
basic principles in favor of memorization of fact.

T.t is unfortunate that mechanics should end on a discordant
note.

Although chapters twenty through twenty-four are handled

in an excellent manner, we feel that chapter twenty-four, "Potential
Energy", falls far short of this accolade.

Too much of the chapter,

and too many of the problems at the end, are built around tr.e.
storing of energy in a spring.

Although springs may make worthwhile

examples, they are extremely dull applications of potential energy
ideas.

Not only are they unimaginative, but they require a rather

difficult-to-understand force-distance calculation to compute
the rtored energy at

a

given position.

There seem to be too

many variables in calculating the area under the force-distance
graph for the student to clearly understand what is going on.
And the idea that the sum of both kinetic and potential energy
remai.ns constant in an isolated sys'tem is not expressed clearly
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enough to be appreciated by the student.

The illustrative. example

seems to point out the correctness of our ideas of simple harmonic
motion, rather than the idea of transferring energy from one form
to another.

More examples are needed if the student is to fully

appreciate this idea.

When gravitational potential energy is

introduced, matters only become worse.

This time the example

which supposedly illustrates the constant value of the total
energy, comes closer to showing that our previous arguments
concerning free fall have been correct.

Perhaps the most serious

difficulty is that the text contains only three problems that
deal with this important idea.
such problems.

The average student needs many more

One should spend much time discussing the changes

in energy forms during a roller-coaster ride.

This kind of an

illustration (as was discovered later) is infinitely more interesting
than any number of springs or ordinary projectiles.
The negative sign of the expression for gravitational potential
energy requires careful discussion, for it becomes important
later in electricity.

.

If one has discussed the energy of pos'tion

as beipg measured by the work necessary to move into that position,
then the taking of zero pote.ntial energy at infinity, with the
resuJting negative. values for distances less than infinity is
not ha!"d to comprehend.

It takes a smaller amount of work to move

an otjcct away to less than an infinite distance.

Therefore, if

we art,itrarily take our zero at infinite separation, then the potential
energy .:it any lesser distance should be J.~r-.~.

For separations

less than infinity, then, potential cn~.-··~ie.s should be l:::ss th.:.11
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our .:crhf trary zero, and of course numbers le.s s than zero are
negative numbers.

Since no line of reasoning is introduced in the

. h er create h'J.s own (1"1
.
text, t h e teac h er must eit
:t..<.e the
one. a b ove )

or sudd,2.nly review when potential fields between repulsive forces
are. encountered in electricity.

ThP evaluation of mechanics has been rather long.
sn:T.rr,.:.::i..,,~ what has been said.

I.et us

Over-all, until chapter twenty-

five, the material of the text is good.

v

It does contain several

minor pitfalls which arise mainly because of the improper use of
e[Jlphasi~ •.

Some problem lists need to be amended, usually to include

mo:-e sira;ile problems which help to emphasize the important points
of the chapters.

Only chapter twenty-five misses the mark completely,

hoth in student motivation and in properly chosen examples and illustratfons.

The laboratory experiments, while not always as accurnt::

as could be desired, create high interest.

r.s.~.~.

On a whole, the

treatment of mechanics represents a sizeable improvement

over conventional treatments.

HEAT
The development of a relationship be tween gas pres sure.

,md the average kinetic energy of the individual gas molecules,
is a formidable task.

Yet this task is accomplished with amazing

ease in the first section of P.S.S.C. chapter twenty-six.

The

careful reconstruction of the mathematical steps of that section
will suffice to bring home the conclusion.

If the discussion
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of the gas laws from chapter nine is reviewed, most of section
two, whir:h connects this average kinetic energy with temperature,

pro~eeds easily enough, as well.

But when one reaches the ideas

of energies that are other than center-of-mass energies, the concepts
become harder to teach.

There is need here for distinction

betwe,:::n heat and temperature, and the macroscopic distinction of
paragraph four in chapter twelve in the Dull, Metcalfe, and
BrooLci text forms a nice compliment to the microscopic
of the P.S.S.C. materials.

distinction

When this hurdle is cleared, the

student is. ready for the description of specific heat found in
section one of chapter fourteen of the Dull, Metcalfe and Brooks
text.

If the student continues to read the energy considerations

set forth in sections three and four of chapter twenty-six of the
P.S.S.C. text, then he will be ready to accept the techniques of
calorimetry when sections five and six are reached.

Now he

can actually measure specific heats and heats of fusion and vaporization for himself.

We found that he could at last acheive

the degree of accuracy he had been expecting for some time.
When this work concluded, he then accepted the summary of the
conservation of energy principle which concludes chapter twentysix of the P.S.S.C. text.
Test results from both classes showed identical average
scores.

However, the teaching of the combined course was much

more satisfying than the teaching of either course by itself.
The third approach was at its best in this area, for the combination
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course was able to provide a consistent integrated picture of the
range and scope of an area in a way no single course could
have done.

ELECTRICITY AND ATOMIC STRUCTURE
Choice of the P.S.S.C. treatment of electricity was made
because many of the topics considered to be modern physics were
treated simuitaneously with the principles of electricity.

The

very fir!t chapter of this area, chapter twenty-seven, is no
exception.

Here, along with conventional descriptions of static

electricity, one finds descriptions of electronic vacuum tubes.
There was no difficulty in teaching either description.

But

difficulties did arise when quantitative electrical effects were
discussed in chapter twenty-eight.

The first three sections

of this chapter move quite easily.

Coulomb's law is readily

grasped, and electric fields are not hard to comprehend if
one makes use of the film ''Electric Fields • 11

But the Millikan

experiment in sections four through six is described in such
detail that it becomes exceedingly hard to follow.

Perhaps

it would help if some of the conclusions (at least the ones
expected) were mentioned at the beginning of the· section.

The

student really doens't grasp the objective in all this material,
and as a consequence feels little motivation for continuing
the study.

The first two paragraphs of section five seem to

detract more than they add.

It would be better to delete them
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and continue with the matter.

The film "Millikan Experiment"

helps some to visualize what is going on and does make the rather
impossible description much more plausible.

But the details of

the experiment are still extremely hard to appreciate.

As an

incentive, we changed our testing program from unit test to weekly
tests in order to be more reasonable in our demands for detail.
This eased the load somewhat, but did make correlation with the
conventi.onal class impossible.
The real bulk of electricity, as it is commonly understood,
is contained in one chapter (chapter twenty-nine).

Again the

student is subjected to a long detailed description of a hypothetical
experiment.

This time there is no film to help him visualize

what is taking place.

The trick here is to discover,the most

important ideas of the sections, -- and oddly enough, the results
of the time-of-flight experiment (determination of the mass)
do not form one of these primary ideas.

The point of the

discussion is that through the electric field between the plates,
the battery gives the particles a definite amount of energy.
Some trouble develops here because of a feeling that the.·electrons
will be pulled backward once they pass through the attractive
plat~.

While the written material of these sections gives no

help with this problem, illustration 28-lOe on page 467 of
the previous chapter makes the field pattern,arouh~ the plates
very clear.

Once this is understood, the biggest difficulty

still lies with discovering the proper aim of the section.

It
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would seem that things would be clarified if this experiment
were followed by a section on batt:teries much like section six.
Instt:ad, the authors discuss currents for three intervening sections
befor,..~ they return to the. experiment and formally recognize that
the amount of energy transferred did depend only upon the battery
and not upon the physical dimensions of the plates or their
separation.

Instead of presenting an argument for the function

of a battery which appears

as a consistant whole, the authors

have forced the student to gather his information through widely
separated bit and pieces.

Not only are the concepts difficult

for the students to grasp, but they are most awkward to teach.
One must be extremely careful to emphasize that the direction
of current is purely an arbitrary choice.

A positive current

causes some trouble, especially with the students who have had
previous work in electricity or chemistry.

However, positive

currents greatly simplify the ~.rk with alpha particles or other
positi.ve ions moving through magnetic fields which is reached
later in the study.

When currents consisting of both moving

positive and negative charges are considered, the whole point
of taking an arbitrary current flow is properly stressed.
the anthers are flirting with trouble.

Howeve.r,

In section three they

talk about measuring the current in a electrolytic cell by counting
the number of both positive and negative particles crossing a
line.

In section four, they measure the current in a circuit

containing an electrolytic cell by measuring the rate at which
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mass is deposited a t ~ electrode.

This would seem to lead

one to believe that there was twice as much current in the electrolytic cell (where both moving charges are counted) as in the
external circuit (where only the charge coming to one electrode
is ccur.t,2.d).

The answer to this seeming· paradox .lies hidden in

the concluding paragraph of the section, when the authors tacitly
assume that only the positive ions move in an electrolytic cell.
The student is given no explanation

of why this is so, and is

usually n~t even aware that a change in consideration has been made.
Actually, the motions of ions within a cell are quite complicated,
but the final result does agree with the assumption made by the
authors.

The difficulty is that the material in section three

and i:.lustrations 29-8, 29-9c, and 29-10 are in direct contradiction
with the motions assumed in section four.
Section seven, on electric force fields and electric potential
fields goes easily because of the analogy made with gravitational
potential fields.
1
•
d eve.oping.

But by this time a differen~ difficulty is

If the experiment "The Charge Carried by Ions in

Solution" is skipped (there is considerable. amount of chemical
apparatus to be assembled here, and the results are sometimes
hard to detect), then one begins to realize that this is the
second chapter in a row which has not been supported by any
direct laboratory work.

This is a serious flaw, and the second

part of chapter twenty-nine does little to help relieve it.
Perhaps this is a good argument for not omitting the electrolytic
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cell experiment.

On the other hand, this may be a good time to

search for conventional equipment which will do the job.

Potential

fields can be plotted experimentally by locating the equipotential
lineR in a conducting fluid such as salt water.

Such an experiment

(or even demonstration) would improve the tone of section seven
a

great deal.
Si.nee we have been successful in finding a conventional

experiment to support the material of the text, we may be lead
to retrace our steps for previous sections.

The calorimetry

tc~pe1·:i.ment described in illustration 29-12 is also easily done with
conventional equipment.

This would check the idea of energy

supplied per elementary charge by a battery, developed in section
six.
In section ten, the authors develop the theory that the fall

of potential along a uniform wire should be proportional to the
length of the wire (despite the fact that they never state it quite
this clearly).
as

Section eleven develops the ideas of voltrr.eters

de,,ices for measuring potential drop, yet it is never once

suggePted that all of this reasoning can be checked by simply
using a voltmeter to measure the potential drop along a wire
as a function of the length of the wire.

Such a simple, conventional

experiment as this can check and confirm the reasoning of several
lengthy sections at once.

But its omission at this point seems

to be such a serious flaw that one cannot help fut wonder how many
other approaches have been omitted just for the sake of being

different.
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The treatment of the current and potential difference connected
with an element in a circuit as discussed in section thirteen,
represents a considerable improvement over the conventional treatment.

It. is time that Ohm's law was identified as a gross approxi-

mation.

And yet there are troubles contained in the

treatment.

P.S.s.c.

First of all, the conclusions are not firmly drawn,

and secondly, no use is ever indicated for them.

It should be

pointed out that in many circuits we usually know either the
volt2z~ drop across a given element or the current through it.
(We may know these things by actual measurement, or we may know
them in the sense that we know what voltage drop or current
is desired in a particular application.)

Then we are interested

in finding the remaining quantity (either current or voltage drop).
One can always read these remaining quantities on characteristic
performance curves which have been plotted previously for identical
elements.

If, however, the characteristic curve is lineqr, then

we can discard our bulky graphs in favor of a simple calculation
which gives us the same results.

That calculation is called

Ohm's law, but it is really just a handier way of discovering
the same information we find from any characteristic curve of any
element.

One should identify electronic tube manuals as being

basically a collection of non-linear characteristic curves which
are used for exactly the same purpose as Ohm's law.
This is the time to briefly introduce simple series and parallel
connections and Kirchoff's laws concerning them.

As time permits,
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these laws could be introduced as logical necessities, or through
experimental evidence in the laboratory.

Then several problems

of arplication, such as problems ten and eleven at the end of

P.S.s.c.

chapter twenty-nine should conclude the argument.

By

the time one reached section fourteen, the overall view of energy
losses in a circuit could be derived from the conditions established
by Kirchoff's laws.

It may be true that such an approach teeters

on the brink of electrical engineering.

Nevertheless, it is our

firm conviction that such applications form a vital part of the
understanding and appreciation of the basic principles of electricity.
Without these applications, the P.S.S.C. treatment of this material
can never have concrete meaning to the average student.
·-!hen compared to chapter twenty-nine, the material on magnetic
fie lc~s in chapter thirty is relatively easy.

Once the magnetic

field is established as a vector, the field set up inside the
conventional galvanoscope can be measured in tenns of the earth:' s
magnetic field.

In this manner, the student can also establish

the relationship between the size of the field and the size of the
current, and between the size of the field and the number of
turns of wire.

The measurement of a magnetic field in conventional

units (newtons/ampere-meter) is extremely well illustrated by use
of the current balance.

And the measurement of the mass of the

electron is certainly the highlight of the chapter if not the
highlight of the entire course.

Our students were able to cal-

culate quite acceptable results with both of these experiments.
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"Electromagnetic Induction and Electromagnetic Waves,"
(chapter thirty-one), presents a great challenge to the student.
The sections which deal with electromagnetic radiation challenge
the imaginations of some of the better students more than any
other sections of the course.

It was found that the only require-

ments for meeting these challenges was sufficient time and
patience.
The last three chapters of the
concerned with atomic structure.

P.s.s.c.

text are mainly

They can be covered in less

time than indicated in the original outline.

Because we over-

ran the time schedule allotted to the first chapters of ~lectricity,
we were forced to do just that.

A great deal of any possible

diff f culty can be removed by the use of correlated films.

Films

are perhaps more useful in this area than in any other area of the
course.

We were helped immensely by the films "Photon Interference"

and ''Franck-Hertz Experiment", and other films of this series,
when mode available, should prove to be just as useful.

CONCLUSION
It is difficult, if not impossible, to conclude this evaluation
with broad statements of generalities.

There is little doubt

that the third approach did show that many conventional materials,
especially laboratory materials, are still appropriate in any kind
of a course.

In fact, we have cited many instances where the P.S.S.C.

course could be greatly improved by the use of conventional
laboratory materials.

In doing so, the third approach was

successful in meeting its first specific objective.

We did find

-73that it was possible to give a complete coverage of all areas with
the use of a rather tight time schedule.
best, is only an approximate guide.

This schedule, at

Teaching times will vary

from section to section with individual teachers.

This demand

for flexibility is a right that must be upheld by any successful
course of study, for the key to s"ClCcess lies ultimately in the
individuality or the teacher.

The restoration of applications

of principles gave needed meaning to many areas of the course.
One cannot be sure that the third approach really instilled any
more knowledge than the conventional approach.

The results of

the Dunning Standardized Physics Test showed a surprising average
percentile of 66 for both classes,

Nevertheless, the third approach

is much more satisfying to teach than the conventional approach.
There is little doubt in our minds but that the third
approach represents the best approach to high school physics
for a class of average ability-spread and scientific background.
However, our study has made us strongly aware that in this case
the best is not good enough.

We set out to combine both approaches.

To a great extent this goal was reached.

And yet we were at the

same time ines.capably bound to the flaws of both approaches as
well.

Unfortunately, many of these flaws coincide and overlap.

When this happens, no suitable material exists at all for the
area in question.
evaluation.

We have found many of these areas in our

Perhaps the most major one is the properties of

matter section.

As we have pointed out, both methods and

organizations as well as purpose need to be completely reevaluated.

If our experiences with the section on vectors

-74are repeated with future classes, then the basically correct
P.s.s.c. treatment may need to be approached through the area
of forces.

Sound needs to be completely redeveloped in terms

of wave phenomena if it is to contribute to the new approach
to physics.

Certain areas of mechanics need to be redrawn

in ways we have indicated in order to draw higher levels of
appreciation from the high school student.

Of these areas,

the chapters "Motion at the Earth's Surface" and "Potential
Energy" in the P.s.s.c. text present the most critical problems.
And the crucial material on electric currents needs to be
clarified, primarily by taking a new position somewhere between
the traditional treatment and the P.s.s.c. development.
Contrary to our expectations at the beginning of this
study, these necessary corrections seem to call for a completely
new fourth approach (although in many aspects it should approach
a paraphrase of the P.s.s.c. materials).
The P.s.s.c. app1•oach
has pressed beyond its proper goai. 22 The same is really true
or the conventional courses, also.
the two is still off-goal.
flaws.

But a single combination of

There remains a need to correct these

Physics still must find an approach that neither extends

beyond or falls short of the goal of good-teaching.

The future

can, and should, be full of attempts to discover that fourth
approach.

22 Miner, Thomas D., "Physics", American Journal of Physics,
Vol. XXIX, No, 5, (May, 1961), p. 339.
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Section I: Measurement
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Section III:
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Section IV:
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Section VI:
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REF.LECTim: AND REF'RAC'l'Iotl
PHOTOMETRY (d44)
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nmEX OF REFRACTIOU
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LENSES AND U!A.GES (d49 )
MICROSCOPE Aln TELESCO?E

DIFFRACTION

(d.47)

(d53)
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210
220 SPEED OF WATER WAVES
230 RF..FLECTION OF WATER lvAV1.S
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Mechanics
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300 TIC•~ D~'DfflCE OF ACCIL~TIOl~ ON FORCE AmD IIISS
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{ ) } - / ~ ENEROr a, A SIMPLE PmmutUH
390 A HEl,1) CIJ COJ.LISICll
oMtrTEJ) ~ Er.'ICEIBar OP l•tACHINFS (d27)

Section VIIIa Heat

la.o

U.W

a,

RIA.T

EXClWlOE
{4.34)

420 BD.T OP 1USIOG
430 COOLING 'l'BROUOH
Section IX•

(d.32)

A OHAllGE
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PIIASB:

(d3$)

llectr1cit7 and l·lagnetim;i

ELOO'l'RIFI!D OBJECTS
CBARGI CARRIID BI IotJS Di

SCL1m:OH

PALL OF POTJfflIAL ALOtG A COIIDUCTOR (dS6)
LA.WS OP RE.SISTAl:CE - VOL'l'J.rm'lER - ilt iE'l'm ME1'IIOD
RESISTUJCES IN S::RIIS AND PABALLEL (d59)
0

MF..ASUREr·!Fffl' OF A MAGUE'lIC FIELD
MASS a,· !Ire ELEOTR<ll

m

(d

55)

FDlIDAi·:D!'l'AL UIJITS

F11a11r
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Part :a: s Callbrating a. stroboscooe
.\ d;q, a hoartbeat, or a n ~ clock J:MQ" be sui'ficimt tOl"
mljaaurtne 1ong to lfflml£O tJ.no intcll'ftla.. Iio'.nwer, there ~ tlllli1. ~ a
men it 1a DGC98181.'1 to neuure t1Jae 1n1;ana1s ao short that a11 ···ot
those noans o.ro inpracticable. Jn these cnaea we need to dcrnlop
instrlu.mts to do OD1' n e ~ tor us, or, in the case ot tho clock.,
refine existing inatrm~ts. One exaq:,le of an instrur.iont 'which . ·,,.

ve can use to measure short tine 1nternla is the strobGecopei''A
stroboscope is eaeential4r a raJd.d31' tJ.uldng light whoso .epiai!·· fd'.' "".
fiaahina can 'be adjuatecl. Roughly speaJd.nc, we adjust t.ho spee! 1·~··
th~s f'lo.shing li~t until it "matches up• with some rapidlf ~ i , ·
ObJect ('\Jhich is lllOVi.n{: ll'I

::~co,..

S0?19 sort of-ror.uJ,ar, repetitive
roodin~ on the stroboscopo tho tine rate at t1!dch the ]4cbt 'jaf ' "' >
na~hinc wo then lmor.1 tho tine rllto a.t which the object is . ~ l
In this oxporimont we 1-rlll use just such a stroboscope, mro~, .
that w:1 th our otrobQscope the rc.te a.t which the light tl.a.ahe• :I.a'~
b)' t1Jrning a knob throuch a scale or :--caningloss m.rka.. fllat ,:11;
can TtJZ7 the speed ot tho tl.uhos, but ue have no uey of knotdiftg11f'~,J::h:t
exactly tho mte of the nuhes at an:, particular setting ot the lm4>•
'l'hc purpose of thia part. ot 'the experl1118Dt is to givo meanine8 or.>. :,:
values to the 111:lrke on t.he acaloJ 1n better words, we want to 041:l""'te
the scale of oar stroboscope. To do this we will just work ··.· .. ·
· · ,;,
i'rom the prooodure hinted at in the first pal'ngraph. We will'. '
,,, . .
with a raJ>Ul1' rota.ting disk vboae apoed of rotation ve can
by coDV"entional mea.na. The disk and inotor we w:111 uso ha.a a ~ for counting revolutions s1nilar to t.he odometer (rnileagc codtilf)1~!;· '
on an autcr.iobile. All .we need to do 1s engage the counter to •.t;;i~ .
the nm>J.ut.ions tor. eq, one r:d.nuto and ve will have the l'fl'Ol1i._.i
per minute (or, dividing by 60, the revolutions per second). the.):'.
wh~ ire havo r.iaasured the speed ot 1:he rotating disk by the1e.,. nt.btl,,,,1
ord:inD.ry t10ans {ue have usod a co1mter a.nd an ordinary clock)i:·118 ; %:: •
vill adjust the stroboscope until the nash.ing 11r.iatches up•• ld,1;b.: · ·
the novine disk. :!3y noticinc 1.zld.ch nark or the stroboscope" ioa:l..e .
our dial is s'3t on 110 can easily see uhat ra.te or flashing that · .
particuln.r nnrk strolds for. By repoatin~ tlds procedure ft:>r dUt...._.,
:::pccds we o.:.n .f.im:.I~ r;ive l toa.ninf.'. to all the rnnrks on the dial. ·· · ·
ihilf.l o.11 t.1d.s 11:;~y sounc like a rathar tedious job, it lw.s tb11'·miTOntageJ
i!e noecl de. it onJ.y onceJ
Onco uc find the :,ieanincs of thpj.rg. or;i
tiitisciletney"ui!l~~ lu...JVe the Satle DJ.Ca.ninGS as long ac. we . ue the
s.:iric etroboscope and no 1,1£ltter uliat we 1aeasure - - rota.ting disk, ·

~

·n;

_....,.?

1;Lirl:iJ1c fan, the clapper of a doorbell, the. stdng o! a pcmduJ.um.,
·t,;.e vib:e:.:.tion oi a. 1:-lro, or what have you. (See part II ot this eaperiment.}
Doforr, \IC cen boein, homwer, w nm.et sq more 1n order to understand this ·1f:JQ.tching up:, process. 'l'ho advantaee of a stroboscope is
that it lots us see only a part of. tho rapidly occurring µotion, specifically

only that during the time the flaslwlg light is Im.

(For our stroboscope,

the n:.ish la.sto only a few nillionths of a aecond. ) b'uppose we shine
the light from the stroboscope on a. disk wlrl:ch contains a single r.w.rk

o.r soue kind, ancl then suppose that we e.djuat the rato of the flashing
so that, the lia}lt flashes on exactly once during each revolution of the
disk. :,'h...".t uould we soa? Zach time ~he light flashed we \/Ould sec the
nark on tho clisk - then, while the light ws off the disk would complete
its revolution and b-.f the time t.he light flashed on again the mark
w0uld 'l:)e bn.ck :in its oM.g:i.nal positiono The net result would ~ that
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revo1,,!A'lon. tho mark ffl>Uld &l)Pear to stond absolute~ stilll It the
l1Bht flaahed exa.ot31' tMo t1Jaos in each rovolution it would catch
tho aark at two ?Olliti.one during each turn, and you should be able to
c l ' ~ yomaelt that asm,n these two positions would appear to stand
rd.1.1. If tJle light 18 tlaab1nc three t:lw as fast u a :rnolut.1.on,
Ghen. WO should 880
three atationm.-y lm"ka• and 80 en.
1bua • oan "mt.ah ,ap" the atroboeoo~ witll the rota.ting diak, and Iv'
counting the DIJINI' of atat1elllll7"arka tell. vbstller tm li8ht 1a tl.aah1nit
a:act,l,y u tut as am l'fffl>lut.1.on, tld.oe u tut, or 1n senaral arq
nml\ipla.
Thero 18 one oat.ch to the procedure, hOW9V'm'. What would you aee
if the lit',bt flashed cnl¥ halt ao .tQS't as the time £or ono rdolutionthat is if the light tlaabed only once t~ enr two rovolutl.ona? Can
10l1 oanrince ~ that 1t n.oh wre the caae-iho ma.rk8 ;you would
obaern would be 3Ust 'Ula aane u U the ligbt were ficiabing once ov8*
one NTOlution'l What 'I0\1ld JOU aoe 1t the lir,ht £lashed once evor:, .
lliud 1"99'0lution? 11n17 fourth? T o ~ this difficrutly ve I1111St
start w1th a rapid t'.l.aAld.ng rate and decrease it '\lntil we
the
ld.gbeft f'requoncy' of f1uh1ng at whloh ve can aee one sta.tiomr.r mark.
S"'iaiia requ:lreNmt hoU8 tor two and th1'88 etaticmary r.aarka. However,
these mltiplos that cause us tro1Zblo will also soo us title, £or thq
vill a11mr us to cal lbrate several ma:rke c:s1 the· dial w1tbout chan.ginc
tbe apoed of the l'Otating disk.

nm
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lad count
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·t II 1Using the stroboscope
TtJ conclude our expeMm.ent • we shall make use of the stroboscope
calibrated in part I to measure a abort time interval. The interval
ll'J interested 1n here the the time between the "ticks" of a
r',ell clapper.· (We shall use the doorbell clapper as a timing
1.oe by itaelt in a tew weeks. Because of this be sure to record
number of the particular doorbell that youz- group uses, as the
ormation J'OU obtain 1n this experiment will be useful at that
e only aa long as you use the same doorbell.) 'l'h1s time we will
ust the stroboscope lm.til it stops or "matches" the action of
clapper. We can then use the calibl'ation plot of the previous
tion to 4ete1'11l1ne the number of flashes per second ot our light
the nmber ot claps or ticks par second of om- doorbell. Stop
doo~bell at two different dial positions so 7ou will have two
ferent reactinga tor D1erm1n1ng the doorbell treqwm.cy as a
u-cheok in yoma work. You will probabl7 find the ml11t1plea
nd i easiest to find.

1RBEU:. lltMBER

Trial 1
.tiple_ _ _ __

J. readinP!q-·- - - - - -

Multiple_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,· . ··.··.

Dial reading..._________

1shes/seoon4...._ _ _ _ __

Illashea/aeoond...__________________

~s/second_________

fioka/aecond___________

1on4s/T1ok.___ _ _ _ _ __

Seconds/tick_____________________

I
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llOLY.OCJUJ.A.R LA.YERS

1·bloculos and a.tons are ao ama.ll that it is difi'icult to visuaHse

their a:lza. "To nnett aven the largaat molecules wo must rosort to thf.'
high riqnifi.cation of a powerful electron microscope. lJowevar, by \'.'.Bing
an indirect •thod. we can pt an 1ndication of the order ot magnitude
c,£ tho dimsnaione ot some moleaul.es.
A m11 qua.nU.q- ot 11'1.l. plaaad on the nrfa.oa ot water will ,pread
out to tom a fflm which 18 ~ thin. The thicknees of tb1a film
is a\ least equal to tba tbiclcDeu of line oil molecule. Banoe 1t ve CIID
f1n4 the thiokneaa ot the ~ ot oil w oan conclude that the tblokneas
ot 1111 oleic acid molecule 1• equal to or leas than the thiclmeaa ot the !':l.111l.
~oedures

Soma mteriala vill rorm nr., thin t.llma. Oleic acid is a ~od.
mmple of an eaaU, anSlabhl material that. ve oen uae. A solutioQ
ot oleic ao1d 1n alcohol bu al.Na4.T bean made aa follows. n.ve m'

ot oleio fcid vae ldxed with 95 cml- of alcohol ~ a Poaduated eyli'Adar.
\'hen, Sm' of W.. solution vu lliDd with JaS cmJ ot llcohol. &al~
S -3 of the last aolut1on·wu Jld.zad again with 4S cnJ ot alcohol to
Jl81ce tbe f1nal. solution we will uae. Celculate the aaount ot oleic acid

(:I.D ~).. oontained bl 1 -,_, of the f1Dal eolut1on.
.
. ·· :oar water 1n a trq or hl"c• la,r to a cte~th ot about one centimeter.
then Offer the water vitb a Te~
duting ot some powder such u
lyoopodi:m powder (or J'O\'l mjrvi.n to tr.,' chalk dust, talcum pow.er,
or, if rou want to tey the a:periment at home a little .tilr,1 at old
crankcue oU).
Il we now drop a known Tol1JM ot our solution o~ the surface ot the
trq of water, the oleic acid v:l.ll push outward to .form a large area
whoae diameter can be meuared since the powder makes it "fisible. Use an

lift

dropper to ar,pq a ve17 81118.11 drop of oloic acid solution to the
surtace·to fom the lqer, and e1ti111&te with the meter stick the diameter
of' the l&79r so th.at its area can be calculated. Thia area is of course
the top surface or a little 11pancako'' or oleic acid vbioh also has thieknesa
eince it ia the result or a TOl"U1118 of oleic acid being dropped on the wa.ter.
1.t we 1a:a.ew the volume ot the oleic aoid 1n the "par.c~•, then we ·could
aolve tor the thickness of the "J>ancwn singe its area can 'be calcultted.
You hATe :il.read:y calculated the nur.iber ot cmJ of oleic acid in one cm-'
of solution. now uae the gra.dU4ted qlinder to measure and count the
aye

number

or

drops ot solution 1n one cmJ.

oleic acid in one drop
1:10lecular layer.

Then calculo.te the TOlW,i41 of

Then calculate the thickness of the

Shw ~esa calculntiona neatly on another page.

the nperiment u1ing two drops of acid solution instead of
!loes tho value tor thickness relUill tbe same?

llapea.t

one.

or aolutiou.

·
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SlChaI: :'l:f 90 I

-

IJX1CE IS Lltr

· The tozicna ot aobeaion in eoW 'o1,~ _.. oamd.derabq' 1tr1mgezt
tr& tho, 8N 1J1 IIN8 or liqulde. , lnlead,el~:ia t.h!.e ·ptea'te fOl'Ce ot
c,obeaicn that llatU. a aolid "aDlitP• · · Ioa .ebeeltf9 those aollealn .force•
in ao3¥1 - - , t.1118 1D1I W & dlok, villlt.'.wp . _·a ·olock spring, bomoe
onr • bmap.r·na4 Sa an aatcJAoldJ•,-o•wip 70IDW1f • a·aoa1e• . Ja
each '1 tuat1on ,w. ae cbus!ng tbe. ,_,. C>t a. solid ob~oct an4 heace
JJUhing i10leo1•lea toget..hno ar paJJ1111. ~ apazwt. The atrsl!IIJed.
1t1ck or stJrl.ng ul'lllllly retums to .~ta Ol11,1n4l aha!)& ill the ond, pilled
back b,r_tbe. cobeaim of nd.8hbcdne.lKllecnilN. Bat, is \heir UV'
'81at.loneh1p- betvND the mncalt Of ohanae·ot ~ and the UJOUDt of
force ne0888817 to Oftl'GOM the. cahedw foroei t.hot. Nd.It tbe chan&et
Iet 11 attenpt, tao answer t.hia quatt~ tor a rather comaam object;• apr:tng. In terae ot the 8pll'!ng oar qaatton vaa1d be, 1a t,bare i
connect.tm batlf. . . ti. anomt ot .atNtoh ot'the spring· 4IDd tbe amount
ot toroe naoee8817 to stretch 1t.. .IJa ·oaaveut.tonal tenna, tb8 1tratcb1 nc
force la tarmac! tu etrw, while tJie UIOUftt· of stretch or distortion
u'"Sz.d t h e ~
.,.,·
·.
··
Dang the iii,Hiii
that the pointer !ndicatea so• poaition on
tJJe eta.tionar,- oeat.1.mater scale. lflng 1181ahte 1"rom the scale and note
the total stn:tn· {elongation) in centmotora produced by each wight.
Recoil on a aeparate pago a .tal,le ol •train against streea, and tlllD
plot thi.1 table ot atra1n (nrt.icall.J') w. stress (hor:f.sm~) on
a· grapll. Can·:,ou :read an eqmt1on flla ~ craph"l

so

ot a prol)Ol'ti~ ~ J'OU .f1Dd comcting strain and atreu'I
the:Talue of the ·oonstant ot p,oport..i.otlall1ty? Does the value
tit thie ~ t . . . .,,y phrld..oal _ripl~ance7 Would your sraph have
oontir,med ~, 9ve ·such .a ~ ·~tioneM;p 1f you had added w1ghte ot
eneral ~ to 10~.aame-~· iti.Lt lild.tat.iona aust • jmpc,Nd
upcm. tbe Ul:llta ot ftl1d1V t'dz- ·10\lr 1'elat40Dlld.p; thea1 Woald tJd8
relat1cnlhipbold u wll tor the bedtng or a stick aa tu at.ncl:d.Zig of a apring7
relat1onah1p vu d:l.scO'YeNd nearly three h:mred year, ago bJ'
~-!Dgli•h ao1ent1at, lld,ert Hc>olca mi ~a·kaiolnl ae Dooke•s ~.)
. Wbat ldr,aj

lf)aat is

.. cru.
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EXPBRIMEN'l' 100
KIN&L~ATICS OF AN AU'l'OIOBILE 'l'RI'P

In tbia experiment we shall anal7ae by grap~lcal means the
iype or motion that occurs at the beginning or an actual automobile
tr1p. To :reooi-4 the motion we make uae ot a timer (a •ibratlng
doorbell clanpe:r) which marks ott constant Mme intervals along
a strip ot paper ta'J)e attacbe_d to an automobile. · B7 meaauring
the distance between oonaecu.tive marka we can tell.how tar the
car moved in each interval, or b7 repeatedly measuring from "
the ti:rat mark, obtain a table· of' total distance moved as a ·
function or time. (Total didtance can also be obtained by adding
up the distance intervalao) Prom th1a data we can plot a graph.
ot distance vs. time tor our automobile •. Then by taking al.!pea,
,e can Make a table and finally plot a graph of veloc1tJ' vs.
time. 'Dha results or th1a experiment will then consist of' four
pal"ts: · (1) a table _ot distance vs. time, (2) a F.&Pb ot distance
vs. time, (3) a table or velocity vs. time. and <4) a graph ot
velocity vs. time.
Because onr trip will cover ~elativaly large distances and
man7 time intervals. we will tear the tape into 23 pieces and
each member ot the claaa will anal1ae l/23 of the total trip.
Thia poses so• addi t1onal problems. however. To obtain total.'

distance traveled, apd act-ual time elapaed each person will bava,
to add to h1a measurements the distance covered by all the tepaa
wh1cb preceed h1a, and the number of time intervals wh1ch.·bave ·,
elapsed befo:re bis tape. In addition, all graphs must be plotted
to a mutual scale it the class is to compare the results.
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In this exper1aent we shall analyse by graphical means the
:ype of motion that occurs in free tall. (A tall tree or all forces
,xcept that of ·the earth's gi-avlty 1a tel'lneo t-ree tall.) Our
1ethods will be the same as those uaed 1n experim•ne 100. This
:1me the paper tape will be attached to a large weight~ and the
1eight allowed
to fall pullin~ the tape. behind it through the
:imero By meas.urlng the distance :tDn ,~e first mark to each
1f the following marks, one may obtain a"'*able of distance aa
: function or time. Thia dat4 may then be ~otted, and trom
,his gi-aph a time ot Yeloc!t7-t1me deduced and finallt a graph
11' veloc1ty vs, time plotted. Tbe Jtesults ~ th6s eXpePiment
rill be contained. then, in the same t'our parts as were the

~sulta ot experiment 100.

Answer the tollowinf. questions 1n the apace below.
hat kind ot motion occurs witb a talli'rig weight·l
hat kind or acceleration was present in this experiment?
hat is the significance or the result of this experiment?
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WAVE HOTIOlJ

PROBLEM X1 (a) A palae travels tbrough n. string 6 1ncbe8 long with a velocity
or inch pe:r second b'oa lef't to right. The r1P.ht end of the etring is fixad.
1be pulse 1a drawn to acale below, and is oontinuouJ i.e., a.tta one of the
pulaae ahown· ia in the rope, it is 1nned1a~ (and nth.out, intet'ruption) followed
bJ' another, eo tbat there ia produced. a wave ot continuous pulaee. Draw to
loale (Joli 1Alq' trace the pulae), the 8't1"1ng as it, eppun a.t times ot , : l-12 sec.
(!he ffrst Plle• just. beglns ao enter the atrtng at t:.O aeo.)

t

(b) Continue the probl• 1n part (a), mak1na draw.lnga tor t • lJ•.24 sec.
Dur:Ln& thia 1nt..nal, the rafieated portions ot the JNJ.a• viU be nm.ng back
to the left and aupe~sing on the incid.ent pol.sea whiob are still J110'9ing in

1'rorl lett to right. (Be sure you recall how a pulse reflect.a troia a fixed end. )
Show the 1no1dent pul.aea in one color (pahapa Ol"d1.nar7 lead. pencil), the
nt1eoted pulee11n another color (mqbe red), and the reeultant d i ~ t
of the string in a third color (or ink).

Co) Continue the problem tor timea oft: 2S-36 eec. Do you see
anything unuual aboUt the net motion ot the string?'!
IJ-SSuNE 7/JIIT TH£
LEt=, Etl) ~KECoNES. F1X1:)). AA)]) /JO A)El'J }UL~[')
)

,',/t;VF c,JJ7e, 7th sTJJIAJC

N

l
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S'!'AlfnING WAVE:.S IN ,\ STHINC
The purpose of this e.xper1ment is to observe ho,-w a string
can vibrate in d1.fferent modes and to detcrl?!1ne the f'requenc.y of
the vibrations.

The velocity ot waves in a string ls found by experiment
to depend upon two .factors; its tenston and the mass pal' unit
length. It is directly proportional to the square root ot the
tension. and inversely proportional to the square root 0£ the
mass per unit length. The constant of proportionallity, when the
tens1.on is measured in gram-weights and the ::nass per un1t length
in g::aams/cm, is 3lo3 gm-cm/sec. Knowing the velocity of the
waves in the string from this formula then~ ·,,e cen calculate the
frequency of the -ibrat!ng string since f ~ V/L. Substituting
for the velocity., we have

Here, f stends for the rrequency 1n vibrations per second,

L for the !!.!.! length in cm., T the tension of the str1ng in e,:n-weights,
and~ the mass per unit length
the string in grre/cm+
The vibration of the string produces standing waves. The

or

wave length of these wavee 1s twlce the length of one loop, and
the length or one loop ean be found quickly by dlv1d1ng the total
llngth of the vib~ating string by the number of loops. The string
may vibrate with 1,2,3, etc. loops depending on lts tension.
In performing the experiment vary the ten~ton of the
string until the loops stand out clearly. Adjust the weights
within a erem or two to get the best loops. It is usually impossible
to get only one loop without breaking tLe string or overloading the

vibrator.

mass of 200 cm of string:

t n •

r n

total leneth of vibrating string=

no. of
loops

l

cm.
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We h11ve se1 n in calss the resw.ts of the paceage o1" light
throue;h t..to nar.~ow •lits. and found that light eleuly showed properties.

of waveE and ··orm~ an 1nterfe.rence pattern.

In tbia experiment we

11111 "1e&.3ure the wavelength o~ light waves. A good way to do this
ie to muke .j,U&ntitative me.asurements on an interf'erence pattern 0
'?his cs.n >'d done wl th very eimple ell{Uipment. We can use double
s:dts srrlitcbed on tho back oil a pocket mirror. Be sure that the
dou?tle rllta 1"un to the very edge of' the mirror.
·.-wo people are needed to make the mes.surementao
One person
lcOYJ through the sltts a.t th49 line source., making eure that t;he
sot•:•ce and the slits are parallelo The other stands behing the
S(1Jrce wl th a rule1.. and a pencil. If the sl1 ts and line so'jroe
a.•J V"ert1cal, the ru1er should be held horizontally ebove the lamp
;.1d perpendicular, to the line between the slits and the ttou.rce ..
~'he assistant standing behind the .source moves a vertical pencil along
the ruler until 1t appears to be just avobe one of the vertical
black bars ( nodea) in the 1ntn,rference pattern observed by hts
co-worker4 To make sure that both the interference pattern and
the pencil are visible to the observer looking through the slits,
the obse?..t"er should he:ve h1a eye placed so that ha is 1, oking partly
thrrmgh the slits and. partl:,- over' then1.
This eye poai tion makes
it easy to match the pencil with one of the black bars in the
interference pattt:Jrn,, The assistant can then read on the ruler
the distance fl."om the ·01ack bar {pencil) to the center of' the
interfet•ence pattern ( filan1ent)
This is the distance called trx"
in class, and 1s 11ela.ted to t..ho wavelength of the light, diste.ni}e
(1

from the light to the slits, ~; and the separation cf the slits~
"d" 11 by the relationah:i. p

1'he distance L can be measured by a me te1• a tick, and N { the number
cf the nodal llne sighted) can be cour1ted, bu.t the measurement of
the slit separation D, requires more care. Por this experiment,
we will estimRte 1 t by using nn r-ierometer
1

l.1e.asure the average wavelength of white light, letting ea.eh
member '::.Ii" the labo:rato1,y group sight ·l;hrough the slits for' one trial.,,
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VhLOCITY

WITH

A

CONSTANT

FORCE

We know qual6tatively from every day experience thmt we
must an~ly a force to move an object from rest or to chenee 1ta
velocity while it is woving, but we are not so sure of the quantitative
relation between the velocity chabges and the force we appl7. ~e
can 1nvesti~ate this relation with the apparatus Shawn in Pig. 1.
Be aure to have someone catch the cert as it reaches the end of
the table.
The caPt. loaded with books and running on roller-skate
wheels, can be pulled forward with a constant force supplied
by a fallinp weight ataached to the cart throuph a oulley. system.
As 1t ~oves, the cart pulls a etrin of oaper tape under the
strlker ot an electric bell timer clamped to the bable edge.
Fr-om these tapes we can then find the velcclty at different points
on a run end Den plot a curve of the v6locity of the cert as
a function of time.
~efore making runs to find how the velocity chanpes with
a constant force, you shoulc be sure that the cart moves with
a nearly constant speed when you do not pull 1to Load the cart
with two bricks and make several tapes with the timer, ~iving the
cart different 1n1.tial pushes. Look carefully et the tapes. Is the
velocity ~ore uniform when the cert mcves slowly or when it moves
rapidly? ~ow you can study the effect of a constant pull on the
~otion of the cert. Attach one end o~ a strine to the cart,
and run the other end throul(h the pulleys and attach a weight
ha11ge:r which will be free to fall. Put a weight on the welght
hanger wl..,ich will give a controllable ( 1) motion. (A few pract1ve
runs will help you decide what is about rifht.) Your partner
starts the tiriier and a .few seconds later, on sirnal, releases the
cart.
/books
Now attach the paper tape to the cart loaded with t w o ~
and run oft a tape. From thia tape, plot a E:raph of the velocity
as a function of time. It ls not necessary to use all the marks
on the tape in calculating the velocityo Instead, use groupa
ot ten marks for a convenient unit time interval, meaaur1ns the
velocity in meters per ten "ticks". Analyze only that prot1on of
the ta~e which represents the na:rt of the run where you are reasonably sure the force you apnlted was constant.
Run off another tape using four books on the cert end the same
weirht on the weifht hanger. 1llot the data from this tape on
your ori~inal grapho Whet do you conclude about the acceleration
nroduced by a constant force ·1
Is the force exerted by the weifhts the only force acting
on the cert?
was the acceleration greater or smaller when a larger mass
was accelerated?
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The change in velocity of an objec~-~is proportional to the
time interval during which a constant force. acts on it. In other
words, a constant force produces a constant ac~elerationo This
we found 1n the last experiment. Here we shall investieate quantitatl vely how different forces accelerate a given _mass and how
a given .force accelerates diff'erent masses.
PART I:

ACCELERATION CAUSED BY DIFFERENT FORCES

Using one, two, three, and four 100-gm wEifpts to produce the
accelerating force, m~ke tape recordings of the motion of the cart
when it is loaded with four bricks. Find the acceleration from
the tapes end plot a graph of acceleration as a function of the
force, that ls, the number of 100 em weifhts.
Since we know from the last experiment that the acceleration
is constant for a constant force, it is not ne.eessary to calculate
the acceleratlnn for many d1tfera,rit intervals in the same run. To
see this, consider a body s;,:pting from rest with s c~nstant acceleration "a" o In a time "t?, lt moves a distance "d" given by

d •.,. J..
.,a t 2 •

rPd="

a.:: -2 d • If the var 1 ous runs ex t en d
t2
over the same time, the accelere.tlon in each case, therefore, is
proportional to the distance moved. t11easure the di stance traveled
from rest in the same time interval on each of your tapes. For
tlie f!T.ed time interval use a number of ticks that will ~ive a
distance l_ong enough to provide accurate results.
What ·do you conclude from your i·raph't What · can you say
about the ratio of force to acceleration in this pa~t of the
experiment?
·
Assuming no friction in the apoaratus, should the graph
pass through the origin! Where, with respect to the origin,
would you expect your graph to pass?
CAUTIONJ: W.e want the results caused by different forces PJ:1.: ·• .
constant mass. Now the total mass which accelerates incluC,es not
only the cai•t, but also the weifhts and the weight-han(:er. ·If.·
we aQd weifhts to the weight-hanger to increase the force, then
we will also be increasinr the total moving mass. To avoid this,
start_ your experiment with seveial {say, 5) 100-em weights on the
cart~ To increase the force, but not the moving mass, just
remov~·,,.the ·weights from the cart. one at a time and place them

Hence,

-a :

on the •Ne:3.ght-hanger.
PART II: THE EFFECT OF ~fASS 0)1 ,Tl:IB ACCELERATION ''RODUCED BY
A . COl\1S'l'A \'T FORCF.

With a ei ven weif•ht find the acc.a.l.eratio:n of the cart when
1 t is loaded with two:.e three, and four ocioks., Plot a graph of the
ratio of force to acceleratiori'.. ,is a funct!on of the number of books.
What do you conclude from yow"' graph? Do you hove enough
points to make it convincing? If you have tlme, t1~y acGelerating
one book and f:1.ve bool-:s and include 1~he results on your graph.,
?rorn your eraph, can you express the mass of' the ca1'"t e.lone
in tA~ms cf th~ m3ss o~ the hooks?
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EX'PDt!MENT 310
FORCES OJI A BALL IN PLIORT

11.g. l 1a a •ult1-tlaab pbotogl"aph of proJectile motion.
It waa made b7 tm"owinf a small ball 1nto the air at an angle ot
27° wi '.ih tbe horizon.ta • !be 11• interval between a11coeeai ve
ex.poaurea wu 1/30 aeo and the ba.ll mowd tro111 left 1;0 :r1gbt 1n
the picture. The ball's traJector1 looks 11k• thoae 4ea02'1bed 1n
seotton 21•3 of the text.
Examine the photograph. I• the hottizontal veloc1tJ ot the
ba~l constant! What can you conclude about the resultant force
aot1ng on the ball if the horizontal velocity 1a l:M>t oonstantY
It we analyse the photogra.pb in detail and f1n4 the changes
in veloe1tJ caused by the resultant force, we will learn more
·
abou, tbe forces aotin.g on the ball thfl!l we can lelll"D trom a oaeual
examination or the photograph.
·
·
Analyze the velocity changes which occur dur1ns auoces1ve
O.l ••c intervals (thltee intervals on the photographJ in the
rollowins way: Cll 'P transparent centimeter graph paper or tracing
paper on top ot the photog19aph and ll8rk the center ot eacb image.
Draaw atra1gb.t 11nea conneoting ever1 third point. These lines ·
represent the displacement ot the ball during each 0.1 sec and are
theretozte a measure ot the avereee veloclt1ea during these equal
time intervala. To find the veloaitr ohangea 1• each ot tbeae
intervals we can ad.d the negative ot one velocity vector to the
next Te~cc1tJ vectol'.
·
··
Ia the d1rect1on ot tbe velocity chan£e the aame in e,cl)
lntenal? AN the magnitudes ot. the veloait7 change• the same?
What do you conclude about the direction of the resultant tp~ce on
the ball.?
·
·-· ·· ·
What change in velocity ot the ball in eaoh O.l aeo •••
caused bJ the torce ot gravity? In what direction did it act7
Expreaa th1a velocity change in meter per tenth ot a aeconcl and
subtract it fl"om each ot tbe total veloo1tj ohanee• on your diagram.
The veloc1t7 obenge due to gt"av1ty nsust also be reduc~d to tbe ·
scale or the photograph be tore you subtJl'aot 1.t .on your d1&8'4fll'•
BJ uaing a ruler you can see that the photogi-aph 1a one tenth ot
it• real aize.
So the JNtdidual veloc1t7 changes all have the same magnitude?
In wabt d1rect1on are they? Deac~1be, qual1t..1ve11, the properties
or the force that caused them. What do you thinlvf was reapona1ble
tor the torce?
·
What can you conclude about the maaa ot the ~ojectile?
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An.y projectile problem can be worked in .four rather timeconswning, but not difficult steps. Sumaarized, they are as toliows:
(1) deter'.nine the hoi-1zontal and vertical e01T1nonents of the projectile• s
velocity; (2) determine the height attained due to the vertical
·
component ot velocity remembering that there 1s also acceleration .in
the veri;lcal direction due to gravity;· · ()) determine the total .time
of flight, which will be just twice the time to reach the greatest ·
he1pht round in step 2; and (4) solve tor the horizontal range, which
will i1ow sil'lply be the horizonal component of velocity times the time
of f:'.ipht :from step 3. Now. all or these answers depend in a large part
upor. the angle ot elevation, since thl s angle plays a major role in
determining the size or the horizontal and vertioal components or ·
velocity o The. vertical component is always ei ven by SUK

(A:iI( '·· ·

v(aln

e ).

From tri.g~'ableif we notice that the sines or larger angles have larger
values. Therefore, as the angle of elevation 1 s increased the value of
the vertical compon~nt increases, so that the projectile should be
.
ca?Tled to ever inoJ9easing heiphts. Furthermore, we can show that wl th
a constant muzzle velocity end acceleration due to gravity the change
in he1rht causecl by a change in anple whould occur exactly as does a
cahnge in sir:?'e
w1 th a change in e o · rr we plot heie:.ht vs. angle
1e ,lOUld. expect our f'l'&ph to have the same shape a·s the graph of
e vs e , since both chanee in the same way.
.
. : .

••n

Theory also prediC:ts that the plot of range vs. anrle should
also behave as an extended plot of sin 8 vs. 9 • Here the plot should
~ extended to give the same shape as if we were to plot t~,values of
the sine of an angle f:rom o0 to 180°. We must wal t tor more· triY,onomatrie
knowledge before we can handle and plot trig values for angles between
qo and 180°.
.
The projectiles we will use in this experiment will be.drops
of a stream or water. The amount of error can be expea,ted to be
quite considerable, since the effect of air friction will be quite
sizeable. We should be able to see in a general way, however, how tha
height and range of a projectile cahnF,e V'li th a change in anrle of
elevation. This e:xper1ment will consist _of a iable or angle. height,
and range; and granhs of heirht.vs angle, ain9 vs~ , and range vso
angle. From these answers should be written to the following questions.
•.,

l.)
2o)

•,

What kind of curve best fits the path of a projectile?
At whatt. elevation anp.le does a projectile acquire its

greatest rangej
>

)o)

At whet elevation anfle does a pro ,je ctile acquire its
greatest hetght?

4o)

How does the maximum hei ht of.' a 111~ojectile comrare with 1 ts
range at an elevation angle of' l+50?
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CiiJlfRIPE'rAL FORCE

I-lotion 1n a ci·.:"Cle at constant speed is an accelerated motion1
althov.f',h tbe magm:t,ud~ or the velocity s ~ the same, the direction
of the velocity -vector is continuously chan£i.nR• (Text., section 6-6.)
\fe know t.rora H•ft.m.' s law tha.t a force is needed to maintain this
acceleratian. It>v is t.his force related to the object's speed, it.a
. . ., and the J'!di.'U1 or t.he cirele'I
To answer then questions ve shall ue the simple apparatus shown
on the blaekbl".J.l"d1 vhtch allows us to measure the force While obsel"'Vi.ng
the notion. .vbea the glass tube is atrung 111 a small circle above your
head, the r,bber stopper tl\0'9'es aro,md in a horiiontal circle at the end
ot a strin~ which is threaded. through the tube and fastened to sor.1e
V'Uhers b.nging below. The f"orce ot gravity on these washers., act.ing
along th J thread,- pl'O'f'ides the horieontal force needed to keep tbe stopper
mori:ng ·:.n a circle. 'l'hlla bori1ontal rorce is called the centripetal

force.

tror.
tt,,

,4th only one vaaher on the end ot the atring to keep the stopper
getting flMQYJ whirl the etopnar over your head while holding onto
string below the tube. Do 7ou anva to increase the pull on the

Fr,ring when yo6. increase the speed of the stopper'? What happens i !
.•'OU let go of the string!
Now quantitatively investigate the dependence ot the accelerating
toree on the speed, the maas., and the radius. FirGt .find out how the

f'orce depends on the as:peed., keeping the mus an,. the radius constant.
Pull enough string *'1rottgb the tube so the stopper will whirl in
a c1rc1e ot about 100 cm radius. Attach an alligator clip to the string
just below the tube to serve as a marker so )"OU can keep the radius

oonstant while 'Whirl.ins the stopper. Hang six or more washers on the
end of the string.
T8 find the rate of l'fl'olution of the stopper, have a partner
llea81lre the time vbib you awing the stopper around and count the number
ot revolutions. From the time and nmnber of re\rotitions calcula:te the
period and frequsnce t: lfr.. Repeat the experiment with larger numbers

or washers.

Plot the period of the uotion as a !unction of the number of washers.
Can you t'.r.ink or a JllOre useful way to plot your data'? Try plotting
the frequency instead or the period. Try' I
t.2. What is the dependence
ot the centripetal force on the frequency when the revolving 1naaa and
the radius are kept constant?
To investigate tha dependence or the centripetal force on the revolving
mss, ;you oould whirl two stoppers on the enr:l of the string. What would
you expect to find? Qi what do you hase yt,Ul" prediction?

--~------ --------~-~~.,..~~~--~-----........---~------

UTRA CRTn!Tt

It is uore ditf'icult to investigate experlnientall.1' the dependence
ot the oentri:petal torce on the radius when the 1'requenCJf and mass reruain
constant. Can you suggest a way of doing this? What is the de!)8rldence
or the centri.peto.1 force on the mass., the radius and the frequency?
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'l\.ro carts are pushed apart from rest a.s the result of a sudden
force -- an 11 ex:plosion 11 - - acting between. ther:1. How do tho z:'lGlllellta
of the carts change?
To apply the sudden force we use a spring which we compress and
suddenly release.. Release the spring with the cart ,.t rest. What
do you observe? Try this w1 th different loads on the cart. What do
you cQnclude about ~1e horizont.tl co;..poner.t of the momentur.1 of the cart
befora and a.t'ter the explosion?
-~
Pl.ace a second cart next to the first one so the spring will push ·:
against the second cart when released. What happens now as you release
the spri.t."lg? Do this experiment 'With various loads on the caz•ts. Qua.litatively 1,
what --;.rould you say about the Telocitiio or the two carts as you load
them ,..1th di.t'terent masses? How do you think the momenta of the two
c~s compare after the "explosion"?
To make this experiment quantitative we need to measure the velocities
and the D119sea of the two carts. But we do not have to know their velocities
in 11Bters per secondJ ant unit will do" It is possible to !'ind their
velocities 1n terms or the distances both carts move during the sa.,ne time
interval. Suppos~ we release the carts just hal:f't1ay between two wooden
bumpers at the same ti.Ille. l.f one goes :raster than the other, it will
hit earlier and we will hear two distinct sounds instead or one. Wa
can, howeYer, move the starting point so the to.ater cart has to travel
a longer distance before hitting the bmr;>er. Attar aeYeral trials w·e
can find a position from which both carts will take the same ti.J;13 to
trffel to the bumpers. We ca'l call the distance traveled cy the carts
from r~st positions as xi and x2. (Be sure to measure these distances
:from the front of each cart to the bumpersl) The carts travel these
distances in the same time interval 11 t" and, if' the) move at constant
Telocity,we can write ror t.heir velocities1
Xl
~
"i r •
v2 • r

=

and

"'1

--

~

- "'2

X2

•

.......

.

The velocities, therefore, are proportional to the distances moved in
the same time internl ..
Using this 1nethod or noving the si}artlng point to fibe equal ti.mos,
deterr.d.ne the ratio of the mol!lllllta of your carts after er;_1losion.. .:hat
is the change in momentum of each ca.rt as a. result of the exrlosion?
Try this with different combinations of masses on the cart .. Gan you
draw arrf conc:lusions concerning the total r,1of.'l.enti, of the system after
the e:,cnlosion coi·,parM with the total momentUJll before explosion?
~·Jhat would happen to the total momentum of your carts., it', instead
of thq4mring, you place~ stick of dynmid.te between them and blew the
pieces of carts il1 all diractior1s? (Don •t, do itA)
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What hap,,ens when a suspended book is dropped on a movlng

cart as the cart passes beneath the book? Hold a book so tha cart
>::an just pass beneath wi tho11t ibouching 1 t. The suspended book
should be horizontal and motionless. Move the cart back, give it
ri push~ and release the book as the ca.rt passes beneath it.. What
ha'ppens? . Try the experiment again with the cart loaded with diff e1:>en':,

.1umbe1~s of books. What is ~he effect of: increasing the mass of
the cart by lo·aalng 1 t with books?
To make accurate measurements. record the motion for both loadec
and unloaded carts. Since you wish to have the motion as uniform as
possible before and atter tbe book collides with the cart, start th~
i~art with a reasonably high speed.
From the tapes and the masses of the cart and the book, compute
the cbanfe in momentum of the cart and the change in horizontal
momentum or the booke You can compute the momenta in u.nlts of
lcilogram-rrieters per "tlck"., How do they compare? What is the total
horizontal momentum of cart and bcd»ok bet"ore and atte:t'. they interact?
IIXJJtOJ.l1fiKHD.DD110VO.X

What is the horizontal impulse applied to the falling bD&ok?
to estimate the length of time of the interaction by exam1ning
your tapeso Can you make a rough extimate of the horizontal force
~pplied to the falling bumok2 H•• does this compare with the forde
the bc&ok applied to the cart?
ha t happened to the vertical momantum of the boti>lu? Would
it make any difference if the bocbok were dropped from different
f;!ry

\~ 1

heights as long as you didn i t break the cart or the table ·t
.What would ahopen if'• instead of drornlng the brick on the cart;
you suspended a fm1nel full or sand above the table and let the sand
run into a box on the ca.rt as it passes beneath the funnel? What
would happen to the velocity of the cart if, instead of letting the
sand m:in into the cart, you let the sand run out of it?
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A COLLISION IN

TWO

DIMENIDIOW,

Previously we investigated the momentaj or colliding bodies
moving along a s1.ngle straia}jt llneo What happens when, two bodies
go otf in d1tterent · directions a.t'ter collidi.:igT To .find out, we
shall roll one steal ball ~own an incline so 1 t makes a glancing
oolllaion with another at,Jel bal:L of the samn size, knook1ng .it orr
a support near the edge ,.,f the tn.ble. We w1:.1 then f'ind the mementa
or each trom thetz- mass~s ana velooi ties.
To tind the Tel~~ities or the spheres, we shall use what
we have learned about, pi-ojectile motion (see text, Section 21-3).
we know that object~ pr,ojected wLth ditferen·t horizontal. vll6c1t1es
from the edge of' P- table take the same time to tall to the floor.
Neglecting air i,,..isistance, the horizontal oo,nponent of their velocity
remains unchan~dd and therefore the distance they go horizontally
is proport1pn~l to their toriZ<Jntal "9locitJ. We can use this
fact to mea~iJre the velocities ot the spher~s atter they l:aave collided.
To p~ve an initial velocity to one of the spheres, roll it
down the gl"Ooved ruler. The target sphere I'3sts 1n the slight
deprest=t:on on the top of the set screw. Pla~e the set screw directly
1n tJ:l, path or the incident sphere at a dist .. mce of one radiua from
the .snd of the ruler. Adjust the height ot the set screw so the
fr,.,ident sphere will just clear its top when rolled down the incline
,~om.a point up the ruler {2S om 1s a good cnoioe).
Now tind the point on the f"loor dirf"ict·1..y below the screw.using the plumb line.
Tape tour sheets of onionskin or t::r.•aolnJ paper together to
make a single J.arge sheet. Be sure the 11heets do not overlap. Do
the same with foUP sheets ot carbon paper. AdJJ.St the C8.1'BOn paper,
carbon .~!de up, on the floor with the tracing pa:,er on top of it;
the plUJnl):. bob should hang directly over the midd::..e. of the shorter
side. Mark this po1nt on the paper and weight tht paper to hold it
in place.· Roll a steel ball down the ruler from t.vl 25 cm m~k onto
the paper, ten or, fittean times and circle the distr·\.but1on or points.
To what degree ls the initial velocity always the Slme?
If' W8" now put the target sphere on the scr,ew a.vi roll another
aphere down the incline the collisions will tflke plac.9 before the
incident sphex-e ia over the screw. The incident spbe:•e., slowed by
the collision.- will then vounce oft the edge of the rtnp. To prevent
this, we must place the target sphere farther from the rampl Bow
far depends on how oft-center the collision is. For a :1ead-on
collision, the screw supporting the ta:bget sphere shoul6 be 3 radii
from the ramp and at the height to which you adjusted it earlier.
For a glancing collision, the screw should be at a d1stan,e just
slightly greater than one radius fDom the ramp. Such colltaions
are rare and therefore as a compromise we put the screw ablut 2.S
radii rrom the ramp.
Mark the point on the paper below this new position 01· the screw.
With a steel ball balanced on the screw., try several eoll1s1tns
rolling the 1nc1aent ball from the 25 cm mark on the rulerit ·:,o
change the point of collision move the sorew a small distance ?arallel
to the edge of the ramp. A numbered circle around each impact on
the paper and each starting point of the »a1tget ball will help
you identity the different marks on the papero
Draw on the paper the vectors that represent the veloc1t1e,, of
the balls after collision. The position or the incident ball at
the instant of 1mpaot ce.n be determined by accoW1ting for the radti
of the two balls (see figure one on the board)o
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Slnoe th• aa1eea of the ball• e. equal, the velocity Tectws
repreeent the 111cmenta.i ot the ball.a. Add th• two momentum veotol'a

,he

graphically on yo~ paper, plao1ng the tall of the momentum vector
ot the target ball at the head ot
._.ntum vectoi- ot the 1no14ent;
ball. Bow doea the nai:car aum ot the two final JIIOJll8nta OOIIIPIN with

the 1n1t1al mor,enta ot the. 1noiden1; 'b:!}.T Bow doe• tm. a.P11Jbllet1c
aum ot the two ma.gn.1 tudea ot tb• IIOllen
&ftel' oolllaion oompazte
w1 th the magn,.tude ot the 1n1t1a1 mo•nta · of the 1no1den, ball f

Repeat; '.;he expei-1ments wains Wo sphere• ot: un,qual. -.ea but
ot the aame aiae. 1'b1oh one should yoq; • • u the 1no1den1i apbereT
How does tbe Notor aum of the t1nal w1o1,s.ea ooanp&N w1tl:a ti.
1ni tial velool t,Y Bow oan 1011 oonftllt the ftlociq- veotm-a to IDClmentum
.ectora now that the~~· ot the two apberea aa not equalt Bow
doea th• voot;or • • ot 1Jbl final ••zata · ~ wlth tbe 1D1'1al

rnomentat

3'10
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Support a spring from a stand and 1tta.ch a mass of about 200 grams
to it. Lift the mass a :few centimeters above its rest position and
let it fall.. At the toD and bottom of' 'its motion it is a.t rest., i\lhen
the mass is a.t the 'bottom or its mo~i;ionll i ta energy ia stored in the

At the top of its motion its energy is stored in the gravitational

spring,,

'1'he purpose of this e:x;periment is to co:mpare the c...'li.ange in
gravitational energy with the change in potent..tz:a.l enl?rgy st~n,I in thr,
fieldo

spri~~

.

.

You can find t.1:i.a ~hange in pi:Jtf'.z::.tial. e1m:r·,z:,, of the ic~c·:l":"...g when ·! ·t
is att-etc:t.ed a distance tram x1 to z 2 by calculating the work done in
stretcb1n~ it f'rOlll. T.J. t~ ~., 'l'he ~ha.."lgs in e,.--:.Jc-.itational ~>t·iiantiU :.
energy 11h00 the xp ._~, falls tlrl.z i:'\ct"Jle diste..:.,-::a :an be fc :H~il by· ca:.,;i,1L,.ting
the wot"k done in litt.ing the mass through the distance .. You can then
compare the granw+,i.,:,riJLL energy l::r..as the m.-1a-:, falls f-:.."~w ...·est·tc, 1t:1,.
lmnast. poidt wi t.h M~ '1)ring enerr, ;uned as ~.t;,,,1 spr.ing >.tt,i,1 khea"
lo .fiod the potent.ial energy of the spring 1f8 first ftild how' th~
uteri.si."'1> -X"' of th9 ~ng is re'..ts:';ai to the rc..-!e that .st:1,,1~ches ii:,~

Hane mown- :masses ~, 't"':' a Jl18.Ximum. ot: 'lb<m.t 600 F.:&mS on tliii &id o~ :t.i"11
spring and find the extension ·itz.'- in meters as a :f'\mction of the force
in newwJ19., not .~ ~1.lh of "x.11 ~m ft. function i::'!: 1•Fn.· 1~ ..f'" pr'opc.;:ti.oil8.l
to 11z:n toy,, this sp:;.?:::g 1.n the r&nJ'! n~ your mn.i,tt;:ementa?
·
.
F
1t yvo:r graph is a straingt.line, find.the ~ g constant re s:x.
i'rom ~ Rlope and lfl!"'J.~S dawn the 1),'rl.4}111;.ial et,Ol"K] fun~i,fi\ .o: ~ ,r1,,r!n~
that 1": i.;he equ.tit'!-1. 4:'~r the ene'r':r,r '.Jtored ir1 t,~ spring w.1 .J. funet~.(.'Jl
or. the e·xtension ot thtl. spring. Hav can you t1nd the ·poteritJ.al. energy
stored iJ1· the S})n!l.f.' 1.~r a given /l'rl.rosion· it v,,tt.• graph :l:; r;vt a '·sti"1Ai.t
line?

'

'

.

.

.

. . ·... ..

.•

hang a 200 gra aass on the spring. and sapport it with .tour
hand Sf'.\ tb.41 spring ~t\!'da about ? .'G:l't• JlON. th.""41 ~.!-A natural. 1ongtn whs
hang!n!! w:.tJiout tm, -.n~~ Rel.eaa-J t,~'l m.a.as F.a. !iote how :'!'z,.~,. :!.t t:-~i.'o
Record the point from which you drop the ma.Bs and the low'es'tpoin~ of the
.

. Bc,w

fallo P..e,.l:.'ase the ?t'~~'tr. several. t~~::. until J")"l he.Te accw•::.t·Q looat,id
the l~st. point ot +-hr, vibration.. ~~ldtng a ~,cil agai.~:f--:, ~he ioa::'~
may help you read the. position of lowest .fa.11.
. ·
f>.."!.cu.1.ate the l~,.;;-, in gra:rlu.t:t-:;r.al pote;,:td.F~ energy s:: i. the ga'!:t.
in pot-mt;~~ energ:r I'}! '!:·he spring ,._;:ti-~ the ma,:~ .tc,Usa K'7; i:i.o they
compare·,. :~~t the above experilllit uaing masses of' 100,. 300, a.rd 400

g;-amsi,,

S'!~ra con,::n~.,.~- 1n ·these !ntrractionn ~":ween th,: n:~se~

spring't A.re they' e:uast:Lc interactiona?

al'l1• t~.e
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The p-.1rpose of this experiment is to lnvestigate the momenta
and kinetic energy changes resulting from a collislon between
s. mmvib.bg cart and a stationary ,Jart.
Plao~ the stationary t!art :near the middle of the table Sr(>
b,oth ·Ja.rt;s can move far enough_t to g1 ve accurate measurements of th&tr
velocities before and after the collis1ono l~ake timing tapes wi.t;h
.':,e ver·~'. l different comb!:aations of masses on the carts but s.lways
ha.ve Ht lea.st one book on the lighter carto 'WhJ[ is :!.t necessary
to have the mass on the cSJ.··~ ini tis.lly in motion eq_ual to or larger'
than the mass on the stationary car·t?
Plot a g'a.ph of the velocity o.f each cart as a. function of
~:,l;;~eo
Fr·om this graph, what. are the velocities of the cart just;
beJ',:n•e a.nd after the collision? Also fx•om the graph,~ can you
~sf:ims~te th.e "Ct:illision time?
Now find the momentum of s.~ch ca1~t before and a:fter the i~,olJ isi.on,,
HovJ d::,es "i:,he s1:!m of the moment.a of the carts befo:i."e ·me coll.isior.,.
r)orr1.pa:;:·e wl th the sum of their mQmen.ta after the eolllsiono What
·l,:> you conclude? In what uni't.s have you expressed the momer..ta?
ca:~cu.hvl:;a tho k:fi.ne ,:;i c energy of the carts before and af'ter
!::"JlliE1on" Is kinetL: .e,nergy conserved? What could be 1•esponsible
}or losses 1,n kinetic e·;i.ergy?
If you have time :i x•epeat tha experiment with the spring bumpez:
}:>sn,oved and a sof-~ mate:f'i&.l like a blackboard er•s.ser taped t.o the
:::'ront or one cart,, Mak;:, timing tapes and compute the momer.:.tmn and
Bn€rgy of the system before and after collisionl 1\·hat do your• :i."esults
inclcate, conci!rning the conservation of r oment:t.irnY Concernl.ng the
cor1.13ervatton of k:lnetic energy':'
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CA LORY CONTENT OP A t~ ARSH~·qALLOW

You will be given a marshmallow and access to an7 equiprnaat
in the laboratoryo Within the time limit established by the
instructor, design and execute an experiment to measure (b7
combustion} the caloric content of the marshmallow.
Design your
experiment w:l. th significant fiB11res 1n mind -- your accuracy will
play a large part in determining your grade.
B~ sux•e :.tkJIRs that the burning of the marsh."nallow takes
place on an asbestos surtacel

W1n.) tluhlight bul.ba 1n a aer1ea circuit according to the diagrnm.
shown abaft. Maaaure the potential ditterence between pointa AB, AC, AD,
A~, AP, .AO, and AH. ('1'he easient va., tp 1 .nke these f.18asuremants is to
quickl_v touch bro wires frclli the voltma111i to the points 1n question, being
B1Jl'e that. the J>Oeitive tem1nal of the mater i8 cozmected to the positive
potential side of the source, A. ) · ?our Taluea ot potential d1£rerence can
represent the actual valuaa of llOtant.1.al at points B,C,D,B,P,O, and-H, i.t
we uSU11e that the pc,tent1al at point A. 1e zero volts. With this ..-sumption
plot YOUJ! sul.ts on the r,raph below (USU11e that the pot.en~ changes are

~,
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e
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1

'
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'1'BB ELECTRON

.l OIA'NAt--aU'l'71ng wire 1D a Mgm'tic tl_eld exp9rlenoes a
.
twee at ngbt eglea to both 1 t and ~ t1eld ot 'lila,od tnade P
ILB,
where I ia tbe current ln· •perea, L la the length of 'the wtre in
and B 1• 1ahe atreragi.h ~ ·t11e ugnetlo field 1n at/amp-meter.
A atrea111 or charged particle• moving thl'ougb a m&.8,lletic f'1eld feel
the••• tOl'Oe - the taot tbat thq are not 1n awiN makes no
Utterenoe. .l etream ot particle• ~ length L la etrecttvelJ a_
cU1'1'8nt wbloh could be meaa\11'94 by alanding at a point and "watching"
the amount ot ohuge that paaaea the point per·un1t time. It tbere
are W p&Ptlolea eaoh oontaln1ng ax •q• charge, then an amo1111t ot
oharge equaal to Wq 1'111 paea a point when all 'the ollllrge a paaa. 11' .
the 11' part1clea occupy a llngth ot atream, L and are moving with a
valoolt,' "v" .then they will all paaa the point in -the time 11; takes
the laat particle to travel the d1at;anoe L. Since L • vt. then
t : II•• '!be ettect1'99 current would then itlll be i;be total cbu~
that baa ~eaea, l'q. divided bJ' the time to paaa L/v cd I • Hq/(L/v)
or I : •q•/'L. Subatitutlng thia exp11esalon tor etteotive ourrent
into the force equation• we have P : (lfqv/L) LB, oit a fo:rce per
])8.Pt1cle <•/'1) of qvB. How the force per ,p&Jltiole 1a at rlgbt
angles to tbe atateam of particles. and aa auoh 11 a 4efleoting force
which pro4udea a circular acceleration ot a: vc. It P • ma tor

=

•t••••

-

r
pal'ticlea, then the 1'oroe per unit particle ahoJ,lld equal m.,2/r. 'l'h1s
torce per particle is. also &I "qvB" ao · qvB • mr-/r. We would assume

tor eleotrona t.hat q • l elementary oharge, a •snetic field can
a 11 ttle gas. in. tbe tube the path ot the
electrons can be seen ao tbat thei• path-radius, r can be measured.
It we baa a •aaure ot the velooltJ' or the electrons we would be

be meaala'e4. and wl th

able to then oalcula.1:e their maaa.
We oan know the ••looit7 ot the eleotl"ons bJ' the following
Peaaonlng. AD electron, 1D1 tially at :reat, accelerates in an
electric t1eld and acquires Jdnetlo enera equal to the product
ot ita cltara and tbe potent1al difference through wb1ch 1t movea.
That 1a imi2 • qV. SolYlng th1a equation tor·veloc1t7•equared
wa have
.
.
~ = 2qV/m. Solving the "torce•mot1on"
equation.a. qyg • ~/r to:r v ·•• ban v • qBr,fm or. aolvins
tor X y.: v2 • q2iJ~/m2. Row the two expreeaiona tor. the velocitJ'•ca1111'•• muat be equal a1noe the veloo1t,"-aqu.aree are tbe aame, ao
qc.i3~~/m~ • 2qV/m, or, eol'Yins tor m,

•=

~q.2.

Atter assuminF. the the cbaztge q on the electron·ta l eillementarJ charge,
allot the other qua.ntit1ee on the rlEhl hand side ot tbe equation
81'e measurable •

We will do our meaaurementa on a common, coDlllel'clal vacuum

tube used in tun1ns a radio.
In. this tube the catho4e 1s 1n the
cente:r, and the plate BUl'l'ounde the cathode like a bowl. The .eleotrona
emitted by the cathode are acoelerated b7 tQe potential ditterenoe between the cathode and the plate. They mave radiall7 outward in a fanJ.1k£i beam, reaching nearly the1:r maximum ·velocity by the time the7
ldP.:it e1ne1'~,e from beneath the black metal cap covering the center ot the
t·;.bu.. 'fh,i1r spt3ed is approxlmatel7 _constant over the remainder or
·;:. .e:..:.." ~:;at:. ·~o -;:We :)late. ,
.

···--··

...

,.. •

·-·
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-
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The plate is coated with a fluoreacent rmlterial which emits
Pr,ht when electrons atrike it. S1nce it ls co!11cal 1n sp}lpe. we
;an see the nath the electrons follow a;; they Move outward from the
cathode; wben we look straight down tztom above, the conical plate
slices the electron beam diagonally. showing the position or the electrons
at dit!'erent distances from the cathode. Two deflecting electrodes
are connected to the cathode and, with no mar.net1c field present,
theJ repel electrons moving towa:r_ad 'them tl'Or.: the cathode and torm a
;edge-shaped abadow behind thel"I.
When the tube is in a unitcrm magnetic field parallel to the
cathode, the electrons are deflected in an elmost circular path as
shown by the curvature ot the edge of the shadow.
.
We will put a un1forn, magnetic tield on the tube by inserting
the tube into the center ot a long coll. With the plate potential
set somaYthere between qo and 2$0 volts, we will vacy the current flowing
thl'ough the 0011 until the cu!'Vature of the ed~e ot the shadow is
Htimated to be the same as some saall round object whose radius
oan be eaatly measured. A dime. a piece or wooden dowel, or a pencil

dildo.

·.
·
RecoPd the plate potential (1 volt• 1.6 X 10•19 joules per
!lementa:ry clllarge) • the radius ot · Clll'Yature, and the magnetic
rield Csee experiment 490). Complete the experiment by showine
alea!'l'J' your calculations, cancell1nr. uni ta carefully.

APPENDIX

TI:

TESTS AND TEST RESULTS
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TEST

ME~URE)'ENT

t~ .!!l

both classes)

Anawe:rs

~:

_

A RBGUL&RLY PLASHIKG LtGlfl' MAY BE
USBD AS A ..L.

2.)

The ~ ot the prooeaa where an
unknown unit aoal.e 1a mat.ohed against
known unS. ta.

J.)

-

a) time
b) oeniaimeter

1.)
-

A unit
a pound.

ot mu•
·

wbioh weighs mo:i-e

tban
·

c•se

o) •as\ll'eDtent
d) calibration
e) bias

t) sti'oboacope
g) meter stick
p) length
1) conversion tacto~a
j) apee4
k) #ADJ

- - 4.

lfWlll>e:re -~oh allow us to
trc,112 'bbe
n,.e~1o qstem to tbe Bngl1ah SJ'&ten,. · (ol'
vice-"19:raa.).

_

error that cannot be detected by :a .
repe•t1iig the experiment.
o) two

$.)

. . - 6.)
~

~

__....

.A.

kind

ot

:

A unit ot length in the metrto ,,.atetm.

.
7. ) A sc;ale use4 to ~ead tenths ot a whole
d1t1a1on.
·

9.)

_11.)

p)

tour

q) vei,nier
r) Jld. C.l'Ometer
s) clock

The. number ot sign.itioant tigur. ea in the
an,wer to ~he computation 281.5 X 3.6

Time. mass, and .J_ are the fundamental
\mits.
.
(Use D

!

O't'

1)

A man would be tall, but not a giant, if hie be~ght were
three meters.

___12.)

A mile 1a longer than a kilometer.

_13.)

'l'he

-

one

The only fundamental ~ t which is ~e
· same 1n both the Engl1 sh and metr1o s7atema.

p• falt!:

-

n)

a.)

..,.._10.)

-

1) kilogram
m) three

pretu: "oent1" means "long" since a centipede 'is a long

U...) A major advantage of the metr1o s7atem la that all units
ot l.Angth are connected
are the units ot maaa.

lS.)

16.)

____17.)

b7 factors

ot 10, 100,

Ol'.

1000 u

A long distance measurement may contain more aign11'1oant
t1pes than a short distance mea.sUJ1ement even though both
measUl'ementa a:re made onl7 to the nearest Whole centimeter.
A millimeter is about the thickness ot a hal.t'•dollar.
A

heartbeat is about as long as S second.a.

bug.
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~age

name._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
!-"\'10

1a.)

----

190 X 106 1• one hml41'ed ninety million written in

correct ao1entitio notation.

or ten thouaan4 1s

s.

_19.)

the map. twte

____20.)

Oe0008S 1a wr1tten 1n ac1ent1t1o notation aa 8.S X 10•S.

P£obpern•1 (five point• each -- points will be given tor COl"Not use

o slgnit1oant t1gul'es and aoientlf1o notatfon)

The JO mlnute motion p1ctUN tlllu which we aee are 16- wide
and about 1200 fleet long. Bow moh aurfaoe area does this represent?
(Chooae 8DJ appropriate unit you w1ab tor 70..aa annex-.)

U.)

~.) A box 1a 26 om long, 12.SO om. wic!e• and 12 mm high.
1ta YOlUllle 1n oubio oentimetera?

What 1s

23.) A string s.a. broken into 6 p1eoea. The7 are 1.12 m, ~l om,
2 om, 0.3 •, 103 •• an4 94 mm long.
betON 1t broket

How long wu the atr1ng
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TEST RESULTS:

MEASUREMENT

Combined-course average: 68%
Conventional-course average: 66%

Most-missed questions:
Combined-course: 18-7, 9, 15, l-2-6-8-10-11-12-16-20
Conventional-course: 18, 2-20, 1-10, 8-12, 9-16, 6-7
Summary: Common items: 18, 7, 9, 1, 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20
Combined-course class missed items 15 and 11 in addition.
Conventional-course had more trouble with items 2 and· 20
Conclusion:

Results are equivalent.
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TZ,rr
f,{r p··:RTI"3:3 , Cli' 1'I'lT"TSH
I.fAHB
(First two ~ used in both ~~·!1:...,~-~-s-e-s~)--

Multiple Choi~e:

(best anS11er)

_ _ l.) When thrown into a .fresh-water lake., a tightly corked bottlo
o.r external volume 75o oubie centilneters weighl.ng 500 g. will:
(a) float partly sublllergedJ (b) sink to the bottomJ (c) sink
just lev-el w1 th 'the surfaceJ (d) aink part wq to the bottom;
(e) sink if' there is an increase in o.tmospher:Lc pres.sure.

2.) In order to explain why a balloon will rese in air, but not in
--a
one should -refer to; (a) Archimedes' prmc~le; {b) Boyle's
lawJ (cJ Bernoulli's theorem; (d) Pascal's law; (e) the axperiment
with the Ma.gdeburg hemispheres.

•cuum,

3. ) An object weighs 20 g. in air, 15 g. in water, and 16 g. 1n ~
- - a second licm!d• The density of the secon4 liquid 1.sJ (a) .3 g/ Cl'IY;
(b) o.6 &fCm'J (c) o.e g/emJ; (d) 2 g/r:JfYJ Ce) 0.4 g/crrJ.

4.) A wteel sphere was weighed in tum in water (density 1.00),
- - i n alcohol (density o.81)., and in gasoline (density o. 72). Its
apparent weight when subtnergecl was (a) greatest in waterJ (b)
greatest in alcohol; (c) greatest in gasollneJ (d) the same in
all liquids; (e) not related to the data given.
S.) An object weighs lO'J g. in air and its apparent weicilt in
--water ill 90
Its density is (a) lO g/cm'; (b) 9 g/.crnr'; (c) 0.9 gJem3;
(d) 1.11 g/cm •

g.3

6. ) What is the weight in air or an object that displaces 40 cubic
--centimeters of water and veigbs 20'.) g. in the water? (a) 160 g. J
(b) So g~J (c) 240 g.; (d) 200 g.
7.) The density or sea watar is greater than .tresh water. A ship
--loaded at a trash water po»t upon reaching salt water 'WillJ (a) sperience
a decrease in total buoyant f'orceJ (b) settle lower :m the sea water;
(c) displa.ce a greater weight or waterJ (d) experience no change in
the depth at which it rides; (e) ride higher in the salt water.

8.) Water has a density ot 62.4 lbs/cu. tt. Ir the specific gravity
- - o f a piece ot cork is o. 25, a cubic foot of cork weighs (in pounds} :
(a) 15.6; (b) 46.BJ (c) 62.4; (d) 78; (o) none of these.
9. ) Which of these detemines the pressure in a liquid in a open
--container7 (a) the shape ot the container and the area of ita base;
(b) the depth or the liquid and its densityJ (c) the viscosity of
the liquid;

(d) the depth

or

the liquid and the shape of the container.

10.) Which one ot the followirig exs.riplee of properti.ea of nia.tter does
--not belong with the others'Z (a) an insect walking on the surface of
vaterJ (b) small droplets or mer01?7 assm.d.ng a BJ)herical shapeJ
{c) The blowing of soap" bubblesJ (d) spreading oilt\·on troubled watersJ

(e) the pass~·or. liquids and gases through porus'walls or membranes.

11.) Attraction between like molecules is called (a) tenacity;
--(b) adhesionJ (c) cohesion; (d) uuri'ace tensionJ (e) capillarity.
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_ _12.) 1'ha beat axr,la:f.nation tor the near:q epbarical shape or raindrops
1s based m (a) evaporationJ (b) graw:l.tff (c) oapil.].ary actionJ
(d) aartaoe tensionJ (e) the Browld.an IIONalt.
_ _13.) Oaloal.ate the ~ t o "91aht ~ air 1D a roCllll 10 • x l2 • !t 9 •
at na lnal. it the Ulld1f' ot
!a abftt 0..0833 lb/cm.ft.
(a) 9 lbJ (b)JO :u,, (o) ft'X) lb; (4) val&laa notb:l.nlJ (•) ..,_.

m

not gi'YaDe

so.ooo

__lh.) *t 1.s the l.Utill8 force or a beilloon conta.i.ning
ou. rt.
ot heliaT (Dana!.if' ol heU. ts 0.011. ~ft.M.ft.J air, o.o8 ··Wou.tt.)
(a) SSO U,. (b) lOlf.O lbJ (o) 2l8o lbJ (4) 3450. :u,, <•> 6$> ll).

--...J!!l
JD ~ t.m.'cnlgb a soda *• Illa l'9UCII\ tba liqdct daee is
..-.uo (a) a ...__ !a ereate4 in the ...., (b) air 1>1'8118111'8 !a

!ner•••IIJ
. , 1111

(o) liqQta a1wa;re temt to r1ae in atraaJ
liqdcl to r.lae.

(4) cep1llarit;r

OI.U98 tlae

16.) h pr9881D'8 fJll81'ted 1IJ' &11" i• not, d:lrectll' proportional to its
--clepth beeaaae air 111 (a) a 111.xtve rpaeaJ (b) &J:,out tour-ruths
nltl\,pb IV" fl11J1118J (o) C011Rieaa:lble1 (d) Tarlable in its ocapqsi.tion•
• 11.) 'Jbe pl.1111 oooaplal by a ~ ot pa la irrmrN]1' proponioll&l
if 1te otJmo taaticn rana:S.n conatantJ (a) temperatm-e;
('b) daniI'irJ (o) ~ J (d) pNBnn •..

---~ its f

___
18__,•) !be atatanent, in qa.eation 17 -when proper~ conpleted- !a a
Y9rbal axpreaeion et a cme 8114 ettaat l'elatiomliip known u
(a) .ualdudea' pr.t.nc:lpleJ (b) Bel'Do·~lli •s et.tect.J (o) 8:ly'le•s

lalrJ (d) Paaca1 •• 1.aw.

then~-

_ _19.) If quut,1ty A is quadrupled~ as a result quantltr B :la
:red.uoal to one-tcnirth of ita or1gJJaal &11D11Dt.
B
is 'i quant1t;r Ai (a) diroctly proportional toJ (b) 1Ddependant

otJ-c'o) inYeraeJ3" proportional tos

(4) unrelated to.

20.) 11m. 'Vl'it.1111 w.lth obalt on tile bl.aotd,oard ve ut.1.liaa the property
(a) adhea:LODJ (b) oobaaionJ (o) 1Mmao:1t7J (d) diffusion
lrJ.ttl.eeeN.

--or

<•>

2~} A neeclle n..ta OD •tar beoa118a of {a) repulsion between
--wter ia:,laaal.ee ad the J10leC'Ole1 of the needleJ (b) attn.ction
between va.tar moleoules and tbe molecsul.U or the naedleJ (o)
attraet.1.on of water ml.ecul.esJ (d) the ditterence 1n wight of

t.he

vat.- ·an4
.

tbe

needle.
.

22.) Hooke •a law statea t,bat st.rain 1a d:1Jtectl.7 pieoportional. to stress.
strain is meaa\ (a) a spot t.bat cannot be rer.t09'&dJ (b) deformatianJ

---i..BY

(o) tba force d11tort!ng the objecstJ

to pass

through a f.UterJ

(d.) the ability ot the object

Ce) none of these.

23.) A atesl. spr:1na stretches 20 cm when it supports al kg weisht.

---xt
stretches 1 ca 'llhell it supports an unknown wti&ht. The imknow
wight 1a (a) SOOO PJ (b) 9SO PJ (o) ·500 amJ (d) $0 PJ (a) S P•
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sed in combined-course class only)
~.) Anl!.'angatrom la equal to (a)
' - ( a ) 10•:1om.

1o·lm,

(b) 10-6a1

(o)

10-lOm;

____2S.) 'l'be length ot an ole1o AQ1d molecuJ.e 11trom the monolayer

1:rer~B!!.I• about

(a) 10-.,.,

(b) 10- UmJ

(c) 2000AJ

____26.) Suppoae that we have 1n the laboratory two 5 liter
containers, A and B. A contain• helium gaa under standard
temperature and pressure; B contains oxygen gaa under standard
tet'lperature and preas'UJ'e. We can be aure that both quantities
or gaa (a) have the same maaaJ (b) have the same denaltJJ
(c) bave ditterent volwne8J (d) have tbe same number or
particle a.

----~·>

The kinetic theory o~ gaeea pictures a gaa aa widely
spaced, but rapidly moving molecules. One reason we are
forced to assme the motion ot the molecules ia to explain

(a) density;

(b) presaure;

(c) cohea1on;

(d) volume.

iist three different ideas discussed in class that lead to the
:oncept ot an atom or "basic building block or matter". (4 possible)

-----------------------------

!8.

!9._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

10. _________________________________________________________________________...............

>ROBLEMS ( S points each -- show your work I)
~lo)

The compressed air in the air tanks ot a aklndiver is under
a pressure ot 3 atmospheres and has a volume ot 10 liters
before the dive begins. Now suppose that the akindiver dives
until the water pressure adds an additional presaure of 9
atn,oepheres to the tanks. What w!11 now 6e the vol\lne or
the same amoW'lt of air. (Assume that water is let into the
tanks to nake up the ditterenoe in volumeo)

32.) A rectangular barge whoae hor1zonal dimensions are 60 x 16 teet,
sinks 1.$ ft. deep in water (freah) when unloaded. What does
it weigh?

,).) It aload ot 240,000 lba. is placed on the barge in the problem
above, how much deeper will it sinkt
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pe.ge t~eo
NfilJIE
(Used in conventional class only)
..

~.) The density of air is 0.08 lb/rt3 and the density of
helium is 0 .. 011 lb/ft3. The specific g:ravit7 of helium
(air standl1l'd) is {a) 0.069; {b) 0.003; (c) o.J.4.J (d) 0.73.

_ _2_s.) In a hydraulic press the pressure is

piston than on the small piston.
{c) lessJ
(d) not p~edictable.

?

(a) grea£er;

on the large
(b) the same asJ

26.) This device depends upon Archemedes' principle and Boyl,s

--iaw for its operation.
pump;

(a) !lladgeburg hemsipharesJ
(c) floating sbipJ (d) Ce.!>t(3s1an diver.

(b) vacuum

_ _27.) The kinetic theory of gases pictures a gas as widely
spaced. but rapidly moving molecules. One reason we are

foroed to assmn.e the motion of the molecules is to explain
(a) densityJ (b) pressureJ (c} cohesion; (d) volume.

l"J.st ( or describe brie1"1:v;) thl'ee methods for deterrning the specific
~av1 ty of a llqu1!.
28.) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

290)

----------------------------

30.) ______________.........___......_________________________________________
PROB!J!:MS

(S points each -- show 7ou:r wol'kl)

Jl.) The compressed ail' in the air tanks

ot

a skindiver is undel"

a presau:re ot 3 atmospheres and baa a volume or 10 liters
before the dive begins. Now suppose that the sk1nd1ver dives
until the water p~essure adds an additional pressure of 9
atmospheres to the tanks. What wlii now '6e the volume of
the same amount ot air? (Assume that water is let into the
tanks to make up the difference in volume.)

32.) A rectangular barge whose horizonal cUmensions a.re 60 x 16 feet,
sinks lpS rt. deep in water (f'ltesh) when unloaded. What does
it weigh?

33.) It a load ot 240.000 lbs. is placed on the b~ge in the problem
above. how much deeper will it sink?
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TEST RESULTS:

PROPERTIES

OF

MATTER

Combined-course average: 70%
Conventional-course average: 60%

Most-missed questions:
Combined-course: 9, 3, 22, 2, 10, +2, 5, 8, 14, 21·
Conventional-course: 2, 14, 22, 3, 10, 12, 21, 5, 13, 15
Summary: Common items: 3, 22, 2, 10, 12, 5, 14, 21
Combined-course class missed items 9 and 8 in addition.
Conventional-course also missed 13 and 15 and had
more trouble with item 14.
Conclusion: No particular items or points seemed to have
caused the difference in average score.
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(Used in combined-course class only)

i:u1tiple Choice:
f)1ost:ions l - 8 refer

--~..,

to the i'ollot-r.ing graph z
I

...

~

t1

15 ..

~

''
''

:1 l3
'I

10

C

:D
I

:£

I

I
t

I

'

!I I
g

8

10

I

I
I
I

I
I
I

/6
I
I

I
l

a
a

1.) During which interval was the object trcrol:lng with the greatest GP*d1'
(b) BJ (c) CJ (d) DJ (e) BJ

(.a) AJ

211) Which happened during 1ntenal O? (a) the dec.ierat:ton was zero; (b) th-:
ooj~ot stopped ~or
seeonc:1s; Co) 'the object turned aroumi (d) their was
no change in the speed o£ the objectJ (e) their was no change in the position
or the obj~

12.s

3.) During which intenal did the car travel farthest?
(d) D; (e) E.

b,.) What was the accehration during 1nttn'al a.7
(c) 15/12 m/sec2J (d) 45 mJ (a) S/6 i,/secZ•

.5.) w'hat vas the net. change
(e) •26.25 JI.J

.(b) - l)o 75 m;

6.) Where did ·'th, trip
f'j ...)I!l

the beginning;

bE•girmingJ
''""fc)

S

em'?

{a) A;

(a) 5/3 m/aac2J

in position dur.1ng interval C?
(d) 12.5 IIJ (e) 'J.5/6 m.
(a) 97.5 m from tJle b~g.i.nningJ

(o) 1680 75 m. f'rom the bagilmingJ

(b) B;

(c) CJ

(b) 10 m/ser::'(:

(a) .38. 7S m,.
:

(d) 26o2S

(b) 71.25 m
II f.rcm the

(e) ex.ac~ at the. begimnng point.

7o) What was the &Terage velocity for inteffa1 A?
m/nec; (d)
m./aecJ {a) .. ?i m/s~

7t

8.) \f.aat was the aerage velocity- tor interval E?
(o) ··S IU/'sacJ {d) 7t m/NCJ (o) •7i m/seco
O,l.test,ions 9 -

J5 reter to

the following

(!;a.phi·

(a) ..

(a)

45 u/r,ec;;

..JS m/secJ

(aea page two)

(b) 10 m_;.\::c;,7
(b) 10

m/ae'J,
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9.) During which interval did the object move with the
greatest speed? (a) AJ (b) BJ (c) CJ (d) D.
Which happened during interval BY (a) the object stood
(b) the object moved along with constant velocityJ
(c) the object N°t'Jl91led to its starting pod.t1onJ (d) none ot these"'

_ _ lOo)

stillJ
· - - 11.)
(b)

_ _ 12.)
(b)

(a) 10 m/sec;

What waa the velocity during interval C?

(a) 10 m/sec;

6 n,/seoJ

13.)

-----(a)

What was the velocity during interval A?
(c) • 4 m/aeo; (d) 2 m/sao.

4 m/aecJ
How

SO m;

(c) - 6 n,/seoJ

(d) -

4 m/aec.

tar bad the car traveled by the end ot interval Bj?
(b) 10 m; (c) 70 mJ (d) 14 m.

14•) Where did the trip end? (a) 10 m from the beginningJ
- - ( b ) ~ m htom the beginningJ (c) 4 m f'l'Om the beeinning;
(d) at the beginning point.
lS.)

What waa the da-aooeleration dur1ng_interval D?
(b} - 2 m/sec/eec; (c) 4 m/aeo/sec;

----(a) O n,/seclaecJ
(d) 2 m/sec'/sec.

-112~EST:
crm~ATICS, PART 2
NAME
:used in combined-course class only)

·----------------

--

Jultiple Choioe:
___ L.) Kinematic problem• ma,: be worked-by algebraic analya1a
only when (a) the velocity ia conat-.itJ (b) tbe dlatanoe
1• oonatant; (c) the acceleration 1a constant; (d) '11
three gl'apha are straiallt linea.
_

2.) Equation number .3 comea aa • rea_ult ot_·. (a:) det1n1rig
acceleration; (b) computing area undez- the :gi-aph, ( o) aolvlng
equations 1 & 2 to eliminate •rJ · (4) aolving.equational & 2
to eliminate T.

_

.3.) Equation number l comes aa a Nault ot · (a) defining···
acceleration;· (b) computing area under the gr1phJ (c.) solving
equations 1 & 2 to eliminate vrJ · (d} solving equations l &·2
to eliminate T.

_

4• ) Equation number 2 come a aa a rtiault of ( a) det1ti1ng _ .
acceleration; (b) computing area under the graph; (·cl solving
equations l & 2 to eliminate •ti (d) solving equations 1 & 2
to eliminate .-T ..

s.)

A c•r is traveling along a ·higmray at 30 ml/hr. 'l'he
-driver .tnen.atepa on the gaa and accelerates at a uniform
rate to·: a speed ot 60 m1/hr in 10 seconds. What was th•··. __ .
aoceleratlon during this 10 second interval? (a) 6 ~1/br/aecJ
(b) .30 mi/br/aecJ (c) 3 mi/br/sec;
(d) 60·mi/'br/aec.
'

.

,'

: .~

....;_ 6. ) Two cars which travel .at 4.0 mi/hr and 60 ml/hr start: .·
a trip or 120 miles at the same t1me. How mucll·•oone:i- d~a
the taster oar ari-ive at its destinationl

(c) 3 hraJ

(d)

4 bra.

(a)-· l hr;

(b) 6 hraJ

_..;;. 7.) A block baa a constant acceleration or 2,.0 m/aec2 starting
trom rest. How far baa it traveled by the time its speed.
has reached 40 m/aec? (a) 40 m; (b) 400 ·m; · ( c) 10 mJ ('d )8o m

____ 8.) A car is traveling at a un1tQrm speed and then starts to
accelerate at the rate of l m/aec2 and continues tor a
period or 12 seconds. It the car traveled 180 meters during
the 12 second period, what was the velocity ot the car when
it started to accelerate? (a) 360 m/aec; (b) 90·zn/sec;
(c) )6 zn/secJ (d) 9 m/sec.

-

9o) A ball stJtating tro~ rest rolls wltb uniform acceleration
down an inclined track 216 cm l~ng. A .multiple flash photograph shows that it took the ball 1~2 sec to cover this distance.
The acceleration was Ca) 100 m/sec~; (b) 200 m/sec2J (c) 300
m/sec2; (d) 400 m/sec2.
·,
-.
ti,

10.) In problem 9, wllat was the veloci.t7 of the ball Oo8 seconds

---after the start?
(d) 240 cm/sec.

(a)

100 cm/sec;
· ·

(b) 80 om/aec;

(c) 160 cm/sec;

~oblem ll-15 (5po1nts): Derive an equation relating distande, time,
iuitis.l veloeitv. and aecelera-cior.1. lea·wation 1.i.~ ..

11.....
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(Used in combined-course class only)
Jo)
An e.1Jtplane is gly1ng toward a destination 200 mtles
c!lue east or 1-ta starting point, and the ·w~i.nd ie form tho nol"thwost;
&t 30 ml/hr-. The }d:&mz p~Llot w:tshes to make the trip in
30 minutes. By scale drawing, find the air velocity with
which he should fly.

-r·.•·

f .• ~

......_,
"I ~

' .
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lo) A plane wishes to fly to a city which 1a 400 miles north.
11chedule calls .for him to arr! ve in l hr and 20 tninutes. The

His

meterologiat informs him that llhere is a wind form the northwest
at $0 miles per hr. What air velooit7 whould tho p1lot tlyf

-115·;!.;.)
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.... ..._.

that his smcke trail }lotual1y seems to :- e moving raste1~ than the
loc&motive. As 1t comes past his window it makes an angle or

L3 degl'ees to the no~th (with the east tracks), and the engineer
~stimatea that 1a la passing him at about 84 miles/hr. From
~hese eatimatea, what is the speed and direction or the wintT
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'
The t l ~ .....,,a :llf0boaoop1c photograph ot a ball that
moves along'1le pa.-:i,2,3, •••13.14 •••• The region• 3-5 and 8-10
are atra1gbt 11.neaJ,
HdfM 1•3• 6-8, and 10-14 are circular
area. The time interY&la l»iltween auocesaive positions at the
lJall are equal.

*''

-

I.) '!'be inata.ntsaneou

••1ott•

or the ball at point, 4, il.:•"•t
l'epreaented b)"

_II.) 'l'BE S.netanlanaou aooeler&tion
IV.) 'l'~ t~'.lantaneoua accel~ratlon
or the ball at point 4 1• beat -...- of idle' ball' at point 13 1s best

repr,aented b7

represented bJ
A

aero

Ci
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lYSICS

TEST

'ATICS

sed in conventional class only)
m.r"'Ii Chol ce :

~-I'·· ~•••tJ•

1.) Porcea ari. ? quantities becauae:
both
- - magnitude and d1Nction. ( a) abstra~' ;;,,, !t)~ ~Of4. &r; . .
(c) torque;
(d) vector.
r ., ·.
_

---

_

2.) A 1$0 lb force is represented b7 at llne 6 om long.
1:he scale used 1s (a) l cm • 2S ;JlUr,
a,m • :. 50· l.bJ
(c) l tt • 300 lbJ (d) l in: 25·~11~
;
,

t,~cJ

3.j

That single force which will pr6d~ce the same ettect aa
tio or more concurrent torcea 1a called their (a) component;
(b) equillbrant; (c) hypotenuae1. J4) reeultant.

a force is m•~•~4 by the ? or the
magnitude or the force and the perpendicular c!Iitance f'DDm
the pivot to the line of act1q:a. of.the t'oroe. "a) ditterenoe;
(b)product; (c) quotient; (ell

4. ) The torque ot

•.um•

A 12 lb torce and a 16 lb force act concUJTently at an
angle or 90 dereea. What 1a the magnitude of their
reaultantJ (a 14 lbJ (l)) 20 lb; (c) 200 lb; (d) 400 lbJ
(e) 26 lb.

So)

-

_

The wlight ·.0.t ,Pl man standing on a tight rope increases
the tension 1n.th,ti rope b7 an amount (a) gt9eater than

60)

his dXll we1ghti• '(b) less t ~ his weigbtJ (o) equal to
h1a weight;
~dependent or the sag of the rope.

<~J

_

-

7.) It tbe handlt... iP, a lawn mower 1a raised ao that tbe
handle makes a l~-eer angle with tbe g11ound, the component
ot the applied to~·ce effective in pushing the mower along
the r:rolnld J• . (al aero;
(b) increased;
(c) decreased;
(d) not changed.

80) The resultant ot a force of 120 lb actinr, north and a
torce ot 160 lb acting south is (a) 280 lb acting north;
(b) 40 lb actl~g south; (c) 200 pounds actlng in a direction
midway between them; (d) incalculable torm these data.

9.) When you uee a wrench with a longer handle to turn a
--- nut. you are 1ncrea•1ng the ! produced by your force.
(a) component;
(b) res\lltanvr-" (c) torque1 (d' equ1l1brant.

-

lOo) . When we use an 8.Z'row to represent a force, the lenght
or the arrow should be (a) dirlotly proportional; (bJ
inversely proportional; (c) .not proportional;
to the
maenitu~e of the torce.
llo) A and B pull on opposite ends of a rope, A exerting
more force an tban B. The resulting force can be
represented graphically on paper by (a) the diagonal ot
a parallelogram; (b) a line representing the greater of
the two forces; {c) a line representing the difference
between the two tDrces; (d) a line representing the sum
ot the forces.
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1'A••E

_ _12.)

A man and a boy canJ a

22.S lb weight

by pqaing a
.•tached t9 the we11bt.

12 toots pole t;l:arour:.h a lq9,J 9£' "pe
the weight la aup"orted at·a polnt 4 rt. trorr: the man.
!rhe torcea exerted bJ' the man and ~ boy 1n t.b1 a caae are
aa1d to be (a) canourNr"J (b) ft#lll.1iaD&J . . (c) puallel;
(d) centrifugal.
.:
.
H
'

t

<

13.) The boy in quee:t1on 12 exert• 1.
o~ (to the "Merest
_......,. wbole pound) (a) "22S lbJ (b) 11):;iN · (c) 15 lbl
(d)
169lbJ <r> 1SO lbj

,_,_'
*
S6
lbJ

a _~u .

<•>

~ce

.

__14.) The man ·la;::q•ation ..12
whole r,ound) .. (a) 225 lbJ

ezerta a to:rce

(d)

(b) 113 lba
(t) 150 lb.

queatim:a 12 1a equal to
(d) $6 lbJ (e) 169 lb;

(a) 225 lbJ
(t) 1$0 lb.

:~r·:.(,~

(o)

t>a~:·:ut41N•t
75. lbJ ~.

56 lbJ ···:,(•) 169 lb;
lS.) The•• ot the toroee exerted b7 the man and

_.....,.

(b) 113 lbJ

the bo7 ot
(c) 75 lb;

16.) The turn1nf etteat ot a toroe upon a body 1a called the
(a) torque;
b) co,tponentJ (c) resultant;
(d) equilibrant.

-----

'!'he proceaa ot detei,n1nlnF, the component a. ot a g1 ven
torce ta known aa (a) oompcaitlon; (b) resolution;
(o) vector.additionJ (d) equilibrium tindlni.

_ ......17.)

_ _18.) A boy puahea .on a lawn mower handle with a torce ot
40 lb. I·t the barldle makes an angle ot. 300 with the
~und, the thhat int• the pound will be (a) 40 lb;
(b) 34.6 lb; (c) 20 lb; (d) 30 lb/
.

'

.

.

19.) The tbruat along the gi-ound in question 18, will be
-..-. (a) 40 lb; (b) )4.6 lb; Co) 20 lb; ,Cd) JO lb,

20.) The method used to tind tbe resl.\ltant ot two to~oea
--...... acting at an angle 1n known aa (a) composition ot toPCeaJ
(b) resolution ot torcea; (c) finding the equ111brantt
( d) the component.
·
, ,·
,i, ' 1

~

,; --

.The force, equal in marn1tude to the vector •-.. ot
two or more toroea but oprioa1tely directed• ia tb•
(a) component; (bJ equ111brant; Cc) resultant; (d) bJ'potenuse.

_ _2.1.)

___...._.22.) The resultant between two forces at a point act1ng at
right angles to each other {a) is always leas than one ot
the to~ce•; (b) is the average or the two forces;
(o) must be greater than either or the forces; (d) may
be equal to one ot the forces.

23 9 ) When a body is in equilibrium under the action ot
---- · several roroes it is always true that (a) the fol'des are
all applied at one pointJ (b) the forces are all coJjposed
ot equal and opoosite palra or torces; Sil (c) the sum ot
all the upward comr.onenta ot a11,the to~ces equals the
~ or·a~l
~r4ttt!At~:Tt~~:ces;

~e.~~-=-=!;d,.;~:~~:nt!
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HA'fJE

ot
_...,•,••t
tending to m-•ak the.: a'ti.i.::·J·r~~.6··'!.p·~. . .

-..,_.;~•) Aaaume the strin,ra in tbe di•@l'am below to be
length and the •elr)l,a,~t- .....~l:·-.Yfl.~· . . T,be
•.

:

.

.

• ,

,

.. B

.

;_l~ ~··t(·:···:1

""

equal
atraln
~nt·. <

· .,._ ·.. ·..: · . '.

.

.

D

,-.:·'-::d

2S.)

--

The reaultant or two.torcea (a) can never be aeroJ
(b) ia . the a~ngle torce wh1ob 111 equivalent to tbe . ~o ·
toroeaJ (c) ia always gr•a,er than .either ot the to:rce:SJ
(d) depend• upon the map.1.tude ot i;he two tor.cea _o~lJF
( e) 1 a alwa7a wqual to ae:ro. · .
·
. · · ·: . ·
AnJ' force may be :resolved into ? component pa1:r(a).
(a) one; (b) two; (c) any number;ld) anner not·g1ven
since 11; depend.a upon th$ kl.QcJ ot force.
··

_ _26.)

27.) When a to:rce ia resolved ·1nto Nctangular components,
- - · the componenta are (a) equal,.:_1n magnitude_; . (b) at ·equal
angles •1th. the ol"l.ginal tore•; · (oJ independent ot· the ·
original torceJ (d}-ln~epe~dent or each other~
.
;
.
28.) ·&w•are the conrponenta o.t· a toi-ce rttlated to that rorca?
- - - - .(a) the s111 ·fd thelr inagnitudea · equals the_ •snltude ot .
1:be -torceJ . (b) their vec.tor· a11111 equal•· the: tore~,-· "{c) their
Pelatlonahit> dernda upon whether OJ' :q.ot they 81'8 .'~·ct..iiSular
components; ( d both cboicea· a and b.
· · · · · . .·. . · . ·.
'·

~

~

.

'

.'.

.:

',

ot a certain bPidge ·100 ft long reat on 2
It a 2000 lb car 1a 2S tt hom ~ .end o.t 1:!le .· ·.
bridge• bow· .nuob ot 1 ta weight 4oea . the 1'~1". ----~1L the
oar auppmittT (a) SOO lbJ {b) 1000 lbJ: ·.(.1): l!fOO<lb1:·
(4) 2()00 lb.
. ·
. ' ·. . _( ·.· '. . ·~. · '. .' :,· · · .·

_ _29. )

'l'he enda

p1ei-a.

30.) A orate weighing SOO lbs reata upon an lnolined plane
_ _,, wh1oh make• an angle ot .30° 1'1tb 1Sb-. ,1-0rl,.sonal. i'be :toroe
wh1oh ten4a to.allde tbe orate d«*n alCIQ& the inclined·
plane 1a. <•.>
SOO ibJ . OH 2SO lba . (~) 100 lb; (ct), . ·433 lb.
.
-

pa-ge ·4

(PHYSICS TEST ---STATICS)

PROBLIMS·a

31'.) CS ~·lilt•) ·: . :
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.

. ..

. ··~

.17 1~a1e··•1*:,~~ ,JJ.-'1ial:t.-.t~~-..cl,1itethod,

IG>"Xl>-:it,<~~ lb north~

tint.:• N.8"1.Mnt ot:•. foli'ill· ot
~d _\S _:1~ •o~••••··-:CJISO abulh. 4'f\:wi~l\. ..: .

A. - In41cate 70ur aoa1e and wae the

·-_
···••tt.'1•
on point
apaoe ·below. '

-121-·
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NAY:E._________....,._......,.....,._ _ _ __

5

! _.

) "; • :" •

S'"

0

,

•

~

-•

·.•

I

•o,

A bo7 raiaea. a:wi-1~. aaab t,t::p\i~blng :on
1t with a at1ok ... The at1ck 11,1altea '.NI aqle, ~ .250 wJ.th
the vertical. and the- bot .exer~a ;& toroe .ot ·30 -lb. -along .

33.) (5 .polnta) .

the atlok. G£&fb1o~ .ts:nd the component ot the toroe
.wb1oh 1• etteot ve ·riialalng the window. bdlcate 7our
acale and uae the apace below.

34•) (18 y,olnt1 total) 'l'lro·oablea A·and B support a SOO lb trat'tlo
alp.al light•• •bown 1n tbe-.aketch·below. __:.:'. : ·
'

~

. ~··

.

...

.

. _

a) Draw all t•oe• 1D a aorNot
to:roe 41••• {not to aoale) (4 po1nta)
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••

••

...~

..... /..;

; ..... \:. ::.

•

• •

•.

•

>

•

···>

J,..)

4) io1Ye :;_.:
tile ··rOHe ill .l ulng· b1gono111etno • • •
.
'

.

.

.

..

(2 po.int•)

n:r.r,

CM.l
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?at)

am

(Used in conventional clais:oal!!9z..,:)-.,;:-·-... -.- - - - - - - - 1-liRlJ;1e-aoi6i (&iii . . . .,.) ... ·,: · ·.~.} ,

1.)
Unwtio p,obltna 1117 lie ~ • alptn:l.c
. (a) the ffl.oo!ty 18 ~ . (lf.,,,fk:·,.._,1u

-

welaN.tt.ca

la__..,,?

flllllla•

......,

on]3 uhen
(a) t.be

(4),.U:~ .......tiaa'• ~ , , . _ ,.

\

:,

:: ~

.' ;· /· -~<· ;

f

•

?''(,_.1.

-~ ..

Q.

A 'ball 1• dlopp'4 fNn NII fl'a tia.. top of the *l1dDatoD :-;,mamt~
"76 ft. Jlall ~
tdotd.QD· a a tuto1: mh·Ai,..,..
pnblml (1•7). 1'bl
ot Ille llall 1• (a) J6 ft/NOJ
~) "fViablaJ (c) l6 ft/:
J (4) 32 ft/led'-1 (e} Nl'O•

2.)

·-

.••IIM*
Sld.U.:.Yelool"

•

.

3.)
The uoelAn.'1a of tbe ~ la Pl'Qbl .. 2 la (a) l.6 ftJ
(o) 32 ft78flOJ (cl) ·16 ft/..ZJ (e) no\ lfNlfted..

la.)

s.) .

..

,t. :n ,,

('bl ~: .ft/N02J
· · · ·. ··

(a) 32 ttJ

the dietaw the ball tall.8 the tint 1.oanda 1a
(o) 8 ftJ (d) 6b ftJ (e) 128 ft.
·

-

·

(b) l6 ttJ

!he ts. reqatnd tor t.be ball. (Ur ,a,ob. I) to reaob pound 1*a1 l8
(a) 18- MOJ (b) 24
(o) 60 MOJ (4) 6 NCJ (e) o.6aeo.

-

••J

a C*'Wn 1utan\ vbeD tbtt fllooit., 1ll prob. 2 ia 100 ft/NIO we
V1ll lie one eeOObd later. It wUl be
Ca) 66 tt;/aeoJ (b) ala ft/NOS (o) lOO tt,/aeos (d) 1l6 tt/aeoJ (e) lJ2 tt/aec.

6.)

At

NII prediot what the ftl.oei'I.J'

-

?• )
!be ftlocd.ty an· u t.he ball reaoheal- the ground 1• (a) 192 tt;/...,J
(b) 100 ft/•cJ (o) Im tt/aeeJ (cl) SO ft/sea, (e)

•ero. ·

-

In qaeat1cme 8-12 ut the folloldJic ohoioee wb1ob vill beet aomplete b
phnae .(., ohotae .,. be uecl IIDl'e tblm
once): ·
.

a.>

-

.,. )
...

u. ot.. a

s... ..· :r·~:-;.,tt
(a), M,;: (0 ),i"•;, (4).
<'.if.tbgt'3 t,',;d: . ·:;
91a ftlooit.J'-;of a'.:f.Nelr MU.111 bodJ' 11· ;: (a)1':·:~4'b),t:i•); '.:l!l'·j·•(d). ·
.
', 'l
' ..'}:·.::·\;
i•,t/1:, ·t!C"f
\ ,:.
.!:,~Ji.) \}, . . \·
fNet17 ta1Unc boctY

'1'be . . . i. .
'

. ' .., ' .

.•

_12.)

',.,

',

"

i

-

'

1.

I·,

!be acoeleratt.cal ot a oe ~liDI IOllth at , ~ rate of
(a,),., Cb),, (o) 1 e~,(d)•:: l ;:- , . ·;::'!' 'f1,:.:.:1 ·,-,. ··; ··
· ·

'Ill/hr ·18
. •

11.)

1

.

i

10.)
... 30

-

(a) Sel'O
(b) ocmatant, blat, not sero
... (c) 111oreu1ng at a OCll'lltant rate
· ·· (d) ~ at a oonatant rat.e

·- ••

·),. ·

· ,:·. . 1;··,.!

_,. ,::,:\

\ (/· :

,

c··-"f' :· ·:.\,(~·:.

.

.

car aooelera\1.ng at tbe rate of -s ft/aeo2 1• (a), (b),
The ftlooit.7 of a oar .,,.._.:'with• aooel.•ation of U n,/.J. S.• eto.

'lbe ftloc1t7 of a

In que8'icm 13•1$ •• the · t o ~ '.oJlo!iGe (~ ·. &Ill more
(a) rl'J (b) 'Jfl'a (o) Jd"s '(d)·~, '· (e) 9f1I ·

thali once)J
·

-~)
The patat heipt reaohed b.,·a·'JN3•ot1JJ, ocaure ilhm t.lle angle ot
el.watioaia (a)t (b), (o), (4),or·<,>•.
.

-

14.) · The greaten. ·nap or ~ bl'O!aofttal. d:latance
aftll• ot el.nation :l.1 (a), (b), (o), (d), or Ce).

-

35.)

'?be total tiM

ot tligbt

1e

OOOUl'8

when the

·

..Ueat when t.he angle ot elnati.on 1a

etc.

etc.
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Nan<i"

Ir a 10 lb stano Ml tree]¥ froDi net tor 2 aeconda and
11 ffkcit,' et 61a ft,/,eo, then it tel\ (&) 32 ftJ . (b) 64 ftJ
(d) lc?6 tt,a (t) ll,li ft •

16.)
-

aOQ.U1rod

(o) l£ ftJ

ilrt.eff,\l.

It t» •tcnc of probla. l6 -,.U fol' ; ~ , . in the ta.a
frt..a 2 t.o) ,_.._. the ~ ........ ..:Id 1*, . (a) 32 ft/8fJOJ
(1',) 616 ftr{NOJ (o) 16 ft/lllJOJ .. (d) a,
1. . (a) ~ ttl,ND.

.J.?.)

,v.. .

-

..

fJminl the ~ tmena1 :Sb ,-bl.Ill 1T1 ·the._...._. tel.I a diet.nae
(a) 80 ftJ . (b) J2
!tJ . (a) '6 ftJ (4)
64. ftJ (e) 48 ft.
. ., ..
.

18,)
ot

:

;,

- 19· ~ ~

~

::a=:,~~t,.•
.::;n:'=f,'l> j;~.....,
eUlll.nn1n& Tf tNa tn

aooeluati.AIIIJ

(o)

eq,111t1.ouJ

t frm tMo eqaattcna.

(cl) e11,.,nataa
-~

.

•- A oar ia t r&ftl1nc alcng a h 1 ~ at 30 ld.,lbr.
8tc>• on the pa and uoalel'CLtee at a 1Ud.ton. rate to
· 1n 10 aeOOllda. -tit vu the aooel.aratiOD 4urlnc this
Ca) 6 '1111./br/aoJ (b) lO ld./hr/aecJ (o) 3 m./br/eecJ

_20.)

The dri.T•r ._.
a ·speed of 60 Jd.~
10 8MODd illternlt
(d)

60 111/br/.,..

·i.
:
·
caz,e· ·wliab trcml at J,O rrp,r Del 60 al/hr etart a trip. Of 120
m11e1· at the NN ti.wf. now ll1ch toemef' doea the t48tez' oar arrive at

_n.)

.

lta deatilaation!
........ . .
. . Ca) 1
'

-

brl

··.

Cc) J. hraJ

(b) 6 bNJ

(d) 4 bra.

·t>~~~n~r-«ii..~~;~a1~~.=-

22

.

.

.

.. ~.

2:,.)

.l

.

'

oar 1a tnnJ.1na at

.

.

:

.

.

~t.

..

ltartA- to ac"1erate

a unitOffl ·8JMlld and theA

- at the rate ot l 71/aer and cant.iw. · • •. pu1od of 12 aeaondle

, If the
· oar tro.Teled· 180 •ten 4m'5.nl t.he 12 NOODI. ~od,·· who.\.~ ~--,.J.ooit.7
or tht oar vhc it ~ to aooel_..te, (a) 360 a/1ecJ (b) 90 i,/aeo1
(c) 36 a/••J (4) 9 a/eeo.
•

•

•••

>

rest.

~

~l.e;ation

1d.

-•·) . . A ball.· 8tart1.q Ira
rolla t.li urd.to~
d~ •
_:lncO!nect t.NoJc· 216 ea lcma• · A aul.Uple tluh pbotognpb thowe that it
tool the ·llell ;i..a NOClldl ·~ ~ t.1d.l 'dS.atanae.· 1'he. acoeleNtion (a) -100 ta/aeof (b) 200oa/aeot Co) • JOO om,'eeci (d) 400 cr,/,-2.

.

'

-

2s.) ·
the

In

.

.

...

,._

•.

-~·

·o.a

·'

-..

-

...

.•• · vhat iiaa the fflooi't.7 of ·th• bul
•OOlld• -.tter.
(a) 100 cm/1eoJ (b) 60 ,sa/NCJ Cc) l60 ,:,n/eecJ· (d) 2la,O m/aec.

~

start,

•.

?ROBLIH91

llbov aU vorkl)
. euhi
' ·:·~·
----=- - .

(~ pointa

.

' .,. .~. . ;· "· ·,. , -~-

.

26.) O!Ten the to~J.ta •t • "'i + af., ml d • tCTt+.Y1)TJ derive the
fonmla . 4 : •tT +tar•
Be ~ _a&nflll when ~ all algebraic etepe.
..

•

1,

•"

.;

•

.-

r

•

-~

'

•

• •

I

•

27.) A stw!ent, det.endned :to ~ t.he ·IIIOtioll ot·· projeot1)Ae tor ~hi.Melt,
arranps to "h&Te hiJllaelt shot oat·. of • OIDDOD., llide ·l'Ul.• and.· trig table• ,
in hand. The gun ie elnated to ab angle ot about $60, anct·tbe atudent. 1•
ft.red with a Telocit7 of

SOO ft/NO.

!be •ertioal c ~ t ot this velocity

19: then 400 ft/••o, and the borbmtal 001:1pcraeat ia JOO ttJaec. What is
ta maxim height d•MN vhioh t,be at,u4ent 1'8a0bes2
~-

.

'

.

.

.

.

S\1peft11D is. 011 bml to aatch ~ etudmt, how long does ha have to
get 1D polition after the gm S.O ftredt.

20.) It
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TEST

IOUND

Used in both courses)

'a.tching:

NAME----------------------------------··-----..

(use eaoh choice onlJ once)

____ 1.) Same natural vibration ratea

··1

b .•

, _ 2.) Around and upright

oonatruotlve
1nterterenoe
d.) deatztllO.tlve

c.

3.) Movement ot a source produces
a ohange 1n p:lt_ch

_

_

4•>

S1mplleat mode

_

S.)

Unit meaauring

inte.rtennoe

e.) Doppler 'ettect
t.) 2nd harmonic

ot vibration

g.) )rd bumon1o

:relative inten•
a1t'1 or loudness

h.) fundamental

1.) beat•

J.)

· - 6,) Thick heav:, atl'1ng

a7i,,pathe ti o

vibratlona

k

_

7. ) Short tllin string

_

8,.) Larger reaultan1J amplitude

-

9.) Wodea and ant1nodea

k.) high natural
1.) a1lence

pitch

low nat11ztal pitch
n. deo1bel
m.!
o. tree end

p.) fixed end

·-

10.) Second overtone

"ultiple oboloe

standing wave
traveling wave

(beat &nnel'):

11.) When a sound •••e travella down an air column and etr1kes
·--- a wat•11 aurtaoe at the bottom ot tii• cclllm, the water surface
aet,a u
(a) a tree and, (b) a t1xed end; (o) a damper.·
12.) A tuning fork produces resonance 1n a closed tube 12
· - 1nohea long. The air temperature i.a 1500. !'he wave length
>f the soUDd ~duoed 1a (a) 21', inches; (b) 48 1ncheaJ (c) 12.7.5 inches;
Id) 3 1nohea.

13.) The trequenq ot the tuni,;ig tork 1n question 12 is
.......... (a) 24 opa; (b) 270 opaJ (o) 280 ops; (d) 220 opa.

-

When two notea have a trequenc1 ratio ot 1:2 they tol'II·
an 1ntenal called (a) a obordJ Cb) a third; (o) an
octave; (d) a halt.

~o)

_ i s . ) . A closed tube 10.$ lnohea long produces reaonanoe
with a tuning toi-11: ot 1'2-eq~nc7 320 cps. !l'be air te~ratuz-e
1n.desz-aea Cent1gl'&de 11 \a) 40J (bJ 2$J (o) 30 (d) 1So

··~16.)

Sound wave• are

(a)

spiral;

(b) longitudinal1 Cc) transve~se.

17.) Sound ns d6t1ned by the pJ;iJeicist is a (a) wave mot1oni
---- (b) sensation in the e&l'J (o) sensation 1n the brain.
18.)

,,,__

The pitch ot a aound depends upon

ob jf;'l ct;

(a) the vibrating

{1:J) the amplitude of vibi-ation;
(d' '(1), D!'H tiJ.~'.1,1 •

( o) the :t'requency

-126-
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1q.) The speed ot aound in a1r 1noreasea at a rate ot
(e) 2 tt/aeo/OP; (b) 2 tt/aec/Oc; (c) 06 tt/aec/oa; (d) .6 tt/~eo/P
20,) Sounda bav1n, d1tterent pitob will have veloo1t1ea
~bioh al'e (a) d1fte:Pent1 (b) the same; (c) not predictable.
Wben the •'Plltude ot •tl,:ttatlc.n 1.a 1noreaaed, the intensity
ot tbe aound la (a) 1ncreaae4J (b) deoreaaedJ (o) unohanged.

;:1.)

22.} Wben a pulse ls relleoted from a tixed end 1t returns
(a) rlp)lt side u.pJ (b) upaide down1 (c) on both a1dea or
the medium; (d) to diato:z-ted tor ecognize.

__23.) BJ' inoreaalng tbe apee4 ot POtatlon ot a a1z-en diak
(a rotating 41ak with holes punched around tbe circumterenoe)
tbe 'P1toh 1a (a) 1ncreaaed; (b) decreased; (o) unct,,anged.
-

~.) Wbiob ot the following will not conduct sound?
('b) &1PJ (c) h7dl'opn; (d) vacuum; (e) 11ateJ1.

(a) ironJ

A••••'11d

clarinet aota llke an open p1pe. By oloaing
tbe opening• along the length or the ol&l"inet one •ould
erpeot tbe pltob or the note produced to be (a) h1gber;
(b) lower; (o) unchabged •

_2$.)

..26.) V1ol1ne, oelloa and double basaea belons to the
(a) ..,.Z'Cuaalon aeotlon; (b) woodW1nd aeot1on; (c) b~aaa
aect1on; (d) etr1ng aectlon.
-

~.)

A aound wblch baa a v1br~t1on rate or 320 opa will have
trequenq
ot 300 cpaJ (b) a leaser wave length than the aou.nd having
a tNquenOf ot 300 opa; (o) tbe aame wan l•nsth aa the
aound having a tl'tlqueno7 ot JOO cpa.
(a) a gNater wave length than the sound having a

_28.) Tb• diatanoe between two, n~ea ln a atandlq waft 1a · '
equal to (a) one wenlengthJ (b) -l wavelencthJ (c) i wavelength; ( d) not related to a wavelength.
. .

-

'l'he whip, chlneee block and triangle, belong to tbe
(a) percuaalon aeot1on; (b) woodwind aeotlon; (o) braaa
aeotlon; (d) atr1ng section;

2q.)

-30.) The tall 1n pitch or an auto hom aa the auto movea
with respect to the obaerve:r means thatl the auto 1a moving
(a) at the aame apeed aa the obaerver1 (b) toward tbe ·
observer; (o) awa7 from the obaerver; (d) 1mpc,aaible to tell.

--31.i lben all other taotora remain wichanged, the vib:rat1on

rate ot a at!'i.Df" la direot!z proportlonal to the (a) length;
(b) tension; (c) square root ot tbe meaa per unit lengtbJ
(d) ••uare root ot tbe tenaioni
A p1ano strint under a tension ot 9 pound• bas a rrequenc7
ot 2$6 ops. The tension needed to give th1a string a frequeno7
ot $12 cps 1a (a)~.$ lb; (b) 1.5 lW; (o) 36 lb; (d) 16 lb.

...)2.)
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-••-,-------?11.:,...,..~.,. , .

-----~3:o) A note ot C (2$6 cps) is produced

by a string 27 inches
The length of a similar string which sounds a note
ot a (384 cps) will be (a) 40.5 inches; (b) 18 inches;
(o) 3.5 inches; (d) 60.7 inches;

long.

__.34• ) The waveforms

or ec,unda produced by a human voice and
a trumpet are oom~•red on an oao1lloaaope. In comparison,
the wavefoJ.'rl'I ot the vote, is (a) more complex; (b) simpler;
(c) about the same.

__,,,..35.)

A pipe which is ope11 at both ends muat; vibrate with
{~) nodes at eacb end; (b) a node at one end and an antinode at the othe~; (c) an antinode at eaab end; (d) an
ant1node,.·1n the mirJdle.

----~36.)

With overtonea present 1n a aound, it w1ll have (a) a
higher leequenoy1 (b) a higher velocity; {c) improved
qualityJ (d) a lowor pitch.

37.) Two pipes. one ·open and one closed• emit the same
- - tundamental traquenay. 'l'be number or overtones is (a) the
same tor both pipes; (b) gz'eater tor the open pipe; (c)
119eater tor tbe oloaed p1pe~
______38.)

The aoun~ ot a wb1atle requires l acc. to travel ~rom
tbe eouroe to an observer pn a day when tbe temperature is
20°F. If 11be tsePtperatnq•
to 80°I', the t1• tor the
sound to ta--vel tbe •••• dS,ituoe 1a (a) l aeoond; (b) less
than one .. oODdJ ( o) 11oaae ·tban one aeoond.

N•••

A string a mat .S.bJtate wltb Ca) node• at elther and;
(b) a node at one end and an ant.1node at the other; (o) an
ant1node at eacb ends (d) a node ln ,be lllddle.

___3q,)

4().)

'!wo p1p••• one open and one oloaed, have the same l6ngtho

- - nam

1mxrmn

Tbe tNquenoy of the fundamental tone la (a) ~ater for the
oloaed pipe; (b) greater to~ the open pipe; (c) the same
tor both p5:pe a.

PROBLEMS:

SHOW ALL WORKU

41.) IIIXlm A oloaed tube la 3 ft long. Diagram and calculate
the trequenoteJ ot tbe t1rat 3 modes ot Yibrat1on. Take
a tentperatUl'e ot 2500.
(10 points)
J.i,2.)

P1nd g19aphloall7 the final pulae torm 1n 1she 2 caaes below.
Do 1our work on the diasrama.
(5 pointa) ..;iit

---
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TEST RESULTS:

SOUND

,Combined-course average:

73%

Conventional-course average:

78.5%

Most-missed questions:
Combined-course: 32, 20, 13 7 15-31-40, 25-33, 2-9
Conventional-course: 25, 13-15, 40, 20, 2-31, 32, 37, 9-35
Summary: Common items: 32,.2Q, 13, ts, 31, 40, 25, 2, 9
Combined-course missed item 33 in addition.
Conventional-course missed items 37 and 35 as well.
Conclusion: The combined-course showed more trouble
with vibrating string questions, while the conventional
class had more trouble with vibrating air columns!

PH'ISICS TBST

- 12 9 -

'J:i:JIA.VIOR OF LIGHT

HAI·IB

(Used in combined-course cr~a~s~s~.£.!!!l"""""~)-----~-----~~-----Uu!fl;i!echoice (best ansuer) 1
_ 1. ) A single line of light coming from a luminous point is called a
(a) r,"y; (b) beamJ Cc} focus; (d) pencil.
-

2.) A Jnaterial such a Cellorhane is said to be
(b) trmuslucent; (c) opaque; (d) white.

(a) transparent;

-

3.} When a beaa of light passes fl'or:i. air into gl.ua, it (a) bends
toward the perpendicular to the surtaceJ (b) bends away 1'Jtom the normal;
(o) z.,er changes direct.1.onl

4.)

The angle

than

23°.

or incidence

of light on the surface

- angle of retraction will then be (a) 2)0 J

-

ia 2.3°.

The

(c) more

J:n a concave rdrror the focal length (a) is half' the radius or
eun'atureJ (b) is equal to the ro.diua or C\'ll'Tature; (c) is twice the
radius or curratureJ (d) has no relationsh:ip to the radius ot curvature.

5.)

6.) !he
-

or water

(b) less than 2)0J

rlrtual.J

famed by' a concave mirror 1s (a) always real;
(c) sometimes real and sometimes virtual.

image

(b) al.wqs

?.) As the distance o:t the object 1'rom a convex lens increases the hei.i}lt
- ot the 1rtage (a) increasesJ (b) decreases; (c) does not change.
-

-

C.) The 111\U'llination on a surface 3 teet from a source or light compares
with the illumination on a surface. one toot trom the some oource as

(a) 1:31 (b) l:9J

Cc) 3;l;

(d) la(l/3).

9.) The ~ e formed in a plane mirror is aluays (a) larger than the
lbject; (b) snaller than the object; (c) realJ· (d) virtual..

:t.--

~ona 10 - 14 rater to tbe figure at

l'ight which represents the reflection
Lght at a !a plane surface.

-

10.) The normal is
(c) CDJ (d) DB.

-

ll.) 'Die 1nc6dent ~ ia (a) MNJ
(b) AB; (c) CD; (d) DB.

-

12.) The angle of reflection is
(a) &DCJ· (b) CDBJ (c) BDN; (d) MDA..

(a) J.1HJ

(b) ADJ

/JI------~----- N
~

J)

_13.) A condition. of' reflection is that angle ADC (a) ,uals angle J..IDAJ
(b) ia greater than angle BDN; (o) equals angle lIDDJ
d) equals ancJ.e CDB.

14.) U angle ADC becomu amaJ ler (a) angle ODD bec0111e1 smaller J (b)
-

CDD becor:Jes larprJ

(c) angle BDN becomes amaller;

angle
(d) angle CDB is unchanged.

_ is. ) It the., inside nr.f'ace of ·a ~rtion of o. sphere is the reflecting surface,
the Jll1.rror.1• (a) aoncde; (b) concne-comrexJ (c) convex-concave;
(d)

COIIV'8X~

- - - - - - -
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-

16.) The lcnmst value tor the 1nd0Jt of re.fraction (absolute) would
belong to (a) alcobolJ (b) 'SICUUJI; (c) airJ (4) water.

-

17.) A J)QNbolio m:lnor ia used to reduce (a) reflectionJ
(o) the focal lengtbJ (d) apbarical aberration.

16.) If
-1a (a)

tm angle ot inoidence is the critioal. anll,e,

lO°J

(b)

(c)

t:JJ0 J

(d)

90°.

the ugle

or refl'act1on

or

light from one Jl8diUJII into a leas denae mediua makes
the angle of rec,..aotion (a) greater than the angle of incidence1 (b) leae
than the angle of 1ncd.daMeJ (o) equal to the angle of incidence.

19.) '1'he 'PUe1ng
-

4.S°J

(b) dittuaionJ

-

20.) '1'he cz1.t1cal. anll,e ot retraction for a ldlld of flint glass with an
inde% ot refraction ot 1.68 1e (a) 37° (am 31° is o.6o2)J (b) J6.S0
(sin 36.So 1a o.S9S)J Co) y,o Cain 360 1a o.$'86).

-

21.) A certa1n kim of glue hae a cr1tioal. angle of rofract.ion ot 3()0
(sin 300 ie ,SOC>) •. 'lhe ref1eactive index tor this glaes ts (a) 1J
(b) 1.S; (c) 2, (d) 2.S
An object, 2 incbea in laragth• ia placed at lO inclaes fron1 a convex
lens, and an image appears on the op:x,site aide of the lens at a distance
ot 40 inchea. The image is (a) real arid imerted; (b) virtual and erectJ
(c) d1atortec1J (d) 'Virtual and inv~J (e) real and a erect.

22.)

-

-

23.) In question 22, the image is (a) amaller than the objectJ
than the objeotJ Co) 1.-e size as the object.
24.) In quaAton 22, the focal length ot tbe lens is

-

(b) 8 inchesJ

(o) 6 inchesJ

(d) -6 inches.

(1,)

·

(b) larger

10 inches;

__25.) Uaing a con ex lena ot SO cm tooal length. an object 1a placed
30 cm in front t the lena. 'lhe image will be fol'llted at a distance
ot (a) 7S cm; (b) lSO om; (~) •TS cm; (d) 40 cm.
In quest1o 2S. tbe 1age w1ll be (a) virtual and erect;
real and e eotJ (c) d1atorted; (d) real and inverted.
In questio lk, the magnif1oat1on will be
2 tilll8a;
o) ·2.$ times; (d) o.~ times.

(a) l time;

correc~ii;he

____28.)To
improper vision of near-sigh.ted persons. spectacles
are used whi
have lensea which azte (a) convex; (b) planoconvex; (c) concave; (d) pi-tams.

___29.) In a micr oope the image tormed by the objective lens 1s
(a) 1na1de t . principal focus ot the eye-piece lens; (b) outside the principal focus ot the eye-piece lens; (e) at the
prln1cl)pal focus or the eye-piece lens; (d) not predictable.

' at the right
......)0.) The diagr.b
shows a 11ght.. ray passing from
air into a bJook ot glass. !'he
angla or inc~dence ia angle
(a) ACB;

(b) DOB;

I/JR
,______~;=-.----#
GLASS

(c) ACD;

(d) ACE.
_3:.. .. j Th~ angl~ of retraction will be

(a) HCG;

(c) ECF;
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Name._________________________________
relate to the foll.cl..-.·1nf; diagrams

w,ndoul -.4
~

,.

~:1bi. cal

box, 8 cm on each edge, haa four small ,iipdows,. one on each

,•ti eel side, as shown in the diagram above. , Tpe ,.1.,d.<>WB are numbered

• #2. ,'13, endf4• A physics student, Percy P.'.'Pbyalcrst, notices
r,t ll'hen he looks into window #4, he sees a virtual imege or en object
1:<: 1 s outside the box near winf:low #).
He sufige~ta ajveral possible
·,!'1e ls" of ·the box to explain these observations.
The diagrams·
tr'.W show th~se models.
·.
1

I
-·· l!1,,J.,.,.i3 :ii

.
? ,., r .,
•1¥.i

1[
,...,!Ll;J,lll\

~

:s.

~ ~

-·

,rl<11S \

_C , _:;> · ·
v.lr, 1;),,J ,• I

"31
E

I\'.

~ /,w...l)
.· l!j/:,ror· \

..

tfns .J

t,.)

\.!:,: Wll'\tlou.> ~ I

'.iji.ffi~~~'o~ly;
~li\;.~ilt1on'f

.)2o~ ',J>-t1Ch cf' the .rriOd!l·,··. . s.·. 1_1'1·1.11 S&t1st"actor1ly exple.in
'~ 1 I and n
onl'J': ;_,Jb) III and IY only; (c) I. ,an,
(d) J! and IV onlyt''' (e) I. II, Ill, and IV~
. ,, -.,i,

t

•

,;_.,:1,., ur-s-..rver places ~an object. 5..,0 cm ou.ta1. ~..,..'~.)1'1 H?• When he
:,'l<~:-1 a rieC'e 0f papt!r 3.0 cm Quts1de w1ndovf'"1tt.•"~:~t'inds Uu.,t a
:,···;.11''." 1_,~ur,~ cd' t~I!" objP.ct is formed on the ''pap1•r finii thitt it l:;i
t ··,~ ! J •·.P tnan th~ obj~·~t..
vn the basis or this observatie:n t,n1j l'r
~ .:.S. .::..::..~tl;..t'-1 c:t~'1~rvi:,tLjn. the .a,ti~factQr~Y; ~pde~a ,are
{a) 1·-;,.71.j"·~~l
.· · ~ . r ~
r-r I ! ~...na. I ti lnl:r; (c) .,I and II+ ·dn;,:y;
(d} 11 a~.d .i. V
- ··; !":': . C• i ! s I.:..• .t I I I and IV. ·

; 1 o '.:

nj

,} i,,, " f'·r:·t~,~:·

cheCk, the observer l"'ia.l<es a srn&.ll hole tnrcu; h t;;;;
': 1:~· 1.!' t ;r.- 't-~7. P.nd Cills the bo,; 'w 1th e 11 quid o!' index 1...,f rr.ifr..t t. h:; :.
·~ .. t~J..
H~ t•··.~n notices that when he looks into window #l. he se"u

:1trf1!rht t!·,rourh tne bo.x to window #3, and when he looks into
. t ndcw if?; h~ s1.•es straif}lt through the box to window 114,. 1ib1cr.
'
'"'.: ri G-r·t d null•r prc·-no~1 ed nodels is satlsfactorv on tne basis
. 't
·,?':3".'l':T!.Jt!c.~s?
(a)! and II;
(b) l ai)d .rrr;
(cj ! onJ::
. .,
:

. :;

.•
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~IGHT
RA¥.E__..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
:used in convention?). class ,nry,

,'il'fl.pli e&oioe (AR 8iiia•ett -:
'

'

__ _ lo) -~ 001019 ot ·11g11t 1a dependent \JPOD 1 ta
(S) •elooitn (o) " " l•nstbJ (cl) •••• ton.

( a) 1ntena1 t7J

,,

.. 2.) Red 11gtit baa a wave leneth ~l:alo~ 1s. (a} .greater than that
f••
_ (b) 1eaa than 1;ba\ toP violet light; Co) the
a••nolet
•• that_llptJ
for violet light.
'

3.) A blue oloth 1llwnina~ed wi\h
"Tb) wb1teJ (c) blue; (d·) black.

' red °light will be

(a) red;

_ 4,.) \fben llgbt _baa been polarised~ it will be v1bJlat1ng (a) in

planeJ

OIi•

(bJ ln two per-pendieular pl1111es;

·s.)

(c) 1n all planea.

In COIIIJ)8riB,·on With Bound• the frequency of V1br&t1on Of
'.i.Tgbt ia (a) nry great; (b) vepY amall; (c) about the aame.

6.) When a beam or l1gbt
6enda tow8Jld :the riormalj (b

not ohange d~re•tton.

r····

trom a1r into _glass. 1 t -(a)
benda away trom the normal; (o) does

_. 7.) The beat eridenoe tw the • ave nature of'- light 1• the tac,
tliat it can (a} be retlectedJ (b} be retractedJ (o) produce
intel'terenoe J ( d) exert preeaure ~

8.) !be ~article theory preducta that the •eloc1ty ot light 1n
g!aaa abould be (a) greater .than that ln a1rJ (b) leaa tban in
airJ ( c) the aame as ln air; {d) aero.
9.) 'l'o obange the veloc1 ty or wave a in a r1 pple tank we
change the speed ot the genera-tor; (b) change the wavelength;
(c) Change the adiu-·oe tPOm point to llne; (d) cbange the d•pth or

'ti)

the

n,er.

rar

and 1 ta CO!'N&ponding wavetront are (a_)- parallelJ
9erpend oular1 (o) 1dent1calJ (4) randomly oriented.

lOo) A

ti)

11.) Tbe pa1.b ditterenoe trom a point ot the· third nodal line ot
ad1tt?actlon pattern to: the ~o. aourcea is 5: omo Thia mean• that
the wavelength• in-the pattel'il ·are (a) s·cmJ (b) 10 om; (o) 2 cmJ
(d) 12

Cl'le

12.) '!'WO wave' ao~c_ea AN.·.-.... ~~ated_.b7. 12 ·_ CJ!! ahd produoe wavelengths
The number ot ·nodal-i!'nea ·seen will be (a) 2J (b) 3;
( C) 11,J ( cS) S• -

of 3 c11.

. ' ...... f' t. ' •,.:~

',

. ·,

.

,,

.

.

13.) In an lnte:rterence pat~~ nroduced by' white ,light passing
1lil'Ougb ~o n81'1'ow alits.; 1ih,t 1 ..dl•Wnoe r~om _th~ center. ot the pattern
to the f1ret nade is Oo32 Clll.• ~- If' .the .,dista11ce betwee,n slits 1-• 0.02
cm, and the diat1p1ce troia t~ ;:Sl1.tE to the ~ ttern 1s loO cm,
an averae:e val~ f'or the wavet:enrth; of ·while ite;ht according to .
this exi,el!!ment is · (a) '•0000~ ·cm; (b) .oooos cmJ ( c) .00008 emf
(d) .00<:4 ""'· ·

.

'.spe~t:rµm -by: usi~- _a -pztiam oJt.· a.-• .
(o) ripple tank; - (d) a d1t.rract1oit gJl&ting•

l).)Light may be···spr••d·

'Ti)

lens; · (b) mirror;

_

11:lt~·- lat

.l,o} ,An _a.ngs;crom is defined as

~a) one.: billion mete::-s;

('b} 10•1°.n;
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16.) 11le lowest value !'or the indCJt of re.tract.ion (absolute) would
- belong to (a) alcnholJ (b) "DCUUDlJ (e) airJ (d) water.
_17.}

to redlloe (a) NtJ.eotionJ
(d) ~o&'.l abura\'IOli.:''
·~

I\ panbolic Jlllrror 11 used

(c) the

roc:u.

lengthJ

(b) diffusion;

'

_J.6.) It the nnglo ~!c,inoidena• 1a the erit,ical aagl.e, the 11181.e or refraction
is

(a) 3001

(b) ~ · J

(c) f:IJ0 J

(d) ,oO. :.Y

19.) The riaasing ot light from one mediall 1nto a leas detlse J:l8di'Olll mkes
- the angle ot re&t-action (a) greater than the angle of incidence; (b) leaa
than the angle ot inci'8nce1 (c) equal to the angle ot incidence.

'l'he critical angle of refract.ion ror a kind of

20.)

runt

~ s with an

-1mu: or re.tractlon or 1.66 ia (a) 37° (ain 37° 1a o.602); (b) )6.So
(ein 36.5° is o.S9S)1 (c) .36° (sin 36° 1a o.SOE).
21.) A certain kind or gla8a has a critical angle 0£ re.traction of 'JOO
is .soo). !he refractive 1nc1ex tor this glasa 18 (a) l;

- (ain )00

(b) 1.s,

(c)

2J

(d) 2.s

22.) An object, 2 inches in length, is i,laced at 10 inclles trom a corm,x
- lens, and an image appears on the op'.'1oa1te side of the lens at a distance
ot hO inches. flle imD.ge is {a) real arid inftrtedJ (b) virtual and erect;
(c) distortedJ

23.)

(d) Yirtual and invetrtedJ

In question 22, the image is

- than the object;

(e) real :md •

erect.

(a) ar;ialJ.er than the objectJ

Cc) same aize as the object.

24.) In question 22 1 the focal length of the lens is
- (b) 0 inche&J (c)_ 6 inchesJ (d) -6 inchea.

(b) larger

(1,) 10 inches;

_2S.) Using a con{ex lens of 50 cm focal length. en object ia placed
30 cm in tront 9t the lens. The image will be formed at a distance
ot Ca) 75 cm ; j ( b) lSO cm; ( c) • 7S cm; ( d) 40 cm.
;

26.) In queat1o

25, the 1m•ge will be

-- (b) real and e ect;
-

(c) distorted;

Ce) vil't\lal and er~et;
(d) ~eal and inverted.

27.) In queatlo 34, the magnification will be
(b) 2 times;
c) 2.s times; (d) 0.4 times ..

(a) l time;

I

__.28.)To correc~ the improper vision of near-sighted persona, spectacles
are usecS whi""' have lenses which are
convex; (c)rconcave; (d) prlama.

(a)

convex;

(b) plano-

29.) In a m1c_]_oope the image formed by the objeottve lena 1a
... (a) 1na1de ~ principal focus .or the e7e-plece lens; (b) out•
aide the principal focus or the eye-piece lena; (c) at the
p:rln1c,pal focus ot the eye-piece lens; (d) not predictable.

_.;o.)

The d1agr~m at the :right
shows a light ray paas1ng trom
air into a b~ock or glass. The
angle or incidence 1s angle
(a) ACB;
(b) DCB; (c) ACD;
(d) ACE..

,:g

.

I

·no) The an9.ld of retraction will be

(a) HCGi

(c) ECF;

....._________________________________
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:e 3

atlona )2•34 relate to the following diagrams and 1ntol"lllatlon:

~./

aJ.n4

•.s

iubical box, 8 om on each edge, ha• four small winaowa, one on each
1tical aide, as ahown in the diatgZ'ant above. The wlndowa are runbere4
, #2, 13, and 14• A phJ'a1ca 1tUcJ•nt, Perc7 P. Pbyaiclat, not1cee
it when be looks into window Ila., he sees a virtual image of an obJect
lt ia outside the box near window fl• He auggeata stveral poaa1bie
1dela" ot the box to explain thea• observations. The dlasrama
low show these modela.

)2.) Which or the models will aat1atactcr117 explain his observation?
(a) I and n onl7; (b) III and IY onlyJ (o) I and III onq;
(d) II and IV onl7;

(e) I, II, III, and IV •.

33.) The obaei-nr places an objeot SeO cm outside window #2. When he
holds a piece ot paper 3.0 cm outeide window #1, he finds that a
sharp lmae:e or the object is formed on the paper and that 1t ia
smaller than the·objeot. On the basis of thi.s observation and ot
the initial obaervatlon, the satlstaotory models are (a) I arid-YI
only; ('6) If I and IV Inly; (c) I and III only; (d) II and IV
only; ( e ) I, II, I. I I , and IV.

;34o)

·

As a further check, the observer makes a small hole throut,:b the
top or the box and fills the box wttb a liquid ot index of retra,t1on
1.50. He then notices that when be looka into window #1, he••••
straight through the box to window 13, and when he looks into
window #2, he sees straight through the box to window #4. Which
of the originally proposed Models is satisfactory on the basis
or all the observations? (a) I and II; (b) I and III; (o) I only;
(d)-rfI 6nly; (e) IV only.
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TEST RESULTS:

LIGHT

Combined-course_average:

70.6%

Conventional-course average:

70.6%

Most-missed items:
Combined course: 33, 32, 17, 34, 21~ 22, 26, 21, 24, 23
Conventtonal course:

32, 33, 27, 2!, 34, 21, 30, 24, 26, 19

Summary: Comm.on items: 33, 32, 34, 11, 22, 26, 21, 2·4
Combined-course missed items 11 aJld 23 in addition.
Conventional-course missed iteaaa·30, and 19 in addition,
and had more, difficulty with item 21 and 22.
Conclusion: The conventional class had more trouble
with refraction while the combined-course class
had more trouble with spherical abberation and
images.

- - - - - - - -
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HYSICS TEST
r'NAt.· ICS

"·---....----' ............__________
.,_,

- ~ in.combined-course class ogly)
... ' .;,,,., '
_.; ,:•
,11.ti-ple Choice (beat an••r)!l 1
~.

l,· :' . ''--"
•

t:l\. •

_1.)
(a)

on•
(d)

a~•••

Tbe calculeted weight ot a body having
ot 1-kg ia
(a) 1.8 newtonaJ (b) 2.2 X 10., PoWlda; -(b),':980r_..af.,,i- ·,
(o) one alug; (d) one pound.
·,
· ,:';)
1· ·:

.

2.)

-

3.)

'

If' the earth w1thoU11 cbangeJ ot volUll'e bad halt ·1t• preaent
could jUllp (a) halt •• bigb; (b) one tolil',tbi,,UOM&bl
(o) twloe •• h1e-h: (d) tbe a·e.e dlatance; (e) to.ur t,1me9:,«a higbo

••• •

__ 11,.)
AaaUM that you an riding 1n a car traveling 60 ml/me· ~nd
that 70u toaa a ball vert1oallJ lnto the alr while JO\l are taol9g
in tbf. direction ot the car•• motion. The ball wlll tall
(a) beb1nd you; (b) in front ot Jou; (c) to your rlghtJ
(d) to 7QIU' lett; (e) to your band.

:

s.)

:

6.)

--

·1

~

·

•

,--

Supnoae now that the oar trav•l• around a CU1'Y• which
b~nd• to Jour lett. It you now thl'ow th41 ball into the '.air
! t will tall (a) behind youJ (b) ln front ot you;
(cl to
yov rl~ht; ( d ~ to 7011J1 lett; ( •) to your .Mild.

'l'be anawerai ,to... problema 4 and $ are best expla1necJ .·b7
Rewton•a (a) t1rat lawJ (b) aecond lawJ (c) third
(d) law ~r e,rav1t•t1on.

··1:-.,

7.)

Tbe @l'&Tltattonal pull o~ the earth d61eP!'!1nea the
or a bodJJ fb) weight ot a body; (o) state ·ot a
body; (d) density ot a bOcly.

(a) maaa

'l'be lnel'tia ot a body tend• to oauae the body (a) to
(b) to alow down; (c) to :resiat chanre in motion;
(d) to change dlreotlon; (e) to tall to the aurracc or the earth.

8.)

apeed u-p;

!,L_ 9.)
:·

Why doesn't a S lb mass fall $ times as taat as a 1 lb
rnaaa ot the same size and sha~eY (a) air friction hes more
ettect on the 5 lb ~aaa; (b) the ratio or torce to mass 1a the
••• tor both; (a) the ea:rth 1 a attrac·t1ve toJtce la the same
tor both; (d) a$ lb mass and al lb mass ure observed to tall
at the same rate 1n a vacuum~

!
10.4 certain foiae is capable of g1 Ting a lOr) lb maaa an aa-~elera·t1or~
,_-,., .j-,ot>'l.0 tt/aec • 'l'h1a same to:z-ce would accelerate a .$00 lb mass
;
(&) 5 ft/8802;
(b) 10 ft/sec2; ( C) 20 tt/sea.:!;
(d) 2 ft/aec2o

J.......11 0 )
:·
·

It mass 1s measured in grams and accele~ation· in cm/sec2,
(a) dynes; (b) pounds;
· ( c) grama 1 { d ) newtons;
th• seeond law ot Newton e,1ves force in

-143Name...,___________________________________
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.

I 13.) A oar wh!ob weigba 4400 lba atarted trom reat and in 10
aeoonda •cqulJ18d a veloolty ot,80 tt/aeo. ,Wegleptins~tr1ctlon
:
and othe~ loaaea; the mi1tol'll\· aboeletatlng torce,waa
i
(ah ~So lbJ· (b)' 1100 lbJ (o)' 4400 lb; Cl) 3Sa200 lb.
..·.

ri

•

.

..

I

i

:'4

~

•

...

•

•

.

I

' 14.) J:r· 1 tOl'oe or b.9,000 •rn•• pPOducea ln acoele:ration ot 100
o'ffl/Ha on a oerta1n 11aaa, the ••• 1a (a) i PJ (b) l,.90 pl
(o) ,eo Pl (4) SO •·
· ·
·
I

•

•

tlf:

•

I

__.!S.f · A 100

lb bo7 takea 8000 ffl1lea tl'om the center ot the ~1m
would ••lgb (aJ 400 lb; (b) 200 1\)J · (o) ·\O lbJ \ · Jd) 50 ibJ
2S lb.
~
!~
·'
1 _\

\ <•>

1

_

;

:

_

•

l

t,

__i6.) ¥ 6 kg .... ~n ~ ~or1&ontal 8UJ'faoe. 1•

connect••

.

bJ. cord
whlob paaaee 'O,ial' • pulle~
an B kg i,&ae wblcb b.ans• ve.rt1call'fo
', h Reglect;lng l'r1otlon and tba inertia ot the p.._leJ, ta aooelerat1on
\ ·· ot tbe ayate• in s,/aeo2 ia (a) 9.8; (b) 3 • .3; (c) 4.9;
·
(4) l/31
2.

i ,\:_

<•>

11.)

Maas 41ttera from we1Eht 1n that (a) all obJeota have weigbt
(b) the maaa of an object alwaya exceed•
1,a welgbtJ (o) weight 1a a torde wblle maaa 1• nota (d) the
oonaept ot •••• oan onl.7 be ezpreaaed 1n the metric a7atem;
(e) nou ot the abon a1noe tiler• 1• no d1tterence.
..

bllt aom laok maaa;

-

-

18.) A ball 1a to•••• lnto the air w1 tb an im. t1al velocity ~ 14
ID/aea. It• DlU1mum height wlll be (a) 1.46 mJ (b) 10 m;
(c) U.1 (4) la,.9 ••
.

19.) What will the velocity ot tbe ball in pl'oblem 18 be when it
la at tbe yery top ot its tllshtT (a) 9.811/eecJ (b) 4.911/aec;

--

(o) 7111/aeo;

(d) zero.

.

20.) What will tbe veloci~J' ot the ball 1n problem 18 be when 1t ·
-- baa been in the air a total time ot 2 aeconda? (a) 33.6 m/aec;
(b)
m/aeoJ (c) -14 m/aec1 (4)
m/sec.

s.6

-

-s.6

21.) A baseball la tbl'own from center field to home plate. It
111 ia in the ail' 3 aeo, we know that it muat have risen at
leaat (a) 3 tt; (b) 38 ft; (o) 11 ft; (d) 14b. tt.

22.) The max1mt111 range ot a projectile occura when tbe angle
--- ot elevation (1n degrees) la (a) 90J (b) 4S; (o) )OJ
(4) 251 (e) &el'O,
-

Tbe maxllftUJII hele,ht ot a projectile occur.a when tbe angle
ot elevation (in d•F•••> ia (a) 90J (b) 4SI (c) )0;
(d) 2S; (e) zero.
.

-

~.)
!be time ot tlight or a pro Jee.tile 1a greatest when
(a) the range is greatest; (b) the angle or elevation is
mnallest; (c) the angle ot elevation 1a ~eateat; (d) the
muszle nloclt7 le amalleat.

2).)
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stions 25- 29 refer to the following information:
A 022 rifle bullet, traveling at 360 m/sec, strikes a block
of sort wood which it penetrates to a depth of 10 cm. The mass
of the bullet is 1.8 gn. Assuming a constant retarding force,
answer questions 2$-29.
2$.)

--

is

The average velocit7 of the bullet while in the block
(a) )60 m/sec; (b) 0 m/sec; (c) 720 mJseo; (d) 180 m/seco

26.) The time re~uired tor the bullet to stop is (a) 1800 sec;
-(b) oOOOS6 sec; (c) .00018 sec; (d) .00028 sec.

2

The decele at1on of the bullet ~bile in the block is 2
(bl 322,000 m/sec ; (o) 643,000 m/sec;
(d) 1.200,000 m/sec2.

270)

--

(a) 180 m/sec;

28.)

The decelerating force was (a) 1160 newtons;
newtons; (c) 232 newtons; (d) 4,000 newtonso

--

2Q.)
--

(b)

(b) 1,160,000

'l'hia force (prob. 24) in pounds is approximately (a)
SSO lbs; (c) 2)00 lbs; (d) 230 lbs.

5500 lbs;

30.) A atone with a mass ot two kilograms is whirled at the end of
a string SO cm long and makes 8 complete revolutions 1n 2 secondso
The speed or the stone in its curved path is (a) 1255 cm/sec;
(b) 627$ cm/sec;
(c) 125 crnjsec; (d) 1$6 cm/sec.

--

--31.)

The acceler!t1on of the stone is
(c) 800 om/sec ; (d) 315 m/sec2.

--32.)

The centripetal force of the atone is

(b)

--

(a) 0 cm/sec2;

31S newtons;

(c)

376$ newtons;

(d)

(b) 78.8 m/sec2 ;

(a) 630 newtons;

946 newtons.

33.)

A 100 8'll mass on the end of a spring moves in SH"J with a
period or 1 sec. If the mass is increased to 400 gl!lB, the
period will ebange to (a) 2 eeoJ (b) 1 sec; (c) 8 sec;
(d) 1/8 sec.

34..) The factors which one might expect to change the period of
-- a simple pendulum are t. length of cord, II. mass of bob,
III. size ot swing; and IV. acceleration due to gravity. or
these four factors, the ones which actuall7 to aJ!fect the
period are (a) I and II; (b) II and IVJ (c) I and IV;
(d) I and III; (e) I, II• III, and IV.
_35.) The title "leg1stltor ot the universe" is given to
(a)Copernicua; (b) NewtonJ (c) 'l'y'cho Brahe; (d) Kepler.

)6.)

The value of the acceleration due to grav1tf et an
altitude o~ JOO km is (a) 9.8l (b) 4o9; (c) 3.3;
(d) 8.4 (all answers in m/sec~)

370)

If a satallite were to be placed in orbit at the altitude
of problem 36, its velocity would have to be (approximately)
(a) 23,000 m/sec; (b) 4200 m/sec; (c) 9800 m/seo;
{d) 530,000,000 m/aec.

---

---
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mx ca na,
DM·xcs

...

..
(b••• anewe•) a

Used in conventional class o··n'!"'ly•5..-----------------~

.

~

14tlple Oboloe
I

•

1( ' .

,

J..- 1.)

<.•)

•

:
I

I: · . 2.)
(a)

t,--' ·.

f--,

•

of ••
<•>o.aa

•'•l••nta

a,..

IQd.o.'l a1111
tollwlq
la ln,erNct;T
M'Wloaa2••a&ia one !qs-i/... J (b) one
•q•l• ·
one .,.._-,... J
JI lb• OD ••lb •••• equal• one alug;
(d) one . . . . . •quala
1'91 (•) none ot the• 1• 1noorreot.

•

i

•

•.·

one

The oaloulated welgb.t; ot I boc!J' having a maaa o.t l kg is
U,) 2.2 X J.0.J· pounds; (b) 980 dynea;

9.8 • • • • 1

Co) one illugJ

(d) one pound.

3. t··: ·: It lb• eutb wlt;hoa ..,......,, of volume had halt ita present
. ••• ·we could j'Ulllp (a) balt •• high; (b) one :t'ourth aa high;
(c) twice aa h1thJ

4.)

.. .

...

(d)

the aaane diatanceJ

(e) tour timea aa higb.

Aaauile that you•~ rldlng ln a car traveling 60 mi/brand
that you to1a a ball Tert1call7 1nt;o the air while you are taoi&g
in tbe dl:rectlon or the cai-•a motion. The ball w111 tall .
(a) behind you: (b) in rront ot 7ou; (c) to yo~ right;
(d) to 7our lett; (e) to 70UJ1 band.

S•)
Suppc,ae now that the Cir traTels around a O'UPV8 Which
ben4a to ,our lelt. It 7011 now thi-o• tbe ball into the air
it will tall (a) .behind 7011J (b) 1n front or y-ou; (c) to
yo~ right; (d) to 7our lett; (e) to 7our hand.
6.-) . 'l'be. anawera to proble11a b. and S are best explained b7
lfewton•a (.a) tlrat ·laws (b) aeoond law; Cc) third lawj
(d., iaw of gi-av11a,1on • . ·
!be ptaYl,attonal 'Pull ot tbe earth d6•e1""!11nea the
a body; (o) state or a
body; (d) denalt7 ot a·bod7.

To);

(al ••• ot a 'bod7J . (b)' welgbt or

, ..
,,.

B.)

The lnertla ot a body tenda to cause the body (a) to
(b) to alow down; (o) to reaiat chanfe 1n motion:
(d) to change d1rectlons (e) to tall to the aurf'aac of' the earth •

speed Ul>J

Wh7 doean•t a S lb maaa tall S tlmea as taat ••al lb
••• ot the eame aiae and a!lapeY (a) air friction baa more
ettect on the 5 lb maaaJ (b) the ratio or torce to maaa 1a the
same tor. bothl · (c) the eartb•a attractive torce la the aame
tor both; (d) a S lb•••• and a 1 lb maaa are observed to tall

.....,__ 9.)

at the same rate in a vacuua.

10.A ae~ta1n toioe 1a oapable or g1T1ns a 10~ lb masa an acceleration
.--- ot 10 tt/aec. Thia aalile torce would accelerate a SOO lb maaa
(a) ·s tt/aec2;
(b) 10 tt/aec2; (c) 20 tt/aec.!; (d) 2 tt/aec2o
11.)
It maaa la meeaured 1n ,i'811la·end acceleration in cm/aec2 •
..--- the second law of Newton 61vea force in (a) dynea; (b) pounds;
(c)· gramaJ

(c!) newtons;

12.)
If the diameter or the earth is twice 1ta present value
4Pl-..-e the mass remain• constant, the we1gbt of' an obJect on the earth's
tace would be ·(a} twice its present valu~; (b) las much; (c); as much;
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13.,}

-

i-, C3.r which we lf1·3

U@

4/iu;,i pounds stHrted f'1,orn r•est e,nd in

10 Sf;Cond;:; acquired E• velocl ty of 80 ft/secc Neglecting friction
and other losses, the uniform a.cceleratinf force vrns (a) 550 lb;
(b) 1100 lb; (c1 4400 lb-i (d) 3.5.200 lb; (e) 140.800 lbo

~~14·>

It a rorce of 4q.ooo dynes produces an acceleration of
100 cm/aec2 on a certain mass, the mass is (a) l. gram;
(b) 4qo gm;
(a) q8o gm;
(d) so gm.

lSo)A
A 100 lb bo7 taken 8000 ~ilea from the center 111Jl of the
---- earth would welg.h (a) 400 lb; (b) 200 lb; (c) 100 II;
(d) SO lb; (e) 2S lb.
____16o)
It SO dynes or force is exerted upon a tree mass o r ~
100 rm tor 4 seconds the total impulse on the mass is
(a) 5000 gm-dynes; (b) 20.000 gm-dyne~aec; (c) 200 dyne-sec;
(d) l2o5 dyne-sec.
170)

The change in ~omentum or the body in problem 16 ls
(b) 20.000 gm-cm/sec; (c) 200 gm-cm/sec;
(d) 12.s (!JA-aai/aeo.
(a) SOOO p-cm/aec;

-

180)
----

-

(a)

The total oban~ in velocity ot the body in problem.16 is
2 cm/aec; (b) 50 am/aec; (o) 200 cm/aec; (d) 120$ cm/seco

1qo)
A 16 lb. maaa on a harizontal aurrace la connected by a cord
which paaaea over a pulley to an 8 lb. mass which b&n£.S vertically,,
Regleoting triction and the inertia ot tbe pulley the acceleration
ot the ayatem 1n tt/aec2 la (a) OoS; (b) 0.33; (c) 16 (d)l0o67.

____20.)
Haas dittera tl'om weight 1n tbat (a) all objects have we18ht
but aome lack maaa1 (b) the maaa ot an objeot alwa7a exceeds its
weirht; (c) weight ia a rorce·while maaa ia not; td) the concept
ot maas oan only be expressed int he •tric system; (e) none
ot the above aince there ia no d1tterenoe.
Rockets are anpllcations or Newton's (a) first law;
(b) second law; (c) third law; (d) f t ~ law ot gravitation.

21.)

----

22.)
----

(b)

230)

The product ot mass and velocity 1a called
force; (c) inq:,ulae; (d) momentum.

(a) accelerationi

Sixty milea per hour southward is (a) acceleration;
(c) momentum;
(d) velocity.

(b) speed;

----

__2h.• )

A atone ~ with a maaa of two kilograms is whirled
at the end or a atrigg SO cm long and makea 8 eomplete revolutions
in 2 seconds. The velocity (speed) or the atone in its curved
path 1a (a) 12$5 cm/sec; (b) 6275 cm/sec; (c) 12$ cm/sec;
( d) 156 cm/sec; UlDQIXDPDX

The acceliration or the sto2e is (a) 0 cm/se 22;
(b) 78.8 rn/seo; (c) 800 cm/aec; (d) 31$ om/sec;
(e) 31$ m/sec2.

_ _25.)

260)
The centripetal force or the stone is (a) 630 newtons;
---(b) 315 newtons; (c) 3765 newtons; (d) 946 newtons.
,;,~,
.,_.'-- 1

)
0

A 10,000 lb truck moving 20 ~1/hr south collides head on
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27.)
A 10 1 000 lb truck moving 20 mi/hr south collides head on
with a 3,000 lb automobile m~vinf 6o mi/hr north. It they
me locked together after collision (and the road is icy so that
ion can be neglected) what is their conrnon velocity efter collision?
(a) 0 mi/hr; (b) 2qo2 mi/hr north; (c) 1.54 mi/hr south;
(d) 2q.2 mi/hr south; (e) 1.$4 mi/hr north.
____28.)

A 16 lb gun fires a 2 oz. bullet with a muzzle velocity
What is the momentum with which the gun recoils?
(a) 3al slug-ft/sec; (b) 100 slug-rt/sec; (c) 6400 slug.;.f·t/sec;

ot 800 rt/sec.

(d) 1600 slug-ft/sec.

If the gun is free to move, what is the velocity with which
it recoils? (a) .3.1 rt/sec; (b) 200 ft/sec; (c) 1.6 ft/sec;
(d) 6.2 tt/aec.

2q.)

-

___30.)
What is the force that propels e rocket if 1.000 pounds of
eahauat gases are emitted each second at a speed of 10.000 ft/sec?
(a) 10,000,000 lb; (b) 312,$00 lb; (c) 32.000 lb; · (d) 16,000 lbo
LSO ANSWER 'PROBLE'"S I, II. III, A~D IV ON' THE NEXT PAGE.

J.~ERllY' CHRIST~AS I
!'AY THE MOVENTOt~
Ali I''PULSE WHICH
FORCE SUFFICEl:NT
OF T-'OST CONST.A NT

1q61

OF .IANTA 'S SLEIGH RESULT IN
WITJL PRODUCE A DEFLECTING
TO YOVE YOU IN A PAD
CURVATURE DURING

(TRANSLATION: Here's hoping 1q61 is a real
!.ferry-go-round I )
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t

9

/0

The t1gure ahowa a atroboacop1o pboto~ph of a ball that
moves along the path 1.2.3 •••• 12,13 •••• 'l'be reglona 1•4, 8.11,
and 12•13, are straight 11neaJ tbe rer.1ona 4-8 and 11•12 are
circular area. The time 1ntervala between auocaaa1ve positions
of the ball &1'9 all equal.

"

I.) The inatantaneoua veloo1t7
bf the bnll at -point 6 la beat
repreaente4 bJ" which ot the
:rollow1ng?

_ _ III.) The inatantamoua aceelerc.:tlo

ot the ball at point 13 is
beat represented by
A

"'

aero

II.) The 1nalantanaou aooelel'at1on
IV.) The 1natantaneoua acceleratio
ot the ball at point 6 is beat - or the ball at a point i--wa.;r

rep%9eaente4 ••

A

between poa1t1ona 11 and 12
1• beet represented aa

zero
A

zero
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TEST RESULTS:

DYNAMICS
(First fifteen questions compared)

Combined-course average:

63%

Conventional-course average:

60.6%

Most-missed items:
Combined-course: 12, 9, 3, 15, 6-13, l
Conventional-course: 5-9, 12, 3-13, 1:..2
Summary: Common items: 12, 9, 3, 13, 1.
Combined-course class missed items 6 and 15 in addition.
Conventional- course missed items 5 and 2 in addition.

Conclusion:· While· the combined·-course had more trouble with
the difference between weight and mass, the conventional
class did not know the value for the weight of one
'kilogram. The conventional class couldn't apply
Newton's second law as well as the combined-course class.
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(~!!!combined-course class only)
PB!'StCS TEST

CBAPfiJIS 2J-2S

1W1B..,._...,......,_ _ _.,....._ _ _ _ _ _ __

,o

Queatlom 1-6 relate
tile tollo,,J.pg. a1 t;uat1on:
. ·
A rooket ha• an 1n1 t1al ••• ot~- 100 kilograms, CJO per cent
of wh1ob 1• !'II.el. fld.•· fl181 1• , ~ , t;o gae.-•nd ejected ho11

the s-ooket a, • ra'8 or 1 kilo~ Mft·aeeon.4~·...'l'be veloc1'7 or .fuel
eJuoticm 1, 500 •'•~• pt-:r aecond r.11;n1ye, J;Jt..the rooate1. &uppoae
lbat thla l'Ookeia 1• tired In the- dhnoe orl'n7- ll'tlvliefional tleld.

_1.)

wbln 1, la Jpt a1au-t1ng to -- !a·
s.o X 1~ newtmtaJ
(o) 1~ newtonaJ (d) 2.0 X 1o2 nt;
·

!be rONe on tbe i,tok•t

(a) &e~J (b)
(e) 10"~ newtons.

-

2.)

(ti

~.)

---~b)

1'.be to:r~ on the rocket after SO aeoonda is (a) zpo;
X 10 newton1J (o) 103 newtonaJ (c!) 2.0 X 10 nt1

s.o

The aooe~ratlon
'fl/aeo J (c)

2.5

at the ~oket after 5.0 •icon.de ia
s.o
11/aeo J (d) 10 'ti/sec; (e) 20

(a)

io4

(e)

nt.

!Y"I

m/aeo.

_:.\..) Afteri 5 aeoonda the veloolt7. of t;be -rocket will be approXS.•t•lJ'
.
·(a) 12 •1B•o1 (b) 2S m/aeoJ (c) SO 11/eec; (d) 100 11/aeoJ Ce) 200 m/sec
~.)

1>J' the rocket
(a) 6S m; (b) 120 ms

The dlatanoe COYeJ'ed

......,_ a~xl•t•l.7
( e) 2500 me tel'•.

.

1n the tirat..

(o) 2SO mJ

S. seconds will
(4) SOO a;

.

6.) llbat 1a tbe. aooelent1on lpa;t;ldlatelt af'te:r ai1 the tuel ia
.
"ominedt <·~~Hl'OJ (b_)
J (o) 5.b i7aec2J (d) 10 8'1'aec2;
( e) 20 m/aeo--. ·

2.s •/••

Queat1ona 1•10 relate to the following lntol'lllation and diagrams:

111•••

A ball (I) havl~ a
or 1.0 kg and moving a1: :a- epeed. ot
a g]Janc1ns blow on a second ball (I~).
A.tte~ the oollS.eic,n, ball I 1a 11ov1ng at right ang~-• ~o 1ta ' ..
original 41rectlon or motion, aa ahown 1n. the diag19am, with·a speed

4.0 neter/aec,. atztik~a
ot 3.0 r,/aeo.

·

Aff.~r
I

!

&I.« Co/1,W>tl

or •

,,

.. ,

':

OJ tS/Oh

A·~~ ~~~~• £

•·
.~Xi
at· resti

..

C··: f ·

...

'

'

'.,

-

~.

...

.

1.) The dllleO·~'-on- ot JnotS:on ot ~~1-l-· Il~ .~is_ei- the 041J.ia1pn ~~gbt . ,.. . . . ,
by the ar:row twa'1Mld: labele4 (Cbooae A, ~, .~, -~. or E'.l

...,_ repreaented

a.)

-(al

,,,

.-

. . ~.

·.

'.

.

.

magni twle

The momentum of' ball II aft.e... tile oo1l1 aion baa a·
1.0 kg-.m/aecJ. (b) 2o0 kg-m/aec·;·: , (c')"'''.300 kg-m/aec;'

(e) SoO ltg-ni/aec.

.

: .

[d)

of'

...:....~--) · It ie :round. that tbe speed o~ bal.1 ~ I atte?' ~he oo~lls1on is
lo2S m/sec. '!'he maaa ot ball II 1.s (a)_ ·greater than 2.0 kgJ
(b) between 4•~ ks and 2.0 kg; (c}: equa~ to 1.0 kg; (d) between
kg and 1.0 kg; (e) lass than
kg.
.
.

o.s

~.s

... · .

4.0. kg-m/sec;
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Q118SHl>IS ll,.2$_ 1;"'lete to t.118 ~-S,s ~ -~ !Dtoi,at4cai

'"*

'De
War . . . tJJe~lS.ed to a 2•Jc:l.lopa ~ Sld:t4al11'
at Nd bn ffte t.o .... • a · ·
tl'J.et4cmleee nr.taoe.
·

r,..,_ 1w 1M. '

4
,-..

J2:. . . . ., ,.,

A~
~~

j

cf~~

.
-

,j

.

L
~,
1.)ida,u ( ~ ) .

-1

:n.)

·.

tA.

o. 11Mf.

.,·

.

£ ~-

0 "1n,e

4t,e ,ht,l(!PS

Wld.cla . . qt the INPba -in the oboioe• t.o tile right 'bdt ~ t.ba
ot 'lluabOcft ~ - the ftn\__.o~;~T
(~_A.,B,c,D.
or :s.)
.
.
.-, - .

~
.

.

.

.

.

12.) Aftelo Ga l:loCr' baa 1llllftCl a d:letatloe ot 1 11191c' i ta ldneUc. - - . , .
ia · (a) ·13oa2e,
. (b) 2 3~J
(o) 3 loa:i.J . .(4) .,.·k. 4'oul.esJ
_ (e)... U.6 ~Galea.
.
.
.
. . ... . . . .
.
_'JJ.) .&ftezt tile bodl' bu mn4 a d18t.aJlot ot .2 ll9terl 1ta Jd.neUa. ~
'11 (a ) 1 ~ ·co) _2 ,jOIIJ.asJ ·(o) fa ·Joolta, (d} -S j0111eeJ (e} 6 jea]N.
-

. .

_lb.~

is.)
-

.

~

1a

.

...

.

. -

•

.

~

.

-~

,

•

--

•

•

·~

...

..

.I

•

~-

•

•

..

•

..

~.

•,

•

• .•

,

c!ff-3:~rz.-=~ ~~ ;!J~11rj:.t;~ t:ff3~..
After t111/~·~-~ .~~ ot ~-~ its ~ t i c ~ .
l 3.ie,_·. ·(b_r_2::J~•J ·
I. ~~J. (d).-J
(a.)_6 ~ - · ·
(a)
'

..

.

..

.

.

.

.

. Co).

'

·-

"''

3oule8J-:
.
·,.

.

: :

.

,··

.

·--------····-·-··----

pa~e three

Queat4.ona
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16-20 :relate to the tollcnd.ng diagram axid iDf'offolrlticm c

A

-

rt the oar 1e et.art.! tOl'II .1.. t.ovard tbe ri&bt ml 1e gl.-nm a Jd.net4c
aaza, eqaJ. to lllbn, 1tll _,.. at B "1ll be t.a .... u it. epea4 at
(a) ,o.tnt Aa Cb) ,ofat BJ (o) point, OJ (d) p,!nt DJ (e) naae ot tbt abofe.

20.)
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21.. ) It the apeed ot y,rc,Jeo1slon la 10 . ,•••
HOond» •bat; la the
Kinet1o ene'l'g ot the oart at tbla apeed! (a 2 JouleaJ
(b) 10 Joul.ea1 (o) 20 JouleeJ (4) 200 JouleaJ Ce) 1mpoaa1ble to
dete~lne tlto~ the data slwen.
_22.) It the aJ)ll.cl

or

pojectlon 1a 10 •tera per aeoond, what 1a

tbe DOtentlal onero ot the cat at 'f)01nt A i-elative to 1ta value
at pot~, o, (a) 2 jOllleaJ (b) ~ Joul.e•1 (e) 10 jou.lea;
I (d) 20 JouleaJ (e) 1mpoaalble to detel'l'lline from tbe data given.
1

2).) It the apeed ot projeot1on~te~a pe~cond, the speed
-or tllLfart at ~ln'-A.1• (a)
oi (b) tfW a/aecJ
(e) /fl~m/•••J (d)(60 m/aeoa
e)
m/aec.

_24.) Aaem1ng that the oart atill makea contact with the traok at
poi,~ wbat .._ 1a tb.s.J'oroe exerted by the track on the cart?
(a)
~ ne•tonaJ
(b) Vf>O newtona; (o) 6.o newtonaJ (4) 10.0 newtons;
(e)

. newtone.

2S.) Ir the •pe•4 ot pro3eotion la auob tbat the cart baa onl.1 potential
-e1'0l91J' a, '1le lnalant lt reaohea po1n, A, what 1a lta apeed at point
Af (a) ~aalb~o deter.nine ~ u , kncwing the initial apeed;
(b) 0 r,/8'IOJ (c)15 m/eecJ (d) ("2tfm/aecJ (e) 20 ra/eeo.
:~6.) lt the apeec1 ot projection 1a auoh that the car-t just starts
-,o tall awq- troll the track at point B, what is 1ta speed at
point BT (a) lmpoaa1ble to dete1'111ne w~ ~ t kno•lng the 1n1 t1al
apeedJ (b) 011/aeoJ (o) S 9'/aeo; (d)~20 m/aec; {e) 20 ,a/seed
270) lhat 1a tbe 111..nlmUII apeed ot J>l'Ojectlon which wlll ca~be
-cart ,o naob ~int yt;bout talll~OII the track? (a) 1420 m/aecr
(b) 10 a/•••1 (o)':(
a,/aecr (4)tf50 m/••01 (o) 100 nt/aec.

QQ9at1ona 28-32 relate to the following a1tuat1on:
IJ)lle driver hav1nf a maaa or 600 k1logra1DB ralls $.O 1118ters
on a pile or masa 200 k lograma. Atte:r impact tho pile ainka 0.03
metei- into the ground. ma '!l'ake the magnitude of •g" as 10 m/seo •.

28.

--(a)

)i:t;

Ce)

1a the speed ot the plle cJ:1.ver when it :reaches the p1le7

m/aec;
m/aec.

(b)

20111/aeo;

(o) 'i25 m/aeo;

(d) 10 m/seo;

__29.) Aaaumlng that tbe pile driver and tbe pile move toget.be~ following
1mpaot. what la the rat1o ot the speed ot thia comt,ination immediately
atte~ impact tot.he speed ot the p1le driver just before impact?
(a) 1:4; (b) 1:2; (o) 3:4J (d) 1:1; (e) 3:1.

__,;o.) It

the inltlal heiwit ot the pile driven is change4 so that the
speed insnedietely after impact ia 20 m/aeo, it is found that the pile
sinks Oo20 meters into the ground. Assuming that the pile d~iver
and the pile mo•e together following impact, what is the kinetic
ener87 of thP. pile and pile driver the instant after6 impact?
(a) 1~6 X 10"- joules1 (b) lo6 X 105 joules; (c) 10 Joules;
ld) 1o4 Joules; Ce) 8 X 1e4 joules;
~

"lle) Under the conditions speei.t'icd in Question 30, what is the loss
- i n t:.1e ;,otential energy or the -o1le and th_e pilu d:f:'.1'T•!3r1 dur.l :·1;. "'j~w
:•
I
---kfnh bho sflt iS dp$pfp jptp t.hf f.fOUllO (tba:t ·s., be'C'-.io~:.'".
0
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..,.31.) Vnder the conditlona apeoltled 1a Question JO. what ia the
; loaa in the ?>Otentlal enel'Q ot the p1le and the p!le
' the t1• 111 which the l)lle 1• dJtiven into the ground
•. between Iha 11me ot the 1mnaot ana ~ tlme when they
. (a) 1.0 X 103 jouleas (b)·2.o X 10 Joules; (c) 4.0

jouleaJ

, (4) 1.6 X 10

dr1Yer during
(tba\ la.
oome to l'eat;) 'I
X 1o2 joGleaJ

(e) thePe 1• no loaa in potential energJ'.

~ · ) In •1•• ot the 1111'0Nlatlon sf.•n
. whloh ot the tollow:lng beat eJtUJ'eaaea
, exerted b7 tb• around on the plle an4
. (a) 6.0 X 1~ ne•tonaJ (b) 8.0 X 1~
(4) 6.o X 10~ newtoneJ (e) 1.2 X 1uit-

1n queat1ona 30 and 31•
ihe average .toroe ot ••alatance
the p1le dr1Yert

(c) 8.0 X 103 new•~na;

newtons;
newtons.

~3.) I~ SO newtons or force 1• exerted unon a tree fflaaa of 10 ks,
· tor 4 seconds the total implllse on the maaa la (a) SOO kg-newtonaJ
(b) 2.000 kg-m/aec;

(o) 200 neWtOft•810J

(d)

12.S ft&WtODS•ae~.

_.}lt,.) 'lhe clhaftP. 1n momentum ot 1ihe bodr 1n J)l'ollllem 33 1a (a) SOO kg-nt•J
(b) 2.000 kg-i/aecJ (c) 200 ks-m/••cJ (d) 12.s kg-a,/aec.

_)So) The total ohan~ in veloclty or the bod7 in problem 33 la
(a) 20 ~aec; (b) 50 m/aec; (c) 20011/aec: (d) 12.S 11/aeo.
~6.) !he ,n-oduot ot ~aa and.veloclt;y 1a oalled
(b) torceJ

(c) 1111PUlae1

(~.

(a) accelerationJ

11\0ll&Dtu.11.

_37.) A 10.000 lb truck v.oving 20 m1/br aoutb collide a head on wl th
a 3.000 lb automobile raonng·6o rr4/'ar nortb. It they become looked

together atter coll1a1on• wbat 1a thei:r common velocit7 1med1atelJ
attei- ooll1a1on? (a) 0111/l'L!J (b) 29.2 ad./JutJortb.Dlo~/br aouth;

(d) 29.2 mi~ south; (e) lo54 m1/'br north.

_38.) It an automobile doubles lte apeed, its oapaoitr to do work
when collld!~ •1th an object •111 change by a tacto~ ot

(b) 2;

(o)

81

(d)

4,

·

(a)

ii

PTttsrcs

T,ST
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fm\T

t,J Alp;;

,(!!!!g ~

J22!h

sl:esses)

a!}tt·,1~:
Choioe!,, (. ~ t anwer):
.•
. :~

Ir

',

:(

,. f

~

.
.

'

'

•

1.) 6'i ·,_ ~ h i t \ tJn,n.~ 'ti-.e 'to-at.11re· half-wa.v between that or nel~
.·· ~~;~. _:u;~!~i}~,.-~tor. is (a)~~. ...
(c) 122°, (d) 90°J , (e) 1060 0

!!'},~~J
,.2. :j ~~l,t~b: ... air t~at,qoe . . ~JD ':; ··1s deene• below freeslng,
ict?:,~

.• 1'q'er o!

ft>rned wheri J:GDJ' ~,.,... over :i road coYored wit.h treah snow.
The .~st exp~tl~ of tbJ.1·.phelloM>on. 1a (a) decreaaing tI~e Tolumo ot the
311~1 lncroa:-e, ·the r&baolut~~ teq,eratunJ
(b) Motion be'tafeen the Urea ad
t1ae ro&4· raises the,. t mrt*'~· abffe J20PJ (c) ~ pressure lovers the
!'J91.tiltg·~
~~... ,of ~ J (d) ID.Olf is a v917 poor conduct.or or heat.
.
..
.
•
·l
,1a~

• J.) How· r ~ :dear-8111 . ~ the FahrenW.t

..:. ~~'tf ~~" ~t~ therbom4;ter1
• 4o)

Spec1.
.
-~

heat is a measure of

telllperature scale moe aqu1Ya:l.ent

,<•> 9/SJ

(a) .-·th•

(b)

S/9J

to «.1e

Co) Ii/SJ (d) 32-

e of tenpera~ of a substance . .

chang.

~49d- ~addirlg one calorie. ot ~atJ ('b)_ the 8IIIO\Jllt of heat/re~ to r&;.t.ae
~ t u r e or a certain' ~ - ot··-~ce a certain ac,untJ (c)' ~ · ·
·- ·
.
~ sub9ta1lce wlll aaawN U it, .ia placal in water ot a. certain
temperatureJ (d) the ar.x,unt of .:subatence .which
contains one calorie ot heat.
.

• 5.0)

~d~h would be :rJQS.~ e.f'tecti'ft
. r,r.uia ~ or ice :~d w~ter'?
because·'o! it.a gre-ater B])tJOitic
{d)' ~c~,, ~auae ot
._Jtpa~ .o!

its

a be'lerage, 200 1 of ice or a 200
Ca) 1ce,because it ls colder; (b) ice water
bea.tJ (c) ice water., because it 1e hem.er;
in cool~;

tu~on. ;

6. ) ., hou~r~ was boiling -:,a~tc,ee. at .1 steady rate in an open pan. fuming
•. . up .t.ha. £lame to its hit;ht~. -~~t. would no'\ (a) af'fect, the fuel connraptiODJ
.0 :
(b) r ~ the ter-iper~t~ .o(",tr.e.. ,,..ter.J (c) atrect tJ• cooking tble it the
. pan :war~ tichtl.7 ~,ed'J . (d) l ~ the rate of e'r.lporation.
-

7. ) Ir w1 thout loss of ·t,eat ~ the surroundi,ngs, 100 g. ot alwuinun 0£ specific
heat 0.2. at 1.00°c ts drot,red · into l.00 g. o.r water at lO~C, · the .final ter:1pero.t.ure
in degrees centi81'ade·~u be (e.) SS.4 (b) 8S; . Cc) 4S; (d) 2SJ (e) lS.
' j . ·; ,•. ~-

-

.

: ·~- ·. .

..

.

.

.

80) The h~~· requir~ ~tp raise tte t,r,iperature or $0 lb. ot water frot1 4()0F to
Oe>°F i.s:Cln B.T.UI&) (a) 50J .· (b) 40J (c) 200; (d) 2,000J (e) 10.

, ..,,,;'. ~-,

:.,;" '\ -''~~- ~ :l .'

I.:'~~ . ,:

grmtl pf

•; . .

~

at.

A
ice
~10000 is heated until it becomes steam at a. ~ature or
2Ql)Oc •. ,.· ii,ie. g,reatest &J!lOUJlt of heat is absorbed when (a) th..!!_t1mperature of
. t,he·,1.ce is -r~sed .tc> oOc; (b} the 1c~.. ~ s to w1ter at ·U"'11; (c) the
"
. o:.,.. ··~~era,'b81tJ or~, JM.ter is J""m.aed tram OOc to lOO"CJ
(d) tbe va'W c ~
to steam at D)Oof:J (e) the tempe1'1.tt'1"8 ·O~· the steam is raiaed from l.CX)OC;

:· 9. )

u, 2ooOc. .

-

,

·

...

. ·

'

·

· ·

10.) J50 g pf:.<:old_ vat$" at a tempera1m'e of 2S°C ia mind vitb an equal 'f'O(lume)
ot bot ,later at:& ..~ U N ot .7SoC. 2ba t1Jlal temperature vill be bl oC
(a) 5°'J' ·()l hQJ · 1Jc) 60J (d) JO. ·
·
.. ':---,--~•.a.¥••, : . _., .

' .

.

11.) On a· ri~taill :tot;, the terJl)eratve of boiling vater nay be 187°F mstead. of
2120,. .'J.'he .most etf~iva vq to raise the ~q,erature £or cooking ~aeo
.
would lie. to (a) tum up the tl.ame to .increase the rate ot boiling; (b) caver
the uan tightq vit.b a sealed safety lidJ · (c) add acm,ral epocatu.la ~ t J
(d) reduce the wpor !)ressare Clf'flt: the 111f'ddJ (e) uae a plll with a
er
area of exposed water surtace.
'.
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12.) !ilat 1a -.nt by -,1na tbllt tho NlatA•• tad.dity on a ...-td.n dlr 11 80J1
• (a) aw npcr!n t.be air oonat4.tnea 8QC of int a!s-J (b) \bl air OClllW1la
ft/$ ot
it Sa ~ ot bDltiDm. (c) 11118 .S.Z. oonW.al h
w ..,.... ot water that St Wldd DGlllatla at SOofJ (41 'Iba dr ...W..
80 ,_.. ot water 'lo 100 pll'tl ot dl7

the•••..,_

*•

Oft tlle ~ Sa . - a flieW .tD U. -...u. ot a Ucpddt
(a) .......... (b) . . . of tlMt . . . . . . , . . ,
t.o l'H cw
. . . . . . . . . -.JCll'atJal liraaWJ
lll*d,f1o . . . ot . . . . . .'1nl

lJ.) lld.o1a
I

t•> *

Uqa14.

<•> ....

lk.) A llqaSd bd1a wbm (a) lte nNann eqaall ite _,. pnae,nJ (b) it.a
• ._.. w m equal.a t.be ftPOl8 !JNIIRN of b . . . . . . . ., (e) 1te ftl)Or
,,__.. eqaalll 1ibe p1•111n of the • ~ J (4) it . _ . . 1ao a pa.

u.) Wblll pm.-a Id.I' into -

•

a.dGIIObU.. t1.N t.be v.:n ot . . PDlt ........ qaite
tld.a Sa b11w (a) tbe &1.r w.ag taklD 1D !a . . . - 1illaa tM &tr 111
. . t4.ftJ (II) the ,.,. •
l'U'bes wk !mo 1:111 !MIi> fNI the \talJ
(o),... ot ta 111Ctblldoal . _ . ot ,-pine 1a oom•t.ed to 1-tJ tM di'
aol.eoalee haN 1DCINIINd thllr Meliimal dral•

11U11e

-lS°a ta GGllfet-ted to neaa at l$0°c. the epeoltlo mat ot ioe u .Ja7,
IIDll t1Mt apecd.fto heat of ..... 1• ••• h graph _ . . t.bt relatirtllldp .._...
1111a t t ,,..__,. ad • • 111111nt, ot beat. npp11ecl. IaHoate tor .S.tw ~ belalr
tlal9 "°'1an of t.lle 1NP11 Ca, 'b, o, 4, GI' •J vtd.Gb aa,plieal to tbl .........

• ot :t.oe •

.

J)

~

.

8

c.lor. 4/J,,J
..J.6•) Bolla loe 11114 • • • aN PNMDle
...J.7•> .lpproxiutel.7 8 O&l.al•• ot beata are abeorled..
_18.)

Both wato and ateaa

aN

pi-e•ent.

_19.) Baoh oalorh ot heat obanpa th.- temperat'lll'e 10c.
_20.)

'!be ••• ab•abe4 along tbs.a 11m 1a tm mat ot tus.on.

_21..)

80 oaloriea ot Mat ue ab•orbed..
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The ld.na-tic ane:r:•gy o-J: the moJ.e cu.lea become, s g;eeo.te.st.

-

23.)

-

25.)

_24.)

Somewhere along this line too temp::?Jra tu:,9 e 1 a

70°c.

Only steam ia presento
-"

'

.....

For each item selecj; from the key the most approp1~s.att-. e.nswt!)r f'Dr

~ueations 26 ~

.............

3$o

(a) conduction
(b) convection
(a) condensation
(d) z,adiation
(e) reflection

26.) A room vri th walls heated to 8o 0 1ri may feel eori.lf'ortab1e even
-though the temperature of tha air in the room is only 5oop,.

_27.) Coating the roof of a house with aluminum. f'oil keepe a houso
cooler in summer.

-

28.)

A 111.ethod of heat tramsf'er directly from one molecule to anothe1,.,""

290) A method o.f heat 'tranef'er wh:lch requires d1.ff crences : n density
--within the msdi'Ulllo

_.30o)

Wh1 te clothing is ooolor than black clothing for SUJGI.Gr wes.r~

_31.)

The collection

--32.)

Using an ice pack againa·t the head.

33.)

or

hot; water e.t the top of a hot

water t~.nk.

The reduction of heat J.oss or gain by sil'l'Jering the wa11a ")f

--. thermos bottle~

__34.)
Not prevented by having a ~ ! space :.1rom1d e. stoppered
thermos bottle •

. .--35•)
PROBLEMS:

Metal often .feels colder to the touch that-i wood.
SHOW WORK!

Li'l. expel"iment was performed in 1.ihich 100g of.' load sho·t (sp. ht. 0031)
was pel'm1tted to tall 100 times in a t11ve 100 cm long by 2.. e,rerrd11g 1;t.w
tub~ The terape1"'ature changed from nn ini:tial tempo:re.tm.:e of' 23°c to
300,';,.... Co Using this data caluelate the values for the items in prob.J~'39n
How man,· joules or wor.k is perform.ed?
Row ma.?ly calories o'f: hee.t are produced?
How many joules o:i': wo:rl,c e.1.')o obfulin{?ld pe1"' calorie?
:tfow :i:rmny c1t'.orie s ai•e ob ..r.irtlliad by the p0:rf ormance of :l jcnJ.0 oJ": wcn·Jc:
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~alc,rlmeter of lOOg and apec1t1c heat of Ool contains SQOg
)Cf,

A

and

~)
~)

.)
,)

bl._,k

or

water at

ot metal weighing 5Qg at a temperature ot 100°c 1a dropped

the temperature rleee to 20°00

Answer iteme 40°430

The number ot calories gained by the water 1a?
The nuruber or calorie• gained by the calorimeter 1a?
The number or c4lor1ee loat by t.b.e 'block is 7
The apeo1t1c beat ot the - t • l bloolc la ?
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PA:1-T

T'.W:

(Used in combined-course class on~) .

':'!tiastionsl • 4 relate to· the foliow:l..ne ~formation:
A sealed container, which expands negligibly as its tenperature
is ehnnp,ed, contains heli".lllt (a monator.ti.c gas). It is heated from
)00 Kelvin {21° Centigrade) to 600° Kelvin .(.327° Centigrade).

°

1.). As a result or the.increase 1~ ter:perature, the sverage kinetic
enerr.:, of the lilOlecules has been (a) halved; (b) left unc~ged;
(c) inc:i:-eased by' a factor

ot

2 J (d) doubledJ

(e) quadrupled.

2.). As the tempel'ature was raised, the average speed 0£ the molecules
been Ca) halved; (b) left unchanged; (c) increased by a .factor of 2 J

~

(d) dau.bled;
-

-

(e) qaa.drupled.

3.) · As a result o:t the increase in temperature, the F8ssure exerted
\/
by the gas on the walls of the conte.iner has been (a) halved; ·(b) left •·
unchangod; · Cc) M increased by a factor ot ~ J (d) d.oubledJ . (e) (lll!drupled.

ilt- 600° KelTin.,

h. ) With _.'the container kepi

or

the gas is a l l ~ to escape.
that it bad at 300 ICelnn, it is
escape; ·ct>} )/Ji or the molecules
escape; (d) 1/'4 of the molecules
as the p~ssure
cannot be reduced
.
.

a valve is opened and some .. :

I£ the pressure is reduced to tne:'. V$lue

necess&ry' that . (a) 7/8 ot the molemiles
escape; (c) lf2 or the molecules
escape; (e) something· else be done
by this method alone.

.

.

~

Questions ; 5 1

-

_relate to the tollowinz diagram anil information,

--

The di°'-~am anpws the side vie,; of a roller coaster track which leads
into _a circu:i.a:f. loop-the•loop~; The highest point pf the roller coaster,.
track is 20 ~tor.s above gl'Olmd. level:; the rad!~
the Cil'C1Wl.!" · 1o~pthe-loop 1s 7.5' meters. A car or mass 200 kg :rides the track. AssUille

or

all frie.tional f'orcws·to l:x. ~egllgible. The aceelf'ation aue to gravity
is directed downward, .and-~ be taken .. as lO m/,eo •
. ·. _
•

'

;

I

-

~

S.) I.t

the car is placed(at·A and. r.eleased, what will its velocity.be
it is at point B? (a) 10 m/secJ (b) 20 m/sec;. (c) 400 m/sec;
(d) 6.5 m/secJ (e) Inpossib.le. t,o deterr:ti~e ~in.the data s:Lven.

-

whEli

-

·6. ) It the car is ·released frorr1 pcint A,. ·and . allowed .to slide into
the loop-t~loop, what will be its speed at point C"l (a) 10 mtsec;
(b) 20 m/sec; Cc) zero; (d) 6.5 m/secJ (e), Impossible to detennine
from the da.ta given.

;:

!

____________
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7.) What. 1• the oetripetal acceleration neceeoary to keep the car
mori1J£ 1n a circle at t h e ~ ot ~b.1.a 61 {a) 10 'lrl/aec2J
(b) lOO r,/afW'J (c). 7$ IA/eeo J (d) 13.3 m/•oZ-J (e) zero.
.

-

8.) Wb8ll the oar 18
~nt 0, the d1ract.1.on ot tho centripetal acceleration
found Sn probllll 7, 1s . .(a) bo:r:lson~, to the lettt (b)evaigbt downJ
(o) hof'.lsantall1' to the r.lahtJ (4) atra1gbt upJ (e) ?Jqpoasibl.e to tell
fftth tile into1'lil:tion .11.,-. .
.
. .

at

--1•).

Of tbe ·~ a r y OIIDtripetal aoceleratioa, bOw rmh nNat be supplied
bi' the tnck 1tseltT (a} MZ"OJ (b) 13.3 a/.io2J (c) 3.3 m/sec2J
(d) 23.3 'll/sec2J · ··Ce) 20 ro/aec2.
.

_}!).) In .order to eupply th1a necea•P'{ aocelerat4on, the track must
Plllh on the oar with a force of (al 2000 newtonalJ (b") 4660 newtona;
(o) sero mwton11

(d) 2660 newtona;

(a) 660 nattone... ·

..

_11.) What voal4 be the .,.,,..,,. Ndiua of . tbe loop-~ it the car
nre to •1•c t llllll't no loroe on tba track at point C (at'ter again ·
beina released trorn poliit ,,, (a)
lllJ (b) 8 •J (c) lD lllJ (d) 12.s DlJ
(e) Jmpoae:lble to detertid.ne from tbe data gt.:ven.

1.s
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TEST RESULTS:

HEAT

Combined-course average:

71%

Conventional-course average:

71%

Nost-missed questions:
Combined-course: 2-7, 13-14, 4-21, 1-3-20-22
Conventional-course: 1, 31, 13, 14, 4-9-21, 3, 25, 20
Summary:

Common items: 13, 14, 4, 21, 1, 3, 20.
In addition, the combined-course class missed
items 2, 7, and 22. The conventional class
missed items 31, 9, and 25 in addition.

Conclusion: The combined-course class had more trouble
with simple heat exchange, while the conventional
class had more trouble understanding heats of
fusion and vaporization.
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. f-:illiken ~o ( Ch 2t1 )

llame

(Used in combinedw--~-course class only)
Perey P. Pbyaic1at runs a Ulllikan experir.tent to detemine the
charge of an electron. Percy uses an oil drop instead of plastic
spheres,
1a able to dete:rnino Mlat the oil drop has·a wight ot
3.2 x 10· newtons. Arter class, 1:eroy discovers that he needs to
know eover&). things about the experiment, but he has~ the data
shotm below, and bu forgotten to racorl'.l the number ot the apparatus
he us8'i so that he cannot run any '"ore trials to add to his data.
Help Jercy out by an11Hering the questions below (till your anSlfers in
the blanks at the lett).

!t

PERCY'S DA.TA -- :1ILLIKA?J EXP "RII.!El:T

llotes
a Electric force exerted on 1
nm:tber 1 (r.mt/S sec) I the Oh+RM charge added to I
I ..
1 the sphere a!!g9 balance 1Jl1 wt. ot drop : 3.2 X 10•14 nt.
I
: uni ts ot w· newtons
1
"·" signs aean.loss ill force
__1_ _
, ___2__6_
.•_1__, ____1_._61_______........, no sign r.1eans gain in force.
Trial

I Speed

;

2

O

I

I

O

I

.....
,

~,·

data probably hc,t" good .to

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - more than 2 eipif'ieant
___3___,_____._12___.a_____,_____-0
..........7_9_________________
, figures.

4

I

S

I

7

,.

~.

]J.O

s2.o
-2s.a

·- .
I

8

-----

o.eo

I

2.JS.

I

I

3.20

I

I

-1.ss

I

I

-o.81

I

l.) What is the largest unit or force that can be used it all the

force changes are to be written in ter111s

or uultiples

ot that){ unit?

2. ) What must haw been the i"orce which the field exerted per elementary
-----------

charge?

3. ) It the sphere weighed 3.2 X 10•14 nt, bow riumy cha:t,ges were
-----

----

on it it it wos balanced by the electric field whose aise J'OU
tound in problem 2?

4.)

Suppose that with the apparatus used41 it is found that a single
battery produced a field or o.16 X 10·~ newton.a/elementary charge.
How marry ot these ~tteries vere ws~ to obtain the data?

$.) Perey :rinds that he now needs
------

to know bow tu apart his plates
were, a t.lgure which he untortun.:i.tely forgot to record. IIowever
Perey was able to tind out that the lab group behilld him used
an identical battery and got an electric field ot 1.4 JC 10-14
nt/el chg/battery across tlm6r plates which were 0 • .31 cm apart.
Using the information in proble1n 4, calculate the distance botlf8en
the plates in Percy's apparatus.
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.

6.).How
-----

.

·-------------------

11\&nJ'

~• epbeN

- - - - - - T.) How lllUlJ'

chai-@•• 111WSt have been ti-aneterred onto
between trial• 3 and 4t

obarr•a.netlllllal
bave been taken ort
?T
-

between tr1a11

the apheN

a.)

What muat haft been the total number of' chareea on
the sphere durina trial 2?

------

9,) What m,1et baTe been the total number ot charges on
t;he •~e1•e cJunng trial St

-----

10.) What would have been the apeed ot the aphei-e (in
m/S •ec) 1t- the aphere would have lost all of its
- obareea !'
.

------

11.) Suppose a batte17 connected to two metal. plates
- - - - - - 0.10 metera aput produoea an electz-ic t1el.d-·ot
3 X 10~.14 newtons/,1. chg. What would be tpe size
ot th~ field produced b7 the same battery it the
plates were moyed until tbey were 0.1s m apartY
12.) It we add two more ldentioal batteries 1n aeriea
------------ to tbe apparatua"'"tii"problem ll (at the 0.1$ m separation),
what aiaed r1eld would reault?

___________13.) S11ppoae Pero7 meaauref,.the ap.-ed ot a standard plastic
apbGre (wt.: 2.8 X 10· '"'Dt) between two charge• plates
that the speed la thl'ee-foui-tha that caused
by grav1t7. If the apben 1a moving upward, wbat muat
bave been the a1ze or the electrical torce?
auid t1nda

_ _ _ _ _ _14o) It two equally chal!ged spheres i-epell each other with

a force ot 8.3 X 10•5 newtons at a separation of
0.10 meters. what must be the charge (1n ele•ntary
charges) on each?

1$.) It a sphere which contains 4 X 106 element&J7' charges
------------ repels a aphere of unknown charge with a force of
$ X 10-~ newtons when their separation 1a 0.20 metera,
what must be the cllllrge on the unknown sphere?
16.) A point charge contains 8 X 106 elementary charges.
What 1a the strength of the electric field in nt/el-chg
at a distance of 0.30 meters?

-----------

____________17.) What ia the strength or the field around the point
charge 1n problem 16 at a diatanct ot 0.60 meters?

18.) The tield around a charged plate 1a 4 X 10-14 nt/el-cbg
at a polnt 2 cm fxtom the plate. What is the field
strength at a point 4 cm fi-om the plate? (This is
a plate which measures about 2 meters b7 2 meters.)

------
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Phyaics Qulz
Particles and Currents
Name
(Used in combined-course ecl allnifa.ll)
fWrtte ""7l>Ui' anlhteri 1n th 5
the left)

---~----------------

------

1.) In class we have tl'!l:ked about coulombs of char re.

duppoae :,ou had been told that one "hot-lomb" w_as
the aMount or charge ~h1ch a one volt battery moved
when it furnished
joules or energy {tha·t-111. :·.
1 "hot-lomb" : 2.$ joules/volt). From the detinition
of a volt, calculate the number of elementary c!aarges
contained 1n a "hot-lomb".

2.s

-----

2.) The tlild. produced between parallel electric plates
ls 2 X 10-J.4 nt/elem-ch when their aeplll'ation ls 4 mm.
What 1a the maximum energy that such a field could
give a single elementary charre?

- - - - - 3.) The battery that produces the field 1n problem i 2

would have to have an il'F of how many joules/elem-ch?

----------- 4.)

The battery that produces the field in ~roblem
would have to have an E•.Qi' of how many volts?

---------- 5.) What would be

tae

----------- 6.) What would be

ibe

I

2

velocity gain in m/sec ot an electron
(maaa, 0.3 X 10-J kg) as it moved from the negative
to the positive plate described ln problem 3?
velocity gain in m/sec of a proton
(mass, 1.7 X 10- 1 kg) aa it moved trom the negative
to the positive plate deac~1bed in problem)?

------

7a) Suppose the proton

ot problem 6 could be doubly
What would be its gain

cbuged (with the same mass).
ln velocity in that case?

----------- 8.) By standard convention the current ln a wire connected
to a battery travels from the··· 'l terminal tta the

-

·?

------

teri,iinal

(use plus of.I minus)

9. ) Inside a battery, tbe flibw

trom

the·

-

?

terminal to the

or

-

?

current la ( . by convention )
terminal?

..---......··-·'.,_:'·.___lOo) In a time or fllrht experiment, the sweep circuit of
tbe oscilloscope moves the beam across the race of the
tube ( a ·1ength of 10 cm) in a time of 0.0005 sec.
'l'he deteDtor-contacts which register en the •scope
when the particle beam passes them, are 1.2 meters
apart. If tbe spikes on the •scope are 4 cm apart
what is the speed ot tbe beam ot particles?
...

.\. '.
.-,._.,,

11.) The unit whi~h measured the rate at which energy is
_ _.....,......_...
delivered to a circuit (the nuriber ot joules/sec)
ia the ?
'. /

-
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T)age two

name

-----------------

12.) Sunpoae one meaauNd the rate at which silver ions
·---------- were deposited at the nefatrve-terminal ot an
electrolytic cell. w~uld this be equivalent to ..
measuring the Il~F • current, or total cllarge in .the
circuit?

______13.) Uodern ph71iclata today use the unit "electron-volt"
in makinF certain measurements. Would the electron-·
volt be a unit ot EfftF, current. power, or energy?
lJa..)
Percy P. Phyaiciat has a 7ounser slater, Petunia P. Physicist.
Perc7 haa explained to Petunia the meaning or charge, enerS7, elementary
charges, work, and electrlcal current. However be can't •u1.te
get across to Petunia the meaning of tbe term "volt". Help Perc7
out by wDltlng a ln'iet note to Petunia which will tell her juat
what the word "volt" means in terms or the things she underatanda.
(Keep numbers to a minimum --- Petunia hates mathl) (Thia problem
wo:rth 5 polnta)

Dear Petunia,

P"iI::lIC:3 QUIZ
FIEL'DS, CURRENTS, A!';!) CIRCUITS
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Hru;E

(Used in combined-course class only)

- - - - - 1~) What is the electric~ potantiU energy of a SDU1ll object
carrying five elementary c~ges and a small metal sphere carrying
one...J)undred~llllon elementary charges placed i meters avay'l

2.) Two protons are held at a separation ot 10"'!'10 meters. <me
-----1-s· "nailed down" and the other is· released., What will 'be the velocit,y
or the proton at a large eepara~1.
)~ Current is i'lowing. through a wire which is a good· conductor
and a ·w1re which is a poor conductor connected in series.. !s the
electric field greatest inside the good conductor~. t!e poor conductor?
P. Physicist measures the potential dif'f'erence between
-----&o-4.)pointsPercy
5 cm apart cm a uniform conductor. & f'inds 1• to be 1.s volts •.
What would you expect the potential difference to be between two

points

l5

cm apart on this pn.rticular conductor?

5.) ~ electron beam passes between parallel plates with a Telocit,y
- - - - - o...
f 2 X 10 m/sec. The plates are 8 cm long, and an electric field
or 2 X 10-lo nt/elem-ch. How much sidewise velocity will the elsctron
beam pick up when it passes between the plates?

----- 6.)

How

rar

will the electron beBJ11 of problem

5 be

def'leoted?

Two circuit elements X and Y have the V-I cunes shown below. Answer
the following questions by referring to them.
·

y

X

Suppose X and Y are connected in series and a current of
-··----H. . :ve
. 7.)amperes
flows from the battery-. What is the potential da,pp
across element

X?

8. ) Under the conditions o! probla 7• what would
--&-p across element n

be the potential-

9.) What EMF must be SUPPlied by the batter,1 to maintain a CUffent
-----o-!-·five amperes through X and Y coxmected. in series?
10.) What DD' must be supplied b7 the battery to maintain a currerrt.
------o"'"!t-ten amperes through I and Y coml&cted ins er1es1
·
JJ.. ) Bow much current will tlow through the series circuit .will

-----.!"'"'t is connected to a 45. volt ba.tter:,?

12.) Suppose elements I am Y are connected in parall~ across.
----a-battery that furnishee 200 Tolts of EMF. How much current will
.f'low through ele111E1nt I'?
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Physics qua
page taro

----------------n ·

l'la11M9

_ _ _ _i,.) 1llder the conditions of problca 12, how
current v111 t.lDW thzr0\1811 e1e111mt

riany

amperes of

llGlf aaol'l cvrent vU1 now frCII tho batte17 (which supplies
or BHF) vtwn elements 1 and taro ccaectAd aero• it 1np1n1a111
puaJ.lelt
l.S. ) lb, lllllCh ovrent will tlolf trca & battery vhiah supplies
-·- - - 2..
5 ..,lte ot BHr when el
I Incl t are connected aero• it 1n parallel

----:JJA. )

ffi) vol.ta

•••ta

----

16.) 'What ie the resiatanoe ot elenmit l' in olllla!

---~1.1.) What 18 the aPJ)&Nnt reaiatanoe ot element I in obma when
opeftting at a potential difference of 100 wlte1

18. )
----opera-

What ill the appar911t resistance of elemant I 1n ohms vhan
ot 3SO wlteT

t1q at & potenUal ditterence

Percy P. Phya1c1at conducted an experiment on th6 parallel
rcuit dtaerarmied below. and recorded hie results hy drawlr:g the
•aph shown below. Onto:rti.mate ly • however·, Percy 1~:ist the re st
· t·,te notes about the e:itr,erirnent. didn't pay at ten \~ion 1n olaas,
Ld now n!!eds ansv1era to the quest1( nR aa)! below.
hn8wer tr e

~et1ons for ~~ray.

...

1

--

-1
-h,

-1

.

- 'I
...._g

~z

i

'I
'

I

.

i

•
{).

'

---------

e

<!.

:9

E"

f

~

µ

19.) What wu Percy plotting on the nrtical axis, volte c:rr amperee?

_ _ _ _ _20.) Which was the smallest. resistor.

Jti, ~'

or ~?

21, ) ttich was the largest resistor?
supnJ:i.edan EMI' of 6 Tolta, what single resistor
and still draw the same current

battery
-----cou1-dtotal)
replace
three of J·ercy!s
from the battery?
22.)

If' the

all

(in

1points) t What law (or rule) could tl1 is experlllllDt illustrate?
bn
,
, , ncnl d unu i ranrmre tb@ w,;oeril;1e11t'?

In light ot thie

-169!!'SICS QUIZ
JRRENTS AlfD "-A~'IO Bl'PEC!S
I.APB._ _ __.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,.
Used in cowbined-course.class
i'Rlolra 1•7 Ht·J:l' to the oli'c
t!lagl'anned below and the V•I ourve

uliy)

abown.

~',,

J.,,,J; z

...

,!

:c ,~

l"'f).,
2c:)olf"

8)

,'la»f

too . . . .!@

vtwitl

1.) Give the value ot the current ln element 1.
/.. '.,:?:Xlil'Jflf."

2.) Give the value uf the voltage drop 1n element lo

3.) Give the value ot the voltae:e drop in element 2.

------

or

4.)

Give the value

s.>

Give the value tor tbe resistance or element 2.

the current in element 2.

6.) What is the total ettective resistance

or

the circuit?

- - - - - 7 •) JIDUIIXDtX•RIIXUDIIIJflDDnDDUUXKJO[
WHAT current would 1'low through the circuit if' the
resistor (element 2) were removed completely?
------------ 8.)Percy measures the resistance or 200 cm or no. 28 copper
wire and tinda it to be 2 ohms. How much reAlatance
should he tind in 2000 om of the same wireY

------

q.) Percy meaaurea the resistance ot $00 cm ot copper wire
which is .OOS 1ncbes in. diameter, and finds it to be
3 ohms. How muoh res1atanoe would the same *ire have
it its diameter were .001 lncbea?

10.) Pour appliances of S, 6. 1~ and JO ohms, respeot1vel7
------------a:re connected in parallel to a house lighting circuit
which supplies an EMF ot 120 volts. What 1a the
equivalent resistance

or tbe

c1rou1t'l

11.) What 1a the total current (in problem 10) drawn from
-------------the powe~ line?
__________....,.12.) suppose the 6 ohm appliance of problem 10 JUIZB was
unpluggedo What would :ilia be the equivalent resistance
. -of the .cil'.cu1.t .then?
1.3.) What cw.•:rent will tlow from the batterr in the ci:rcui t
-----below? (See neat naall
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-----' ' .•',. J

,

.

•JI'"

•.

J.4.) WhRt will be the potential drop across the 8 ohm
resistor?

~

,.

1.5.) How "1UCh current will tlow through the 5 ohm
resistor?

t

a wire running horizontally on your paper.
------ 16.) theImagine
current flowing trom right to left. Would
magnetic tield on the bottom (underneath) the
with a

wire ( as you look dovm upon It) be directed toward
the lett. right, ton, bottom, out of the paper, or
into the paper?

------------- 17.) A current loop is shown at the right. Current
is flowing clockwise around it. Will
the magn6eic field inside the loop run
out of the paper. into the paper, lett,
right,
up, or down·t
.
. .
-

18.) Is the magnetic pole near the north pole of the
earth a north-seeking or south-seeking type?

------------- 19.) The power loss in any part ot a cflrc~it is given
by IV •. Show how the total power loss in a circuit
containing 3 resistors in aeries is related to
the individual power losses in each ot the 3 resistors.

----~-------

20.) Sbow how the power loss (total) in a circuit
containing 3 resistors in parallel is related to
the individual power losses in each ot the 3 resistors.
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PITYSICS (1UIZ
TH~ i iAQJ-;t.:T:[ C FIELD

----------------

IIME

(Used in cornbined-courseri~~)
---i ff!N 11 11mpe4 ·mta a
placed 1nto·a 111agnetic-f1e9ld-which runs f.N>m
the bottorr to the top of the paper. . 1.'he

v:l.re (vhi,;h 1a 1n the plane of the paper),
baa a em•rent tlcndng -clockwise around 1.t,
but is pivoted ao that.it can rotate around
its bor:!.sontal axia •. .Answer questione 1-71

- - - - - 1.) In what direction, if' 8ZJ7, will the top wire (A) be forced?

---------

2.) In what direction, .it 8111', will the bottom wire (D) be forced?
'

------ 4.)

3.) In what direction, .ii' any, will the side wire (C) be forced?
Suppose you look directly in at the lett el'ld (containing the
lead-in wirea). W1ll the coil tend to rotcite clockwise, counterolockwiae, or not at all?

----

-----

s.)andImagjne
that the coil swings around until its plane is hor.laontal
porpendieul.ar to tho plane of the paper. · How v:lll the
forces on sides A and D tend to rotate the coil now?

6.) Imo.g.l.ne that tho coil rotates until 'l1l1e A is on

the

bottom,

aide· D ia on top•. lbt wUl the forces on the sides tend
to rotate the ooil now?

-----

and

7. ) What ref'inenont

would you neer:1 to r.uake before you could use
the coil and .tield a.a n "motor" ·1 Wr1te your onwer below,

..

"

..

-----

ti.) Uranium has three isotopes (toms) which ditf'er only in their
massesJ their masses are 2.34,
fl Id
l'.L'\
23S, and 2)6 atortd.c r.iass units.
IJWJ, -,,e '-1:1

A aonrce injects positive

umanimn ions into a r.iagnetic
field as shown in the diagram.,

where the different isotopes follow
the paths shown and are collected
in boxes A, B, and

c. . Which or

these boxes should contain
uraniu, 1 234!

Two vel'J' lone; straight l)arallel wires,
one carrying 10 amperes and the other

20 amperes,
or 10 cm as
the right.
questions 9

are separated by a distance
shown in the diagram at
Use the dl~sram to answer
• l.4.
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- - - - - ·_.17.) A coam1 o :ray particle appl'oachea the earth along
the path P. Al it
·the earth's tleld will it
be de~leoted to the eaat, west, or unaffected by the

en••~•

tieldY

-·-----------18.)

A cosmic ray particle approaches the earth along
the path Q. As 1t enter• the earth's field -will it
be deflected into the- pay,e, out or the paee, or
unattected by the t1eld'I

·-------------1qo) A cosmic ray particle approaches the elll'th along
·the path R. As 1t entel'a -the earth' a field will it
be deflected 1nto the page, out ot the page, or
unatrected by the field?
... .-.~ .-. · 20.) Some oosm1c .ray J8. rtiolea would stl'ike the earth
verti.callJ at the equator i t there were no magnetic
tield. In the presence of the earth's t1eld would
these particles come into the ea:rthJt"rom the east,
come. into the. earth from the west, or oome into the
earth more slowly?
Given that a mov1ns charged particle in a magnetic field teela a
force qvB and that- th1a toroe 1a :responsible for centripetal acceleration
such that
vB· = mr/r; and given that the .accelerating pot~nt1al, V,
resuJ.ted in the pa:rti.cle.•s kinetic enero so that qV • tmv , derive
a formula tor the mass or the particle independent or the particle's
veloc1ty.
q.

